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THE BEAUTY OF THE DESERT ENHANCES THE DREAMS
AND GROWTH OF FANTASY SPRINGS IN INDIO
ments underway at
Fanta y Springs in
Indio, home of the
Cabazon Band of
Mission
Indians,
that it IS hard to
focus on just one
project.
In addition to
First
Nation
Recovery
Inc.,
the
Fantas)
januh bowl1ng center ere» members are,
tire recycling plant
from top left; Irene Zarete. Adam R1vas. Lon Sanche:.
Nancy Cerommo. Denise H1ckman, Ana Vasque:, Bob
on the reservation
Crame, Ana U:araga. From bottom left: Pat Whitcome,
near Mecca in the
Doe/ Ri••era, Doug Schmod and Bob Briney.
Cabazon Resou rce
Story and photographs by Georgine
Recovery Park, which emphasizes
Loveland
the fact that Native Americans are
There are so many changes,
trul y the first environmentalists, the
plan for the future and improveband panners with Colmac Energy, a

UPDATE:
OPEN SPACE PuRCHASE

MOVES FORWARD
The Riverside County Board
of Supervisors has approved the
acquisition of approximately 358
acres in French Valley for the
preservation of open space and the
protection of wildlife and plant
life. The property is located
approximately one half mile south
of Los Alamos Road and west of
Winchester Road.
A combination of state, federal and local funds will be used to
purchase the land, at a cost of
$8,000,000 - or approximately
$22,346 per acre. For more information, call Brian Beck, project
manager for the Riverside County
Economic Development Agency,
at 909-955-8916.
continued on page II

CUSTOMIZED
INCENTIVES
BRING DEALS TO
VICTORVILLE
by K eith C. M e tzler, Deputy
Directo r of R ed evelopment, City of
Victorville

Victorville has implemented an
"outside the box" strategy to attract
businesses, in order to meet its goal
of creating 10,000 jobs in 10 years.
As a result, the city has become
home to many world-class companies such as: The Goodyear Tire &
Rubber Company, M&MJMars inc,
BAE Systems, and Boeing Capital.
Attracting Goodyear
Searching for a new logistics
hub to service Southern California
continued on page 33

power.
A housing development has
been created on reservation land
near Coachella, for tribal members,
enabling many to live and prosper on
their ancestral lands, which are not
continued on page 8

Special
Sections
Museum D1rector Judv Stapp demonstrates a rattle used m ceremomes
while standmg m front of a plwtograph
of the "goss1p rocks. " where Nati1•e
American women ground the1r grams
and discussed their day-to-day tribal
life.

Calendar
page 53

New Businesses
page 50 to 52

which conven

u
tymptc o a and Silver
Medalist Derek Parra Honored

.~,

tn
Local businesses, including Big Bear
Mountain Premium Spring Water, the
San Manuel Band of Mission Indians,
the Stampede and Stater Bros., panner
to recognize the San Bernardino native.

The San Bernardino Stampede
unveiled a 60-foot tall "building wrap"
billboard at Arrowhead Credit Union
Stadium on May 17, in recognition of
local hero and Olympic gold and silver
medalist Derek Parra. Local San
Bernardino businesses, including: Big
Bear Mountain Premium Spring Water,
the San Manuel Band of Mission
Indians and Stater Bros. supermarkets,
pannered with the San Bernardino
Stampede minor league baseball club to
produce the billboard, which covers the
entire back of the scoreboard.

"[1

"All of Southern California is
proud of Derek and his accomplishments," said San Bernardino Stampede
president and general manager, David
Oldham. "We wanted to bring together
some great local businesses that have a
long standing tradition of supponing the
community and local athletes. This
massive billboard pays uibute to the
goals and dreams achieved by San
Bernardino's finest."
The San Manuel Bottled Water
Group, the latest economic enterprise of
the San Manuel Band of Mission
Indians and the Inland Empire's newest
bottled water producer, also introduced
Olympic gold medalist Derek Parra as
the official spokesperson for Big Bear
continued on page 5
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THE INTEREST OF WOMEN

ROSE MARY FAUST-DEDICATED TO PROFESSIONAL
QUALITY AND COMMUNITY SERVICE

Rose Mary Fa ust

Ro~e Mary Faust founded Faust
Pnnun g with her late husband ,
Donald Faust Sr., 39 years ago.
She IS very acti ve in the Rancho
C ucamonga community, hav ing
served o n the Rancho Cucamonga
Chamber of Commerce for more
than live years. She also serves on
the ad visory board at California
State University San Be rn ardino
Roben V. Fullen on An Museum,
and the advisory board at Everest
Co llege (fom1erl y Rhodes College).
Faust is also a mem be r of:
Exec ut ive Women lnternauo nal,
Women' s
Business
Natio nal

ONCE A HOBBY-SCRAPBOOKING
Is Now BIG BusiNESS
by Jamie Ayala
Photographs, paper cut outs, scissors, stickers ... sounds like an an
proJeCt, right?
0 1 for 27-year-old
Jessica Mcgomgal. These accessories are all tools she ut ilit es as a
Creative Memori es consuiJanJ. a
scrapbook '>uppl y salesperson and
pe rsonal photograph prese rvauo n
advt ~or.

Altho ugh photograph scrapbooking has lo ng been a hobby for
the creative-mmded, il has become
one of the fa..sJest-growmg mdustries
in the world, creaung a professiOnal
niche for the forn1er hobby1st.
In a recent Creating Keepsakes
survey called " Sc rapbooking in
America," researche rs fou nd that
scrapbookers spend $ 1.4 billion
annuall y on supplies. Creating
Keepsakes is an industry magazine
with a readership of more than onehalf millio n people. The survey of 40
questions was conducted in part by
Rowes Market Research Group who
sent it to 40,000 households nationwide, result ing m a 65 percent
response rate .
Survey results also concluded
thai the scrapbooking industry has
boasted a 600 percent increase over
the past live years, compared to the
figure of $200 m11lion in sales reponed by the Wallstreet Journal in 1996.
T he dedicated scrapbooker spends

more than $50 a month, o wns about
$ 1,500 in supplies and spends I 0
ho urs a mo nth working o n the ir
photo albums, according to the survey. "Every hobby has a cost. But
unlike golf, th1s hobby can be treasured fo r years to come," said Carol
Makela, a Covina school teacher who
has been scrapbooking since 1994.
As th1s new consumer market
base is bloommg, individuals ltke
Mcgonigal are reaping the career
opponunities. This fonner accountani began crapbookmg fou r yean.
ago when she began havmg ch1 ldren.
She found the hobby 10 be a relax mg
remed y 10 her frayed days chasing
lillie ones, maintammg the household
chores and cookmg. " It 's hke an
addiction," Mcgonigal said.
In January, she found that monthly consulting would pay for her productive habit. " I can make twice as
much as someone who earns a mtnlmum wage in o ne week," she said.
Based in Minnesota, Creati ve
Memories ts one of the largest direct
sales compames in the Umted States
-- w1th more than 5,900 consultants
nationwide who earn their mcome
throug h home c lasses, workshops
and residual sales. Their ages vary
and they come from diverse backgrounds.

Council, Nonh Texas Wo me n's
Business
Counc il,
and
the
Temec ul a, O nta rio and Hesperia
Chambers of Commerce. She was
al o th e recipient of the Small
Business Person of the Year award
for 1996 and the Inland Empire
Women of Distinction award for
2000. Finall y, Rose Mary was
named the SBA Executi ve of the
Year for 200 1.
Who said, " It couldn ' t be
done?" she commented . What did
Faust Printmg do that was so incredible? The company printed the highest resolutio n in recorded history!

Was this a maJor award? Yes, this
was an internati onal co mpetition,
and out of 5600 entries from 16
countries, a panel of ex pens judged
Faust's high resolutio n poster (at
1, 11 0.80 hne screen or live millio n
dpi ) as the wmner!
Rose Mary Faust has every reason to be proud of her fami ly' s business success. Years of hard work and
commitment were the mgredients,
and through her devotion to her famIl y and ded1 catio n to her community,
the recogmuon she receives for her
ac hieveme nts IS certamly welldeserved.

ROBBIE MOTTER TO BE
PRESENTED NAFE's ''2002
WOMEN OF EXCELLENCE
AWARD" IN NEW YORK

Robbie Motter, the western
regional coordinator fo r NAFE
(National Associatio n of Fe male
Executives) and also the founder of
PWR (The ProfessiOnal Women's
Roundtable) a NAFE affihate network, recently was notified by
Melissa Wahl, executive director
and Belly C . Spence, Ph.D., the
pres1dent of NAFE in ew York,
that ~he has been selected a~ a winner of one of live "2002 Women of
Excellence Awards'' given by NAFE
annuall y.
Me ller w1ll receive the award
for her outstanding work m the area
of mentorship. T he award will be
presented to her at the NAFE 30th

A nmversary Conference 1n New
York City o n Saturday, June I, at the
Crowne Plaza Manhattan Hotel.
NAFE 1s the largest busmess
women' s organ1 zauon in the U.S.
w1th more than 150,000 members.
Nommees fo r the awards come from
NAFE members all over the U.S .
Over the years, Motter has been
recogni zed fo r her wo rk by many
organizallons. In 2001 , she was
na med by the Santa Ana Small
Business Adm1mstration (SBA) as
Its "Women in Bus mess Advocate of
the year 200 I"; Soropto mist
International of Riverside selected
her in March 2001 as the winner of
the "Women Helping Women"
award; NAFE selected her in 200 1
for its "Outstanding NAFE Director
Award"; and in 1998, the Business
Press selected her as one of the "50
Women of Distinction." That same
year she was al~o presented the
"PWR Founders Award."
In her more than 30-year business career in maJOr states hke: New
York,
Hawaii,
Texas
and
Washington DC.. Moner was also
presented many awards for outstandcontinued on page 6
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BARRIERS TO BUSINESS SUCCESS
by Vicki Sanderford-O'Connor
In their quest for market dominance, the majority o f businesses
tout how they' re ''unique," "different," or in some way " better" than
their competition . However, when
you ask for specifics about what
makes them stand out, the answers
are usually the same - "best customer service," " lowest prices," and
''highest quality" are the standard,
generic responses.
The fact is. that aside from specific product or service offerings,
most companies are exactly the
same. Today's corporate wo rld is a
homogenized culture that prohibits
the true diversity of any individual or
department to shine. Bus iness owners and managers enforce rules that
stifle what is unique and creative in
their team so as not to offend any
outside group.
When employees encounter such
environments, complacency sets in
and productivity declines. No wonder so many companies today are
unremarkable. Who is to blame for
this state of affairs? While finger
pointing is easy to do, we can' t completely blame the companies or the

employees for such co mplacency
and mediocrity at work. Why?
Because we can trace the root of this
problem to our current society itself.
In today's culture, people are
afraid to stand out, be different, or
make waves- because we've condi tioned .them to believe that exhibiting any kind of behavior deviant
from the norm is a crime. It's when
we introduce behaviors or practices
that go against the flo w that we
inspire o ur people to functio n beyond
what anyone thought was possible.
The keys are to offend - or change
- within limits and to do no harm.
A Challenge for Change
Change of any kind scares most
people. However, if you want your
company to stand out, you must challenge people's thoughts, challenge
the norm, and do something different. Because people are so careful
not to rock the proverbial boat, they
end up do ing nothing at all and
remain exactl y where they began.
There's no progress, no forward
movement, nothing at all to make
people take notice.
This is not to say, however, that
the change you initiate must be mon-

umental to be effecti ve. In fact,
sometimes the smallest change can
compound and deli ver massive
results. If the thought of change
frightens you or your team, put the
following principles to work. Teach
discerning followership!
Regardless o f your position,
sometimes you' ll need to lead and
other times you' ll need to follow.
You will play both roles in the course
o f your career. Life is full of choices,
and your character will determ ine the
path you choose. ln those instances
where you choose not to lead, be a
discerning fo llower instead. A discerning follower perceives or recognizes that something is different than
the norm, measures that difference
against the yardstick of right values
and principles, and then consciously
makes a decision whether to follow
or resist.
Keep it Simple
An organization that centers on
self-awareness and that thinks in
terms of the other person has the
greatest success with change. While
rules and regulations do have their
place in the corporate world, they
need to be loose guidelines rather

than stringent policies.
Start Small and Observe
To get an initial feel for how
impactful change can be to your
o rganization, start with a small area
that requires change. This will give
your team a small taste of what they
can accompl ish when they inv ite
change into their day.
Unlocking the Barriers to Change
Brings Business Success
Business structures that are
adaptive and that are grounded in
life-affmning principles breed corporate warriors who thrive on offense
and change. Only when you have the
courage to initiate change on every
level will you and your company not
only survive, but also thrive for years
to come.

Vicki Saruierford-O'Connor is the
author of "The Power in
Compassion: Tran sf orming the
Correctional Culture." She's also a
speaker with the aim to help companies increase their bottom line by
'unlocking the full potential' of all
their employees. She can be reached
at 915-961-5394 or e-mailed at
vicki@rr:ip.com.

ROGER HATCH CONSTRUCTION PuRCHASES HISTORIC WmTTIER RANCH
Roger Hatch Construction
(RHC) recently closed escrow on 39
acres in Indio, on the site of the former Whittier Ranch, a property that
includes the one-time home of
General George S . Patton, Jr. and his
wife, Beatrice Ayer Patton.
Located at 48th Avenue and
Jackson Street, the ground-breaking
for the new home development is
slated to take place in the fall. A total
of 152 moderately-priced homes is
planned for the site.
Homestead Act documents
record that the property was settled
by Jonas L. -Casebeer. possibly as
early as 1898. By the 1920s, a 120acre portion of the property was held
by theM . H. Whittier Company. The
most interesting bit of historical
information, however, dates from
1941 to 1942 when General Patton
and his wife resided in the 1920s
vintage home on the site.

Patton, who was destined to
become a World War II legend, was
at the time charged with the creation
and command of the U.S. Army's
Desert
Training
Center
in
California's Mojave and Colorado
deserts.
The Patton House, as it came to
be known, is still located on the
property and may become a clubhouse for the new development,
according to Roger Hatch, company
president. " We are excited by the
opportunity to bring this piece of
local history to life. General Patton
remains one of America's most
enduring heroes," he said.
Roger
Hatch Construction
comes to the Whittier Ranch project
with more than 30 years of front line
experience in all aspects of the
building industry with development
and construction operations in
excess of $100,000,000.

RHC accomplishments include
the design and construction o f more
than I ,500 homes and 2,500 multifamily units (townhouses, apartments and hotels) throughout
California and also in Nevada,
Colorado and New Mexico.
Additionally, the company has been
responsible for the development of
several hundred thousand square feet
of commercial, retail and office
space.
Roger Hatch is a past board
member of the Building Industry
Association of Superior California
(Sacramento) and a member of the
Desert Chapter of the National
Association of Home Builders.
RHC is currently developing
Desert Song in Indio, a new community of 89 single-family homes on
large, pool-size lots located east of
the new project at 48th Avenue and
Calhoun Street. The neighborhood

offers seven innovative, single-story
floor plans - ranging in size from
1,229 to 1,944 square feet with three
or four bedrooms, two full baths and
two-car garages.
Budget-friendly prices begin in
the mid $130,000s. Several financing programs enable qualified buyers to move in with costs as low as
$1,500. Monthly principal and interest payments start from $851, making home ownership more affordable.
Desert Song is part of the
Imperial Irrigation District for overall lower utility bills. ln addition,
children in the community attend
schools in the highly regarded
Desert Sands School District.

For more information on Desert
Song or the upcoming Whittier
Ranch community, call Roger Hatch
Construction at (760) 342-8089.
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TRAVEL AND LEISURE
CHOICE HOTELS INTERNATIONAL AND TRAVELER
DISCOUNT GUIDE ANNOUNCE AGREEMENT
Worldwide lodging franchiser
Choice Hotels International (NYSE:
CHH) and Traveler Discount Guide,
the largest and most effective roomfi lling publication in North America,
announced the formation of an exclusive endorsed partnership agreement.
Under the agreement, all domestic Choice properties receive preferred advertising rates and other
marketing benefits in the Traveler
Discount Guide, a premier travel
industry coupon publication with
more than 40 million copies printed
annually. Choice properties also
receive a complimentary one-year
listing on Roomsaver.com, the
Traveler Discount Guide's online
source for hotel coupons.
"With the establishment of this

new relationship, we expect to build
upon the $23 million in incremental
room revenue Tra veler Discount
Guide generates annually for the
800+ Choice properties already
advertising in our publication," said
Mark T. Rayner, Traveler Discount
Guide's senior vice president. "This
is an outstanding opportunity to
bring additional value to our millions
of readers while driving new business to participating Choice properties nationwide."
" Many of our franchisees have
al ready recognized the value of
advertising in Travele; Discount
Guide publications," said Daniel
Rothfield, Choice's senior vice president, partner services. "This agreement makes it easier and more

affordable for them to take advantage
of this tremendous vehicle for reaching value-and quality-conscious travelers."
Choice Hotels International
(NYSE: CHH) is one of the world's
largest lodging franchisers, with
more than 5,000 hotels open or under
development in 43 count ries.
Choice's Comfort Inn, Comfort
Suites, Quality, Clarion, Sleep Inn,
Econo Lodge, Rodeway Inn and
MainStay Suites brand hotels serve
guests worldwide. For more information on Choice, visit the company's
Internet
site
at
www.choicehoteJs.com.
Tra veler Discount Guide is the
originator of the hotel coupon guide
industry, the largest publi her of its

kind in the North America and the
only publication of its type offering
full nationwide co~erage throughout
48 states. The company prints more
than 40 million copies annually. distributed via its more than 18,000 premium locations co~t-to coast and
maintains a growing client based of
more than 6,000 hotels, motels and
resorts. Traveler Discount Guide
clients receive additional exposure to
millions of travelers through the
company's
affiliation
with
Roomsaver.com, the largest and most
comprehensive source of hotel
coupons on the World Wide Web. For
more information on Traveler
Discount Guide, visit the company's
Web site at www.travelerdiscountguide.com.

2002 Olympic Gold...

The billboard is on display at
Arrowhead Credit Union Park. home of the
San Bernardino Stampede, at 280 South
"E" Street, facing east at the comer of "E"
Street and Athol.
'Ths billboard was the perfect opportunity to bring local businesses together
and strengthen our ties to the community,"
said Willis. "We are very pleased with the

suppon of Stater Bros. supermarkets and
the Stampede as we and look forward to a
long and mutually rewarding relationship."
Distributed initially within the Inland
Empire, Big Bear Mountain Premium
Spring Water can now be found at local
markets, including aU Stater Bros. supermarkets, and is available in a number of
convenient sizes for consumers. Big Bear

Mountain Premium Spring Water is also
available in 3- and 5-gallon bottles for
home and office delivery within the Inland
Empire.

cominued from page 1

Mountain Premium Spring Water at a press
conference recently. The San Bernardino
For mo~ infomwtion or to order home or
office delivel)l visit www.bigbearspring.
native announced that the sponsorship will
com " or call J-866-DRJNK-H20 or 1allow him the opportunity and financial
888-MTN-PURE.
backing to train and defend his Salt Lake
City gold and silver
medal speed skating
Next month I'll introduce a lunch menu,
performance at the
get the new espresso machine, then watch my
2006 Olympics in
iirlilr""-- . :•::.:ta:.:. ff:_:suffer through the
Torino, Italy.
Parra's role will
include endorsing the
product and serving as
an "ambassador" at
selected Big · Bear
Mountain Premium
Spring Water-sponsored
community
events.
"We are very
pleased to sponsor
Take care of your team
CALL ME TODAY
Derek and have him
When your employees suffer an unexpected illness or injury, it can cost
&
Agenc~ ouT MORE
as our spokesperson,"
you time and money. They also count on you to arrange good health care
said Peter Willis, San
2131 Elks Dr./P.O . Box 3280
coverage. That's why Blue Shield of California, with over 60 years of
Manuel Bottled Water
experience in helping businesses like yours, has made it easy to take care of
San Bernardino, CA 92413-3280
Group general managyour team. With Blue Shield's Small Group Acc<ss+ HMO Plan E, there's a
er. "We're proud to
Brian Ikan, CLU, Ch FC
wide range of benefits, including:
partner with Derek
· Prescriptions filled at participating pharmacies at affordable copayments
Doug Smith, Mike Rc.nta
AN AUTHORIZED AGENT FOR
and provide the finan· Scheduled Routine Physical Exams, including Well-Baby, Well-Child
acp@acpinsurance.com
and adult Exams
cial suppon he needs
CA Ue<nse l0546677
• An annual routine Well-Woman Ex•m
to train and bring
·
Pregnancy
and
Maternity
Care
anolher gold horne to
· Emergency room services
San Bernardino in
2006."

allergy season.

Austin, Cooper

Price

(909) 886-9861

~]~;!.~. ~!£~~
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ROBBIE MOTTER TO B E PRESENTED "2002 WOMEN OF
EXCELLENCE A WARD" IN N EW YORK
continued from page 3

ing service in her profession, as
well as for service to others and the
communities she lived in. If you
asked her about all the e awards,
she would say, ''One does not do
things to win awards, it's more
important to ~ake an impact on the
lives of others and to see them prosper and achieve their dreamsthat's my greatest reward.'' She is
most grateful for all the honors she
has received over the years, as it is
wonderful to be recognized by your
peers and especially wonderful to
be honored for things that are your
passion. But she feels her greatest

achievements are for the people's
lives that she has been able to touch
and make a difference in.
She is the founder of PWR (Tire
Professional Women's Roundtable)
with more than 350 members and
nine affiliate networks in the Inland
Empire and North County San
Diego areas. PWR networks are
NAFE affiliate networks.
Up until October 2001, she also
served as the executive director of
PWR, but stepped down to take on
additional duties for NAFE. For
NAFE, Robbie serves as the westem regional coordinator and works
as a liaison to NAFE networks in 13

states: Alaska. Arizona, California,
Colorado, Hawaii, Idaho, Montana,
Nevada, New Mexico, Oregon,
Utah, Washington, and Wyoming.
These include an additional 50
NAFE networks with more than 500
members, in addition to seven affiliate PWR networks she founded
which are also NAFE affiliate networks.
In addition to running her own
business as a PR and marketing
consultant, she speaks across the
country on a variety of topics,
writes monthly business columns
for several newspapers and magazines, and teaches a nonprofit mar-

keting class for the University of
California Riverside extension program.
No matter how busy Motter's
career becomes, she always makes
time to mentor others both on a personal and professional level.
Helping others succeed is-and
always will be-her number one
passion.
ln addition to the winners being
acknowledged at the conference
luncheon in New York City, they
will also be profiled in the
August/September
issue
of
Execlllive Female Maga zine, a
nationwide NAFE publication.

TEMECULA VALLEY BANK ANNOUNCES STRONG
FIRST QUARTER EARNINGS
Temecula
Valley
Bank
artnounced fust quarter earnings of
$629,549, an increase of 15 percent
over the $545,883 earned for the
same period in 2001. The return on
average assets was 1.31 percent and
the return on average equity was
16.54 percent both above bank peer
group averages.
"We are very pleased with the
bank's fust quarter results, oonsidering the unusually strong first quarter of last year and in light of the
negative effect of the Federal
Reserve Bank rate reductions in
2001 on net interest margins," said

Stephen H. Wacknitz, president and
CEO.
Wacknitz further commented,
"The federal reserve rate reductions
have affected a majority of community banks, creating a more difficult
rate environment in which to operate. Regardless, we expect to see
strong earnings and asset growth to
continue for the remainder of 2002."
As of March 31, 2002,
Temecula Valley Bank's total assets
grew more than 51 percent to
$206,573,000,
compared
to
$137,171,000 at March 31, 2001.
Total gross loans climbed 71 per-

cent to $180,794,000 compared to
$105,530,000 at the same period
last year and deposits also increased
47 percent to $186,304,000, up from
$126,368,000 at the end of the first
quarter of 200 I. Shareholders'
equity increased 66 percent to
$15,752,000. The common stock
offering in June 2001 contributed to
approximately $4,000,000 to the
increase in shareholders' equity.
The Tier I capital ratio increased
from 7.31 percent at March 31,
2001 to 7.96 percent at March 31,
2002. Asset quality continues to
remain strong, with non-performing

loans, net of SBA guarantees, at one
tenth of one percent of loans outstanding.
Temecula Valley Bank was established in 1996 and operates fullservice offices in Temecula,
Murrieta, Fallbrook, Escondido and
El Cajon. The banks common stock
is traded over the counter with the
stock symbol TMUL.OB and the
bank's internet Web sire can be
reached ar www.temvalbank.com.
The bank has also been recognized
throughout 2001 by The Findley
Reports for achieving "Super
Premier Performance. "

DATE INDUSTRY PIONEER BEN LAFLIN JR. RECEIVES
the SUNNY CHUCHIAN AWARD OF EXCELLENCE
The California Date
Commission has awarded it highest honor, The
Sunar "Sunny" Chuchian
Award of Excellence to
date industry pioneer
Ben Laflin Jr. Laflin
grew up in a date garden
south of Thermal where
he learned date farming
from his father.
After completing his
Dare industry pioneer Ben Laflin Jr. received the
master's degree in plant
Sunar "Sunny" Chuchian Award of Excellence for his pathology from UC
many contributions to the California dare industry.
Berkeley in 1950, Laflin

became a business partner with his
father in their 250-acre Laflin Date
Gardens. He has served on the Date
Committee of the Riverside County
Fair and Date Festival, the board of
trustees for Coachella Valley High
School, and the Coachella Valley
Mosquito and Vector Control
District,
strongly
supporting
research.
Laflin has hosted many college
and university groups at the date gardens, sharing his knowledge and love
of the industry. He has traveled to
India, Saudi Arabia, Oman, Bahrain,

Complaints... Praise! Suggestions? E-Mail us @

Jordan, Israel, and Morocco to study
date growing. Although Laflin Date
Gardens became Oasis Date Gardens
in 1983, Laflin continues to be
involved in date farm management
and farms a 20-acre garden east of
Coachella.
The Sunny Chuchian award recognizes an individual who has made
an outstanding contribution to the
California date industry. The award
was presented at the commission's
annual dinner immediately following
the 2002 Date Chef Competition at
The Lodge at Ranch Mirage.

iebj@ busjournal.com
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R espected A. Gary Anderson Graduate School of
M anagement Dean Donald H. Dye Resigns

Don Dye. a lifelong Riversider,
attorney and fom1er chief executive
officer, has resigned his position as
dean of the A. Gary Ande rson
Graduate School of Management at
the Uni versity of California,
Ri verside. His last day will be June
30.
" I have very much enjoyed my
tenure as dean of the AGSM . When
I accepted the position, I committed
to the then Executive Vice
Chancellor Warren that I would stay
for at least 18 months. It has now
been 40 months, and it is lime to
move on," said Dye.
"Charlotte and I came back to

Ri verside because of the great promise the region holds from a social,
economic and cultural basis. UCR is
the center of that promise. I hope to
continue playing an active role in the
region's development, wh1le continui ng a close relationship with AGSM
and UCR."
" I accept h1s resignation with
regret, and I welcome a continuing
relationship between Don D. and
UCR," sa id Acting Chancellor
David Warren on May 14. Warren
said he would begin a process to
identify an interim dean from the
UCR faculty ranks and prepare for a
national search for a new permanent
leader.
At the time he was appointed as
interim dean on March I , 1999,
UCR had approximately 500 undergraduate business majors and 140
MBA students.
Dye was in trumental in bringing in a $6 million commitment from
Richard Heckmann, fom1er president of U.S. Filter. to build the
Heckmann
Center
for
Entrepreneurial Management in
Palm Desert. The center will include
classrooms, teleconferencing and

video conferencing centers, computer labs, meeting rooms and offices.
The Anderson School IS on the
verge of accreditation by the
Association to Advance Collegiate
Schools of Business. the mtemational accrediting body.
Dye is the former chief executive officer of the Callaway Golf
Company in Carlsbad. He wa
appointed at UCR in March 1999.
His career as an attorney included
partnership at Reid, Babbage and
Coil in Riverside; and Dye, Thomas,
Luebs & Mon . also in R1 verside.
During his tenure at Callaway, the
company grew from 200 to 3,000
employees and an nual revenues
j umped from $54 million to $843
million. ln 1996, Dye won the
Entrepreneurial Success Award from
the
U.S.
Small
Business
Administration.
He has been a long-time friend
and donor to UCR. In 1997, the Dye
Family Foundation donated $1 million to establish the Callaway Center
for
Socially
Responsible
Organizations in honor of Dye's
mentor and friend, Ely Callaway.
As the campus grows to more

than 20,000 students between now
and 20 I0, the Anderson Graduate
School of Management will play an
important role in an overall effort to
serve our state and nation with

"Charlotte and I
'came back to Riverside
because of the great
promise the region
holds from a social,
economic and cultural
basis. VCR is the center of that promise. I
hope to continue playing an active role in the
region's development,
while continuing a close
relationship with AGSM
and VCR."
excellent teaching, research and
public service, Warren said. It is our
goal to grow and improve continuously.

TEN SAN BERNARDINO COU NTY SCHOOLS NAMED
DISTINGUISHED SCHOOLS
Ten San Bernardino County
elementary schools have earned
the distinction of being named
2002 California Distinguished
Schools, including two Title I
high-achieving schools, one also a
state underperforming school.
State Superintendent of Public
Instruction Delaine Eastin recently announced California's 247
distinguished elementary schools,
including :
E.J.
Marshall
Elementary,
Chino
Valley
Unified; Bryn Mawr Elementary,
Franklin Elementary and Smiley
Elementary, Redlands Unified;
Grandview Elementary, Lake
Gregory Elementary and Valley of
Enchantment Elementary, Rim of

the World Unified ; Palm Avenue
Elementary, San Bernardino City
Unified, Brentwood Elementary
and Lomitas Elementary, and
Victor Elementary.
E.J. Marshall Elementary is
part of the state's Immediate
I ntervention/U nderperformi ng
Schools Program (11/USP) as well
as a federally-funded Title I highachieving
school.
Marshall
achieved an 86-point growth in
the Academic Performance Index
(API) in its first IUUSP implementation year and 23-point
growth in the second year,
increasing its score from 618 in
1999 to 727 in 200 I. As a Title I
high-achieving school, Marshall

students have been identified at a
50 percent or higher poverty rate,
yet have consistently exceeded
their API growth targets.
Brentwood Elementary is also
a Title I high-achieving school.
Brentwood students noted a 164point growth in API scores over
two years, from 626 in 1999 to
790 in 200 I.
"We are very proud of all our
schools and especially pleased to
see that our county has 10 distinguished schools," said County
Superintendent Herbert Fischer.
"We're also pleased to see our
schools recognized for their
efforts to improve student performance. It's a credit to students,

taff, teachers, administrators and
district leadership."
Initiated
in
1985,
the
California Distinguished Schools
Program honors elementary and
secondary schools in alternate
years. Each school that is selected
has demonstrated an outstanding
example of successful teaching
and learning, high standards for
all students, strong family and
community involvement, partnerships with the business community, safe and clean school environments and modem technology.
Distinguished schools were
recognized at a recent awards ceremony held at the Disneyland
Hotel in Anaheim.
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FANTASY SPRINGS IN INDIO
continued from page 1
in just one location, but split into
four separate areas, scattering tribal
members into different cities and
sometimes out of the valley entirely.
A sense of co hesiveness has thereby
been restored.
The vital and beautiful new
museum, which celebrates Cabazon

Interestingl y, all the Cahuilla
clans speak the Shoshonean dialect.
They li ved in villages of 100-300
people, many alongside ancient
Lake Cahuilla in the 15th and early
16th centuries. The lake is lo ng
gone, but the people are still here,
even thoug h man y were infected
with the colonizers' diseases and

The Cabazon Cultural Museum
heritage and culture is directed with
grace and ICnowledge by former
teacher, Judy Stapp, capably assisted
by Maria Velasquez, who was born
and raised in the Indio area. The collection of artifacts- photographs of
"gossip rocks" and Chief Cabazon
and others; pottery and baskets; rattles and clappers- includes a replica
of a " kish," a structure made of local
reeds and grasses used by the people
and housed their possessions, Stapp
explained. The Cabazons, one of
eight different indigenous clans of
the Cahuilla Indians, often slept outside.
The Cabazons were expert
weavers and often sold their wares to
passengers traveling on the early
railroads. So, many original works
of art left the ·valley. The museum is
constantly searching fo r original
objects. In a heartwarming act of
generosity, the director commented,
the museum is able to display the
only Cabazon basket known to exist,
on loan from the Agua Caliente
museum.
When touring the second floor,
the mystical sounds of the " Bird
Singers" drifts through the rooms . .. a
mesmerizing connection to the past
using the metaphor of birds who fly
away to Mexico on a quest to find
the perfect home .. .only to return to
the Coachella Valley from which

they came.

perished.
Right across the street from the
museum is the Fantasy Springs
Casino. The casino's public relations
manager is Richard Sackley, who
recently celebrated his seventh
anniversary in that position and is
committed to the vision of developing a family-oriented facility. The
casino is an integral part of the business, of course, but it is being augmented by family-related attractions
and expans ions.
A prime example is the bowling
alley. which now operates 20 lanes
with an adjoining snack bar, gear
sho p and arcade, all of which are
buzzing and busy, which keeps the
family bowling center 's grac ious
and ingeniously charming general
manager, Bob Briney, happy as the
proverbial clam .
Briney grew up in Orange
Counry and has years of experience
managing bowling alleys. However,
being mechanically inclined, he
always nunured a dream of owning
his own muffler shop, which he did
in Indio for 18 years. He was recruited by some very smart people at
Fantasy Springs, and brings his
expertise and optimism to a job he
obviously adores. "I am so blessed,"
Briney said. "I have the BEST
employees ( t 7 of them), and the best
ever corporate bosses. I just love
coming to work."

Briney has worked in other
places, but has an abiding love for
the desert. " Desert people are a very
soft people," he notes. "They don't
like belligerence. I love it here; I'll
never leave." This has got to be one
of the cleanest bowling centers in
existence. There is not a speck of
dust ANYWHERE! The pride his
staff displays is one of the things he
is very proud of.
There will be a lo t of work and
challenges for Briney and his efficient staff when a new bowling center is built doubling the current
capacity, creating an opponunity for
pro and semi-pro tournaments. Jason
Morris of Cathed ral City, at 15, o ne
of the youngest winner of the Junior
Scratch Tournament at Yorba Linda
Lanes, has bowled at Fantasy
Springs for two years in the Saturday
Youth Leagu e.
The new center will be located
"due East" of the casino, visually
separated from the casino, for a
more family-style ambience. 1t will
be joined by a hotel and parking lot.
Plans may include another restau-
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WHEN BUSINESS BREEDS FRIENDSHIP:

Maria Velasquez assists customers
with their choices in the gift section
of the museum, always service with
a smile
rant, condos and timeshares-a destination resort with fac ilities
designed for everyone to enjoy.
Dreams are also taking shape for
an even larger museum to celebrate
the wonders of the Coachella Valley
and the rich culture of its people.
The ancestors will be pleased.

.. . wit/, a

At Doctors' Hospita l
M edica l Center
of M ontclai r,
you' ll fi nd a kind
gentle atmosphere
a highl y tra ined staff
experienced physicians.
From bab ies to seniors,
the hosp ital provides a
wide range of programs and services.

The hospital is conveniently located just south of the
10 Freeway between Central Avenue
and Monte Vista Avenue in
the city of Montclair.
DocTORS'
HOSPITAL
For information, please
Medical Center of Montclair
call (909) 625-5411 .
5000 San Bernardino St., Montclair CA
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A PROFILE OF Two DYNAMIC WOMEN

by Brian McConnell
ing and journalism- but it was difchaired the Media Professional
tions agent you need to be a wellOften, one can create the closest
ficult to find work. So, I picked up
American Hean Association "Heart
rounded individual, you need to be
friendships in the unl ikel iest of
an internship wi th the Lippin Group
Walk," a yearly walk for fund-raisable to do a lot of different things."
places: the office. Such was the
which turned into a job and helped
ing for hean disease. Both women
Both business approaches have
case for April Crichton and Kim
create a new career path for me,"
still participate in the annual fundproven to be successful for each of
Stone, two women from different
Kim reflected.
raiser, doing different tasks while
the dynamic women.
April
backgrounds whose paths crossed at
After the Lippin Group, she
working together for a noble cause.
Crichton, along with a group of pubStoorza, now O'Reilly Pub lic
went to work for an entertainment
The educational and career hislie relations agents from O'Reilly
Relations, one of the largest public
public relations company in West
tories of both women are not the
Public Relations received the PRSA
relations offices in the I nland
Los Angeles but came to realize that
only things that are different about
2000 Cappella award for best public
Empire. Within less than two years,
the
entertainment
world
of
these two personalities.
Their
relations for their work with
April and Kim became close friends
Hollywood "was too wessful," Kim
approaches, thoughts, and philosoTouchscreen Voting in River ide
and professional confidantes. Since
noted. "I decided to try the legal and
phies on being good agents in the
County which wa implemented in
then their careers have led them on
business sides of the public relations
public relations field are also unique.
the 2000 presidential elections in
"Having a good work ethic is
Riverside County.
different paths, yet they remai n good
field instead. It was that career
friends and are both in awe of the
change that led me to Carl Terzian
most important to me," said April
While Kim Stone\ well-roundother's professionalism and business
Associates where I learned everyCrichton. "I try to com.istently
ed business approach helped her
approach in the field of public relathing I know and specialited in corremain polite, carry my head high,
land a position with the Arts Council
tions.
porate relations."
remain level-headed, and remain
for San Bernardino County where
After graduating with a speech
After working there for a year
calm. If I sticl, to that. there is not a
she is in charge of all informational
and communications degree fro m r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , services, a job never before filled
Cal State Fullenon, April continby a full-time staff member.
ued waiting tables. One day she
"Being a film major, I have
realized that it was time for her to
always been interested in the arts
put her degree to work and public
- now I am working for a comrelations seemed like the obvious
pany that helps bnng the arts to
choice.
the San Bernardino schools and
"My grandmother put the idea
its general public," Kim Stone
in my head," she said, "April,
said. ''I now get to use my public
you're so outgoing you should go
relations skills 10 an area I have a
into public relations." It was a
passion for."
professor at Cal State Fullerton
Although they no longer
who helped to solidify that career
work
at
O'Reilly
Public
goal.
April continued, "Dr.
Relations, April Crichton and
Mechling at Cal State Fullerton
Kim Stone remain in close contold me that I was very trustwortact with one another. When
thy and businesses like trustworasked what eaciT woman thought
thy people." She then q uit the April Crichton
Kim Stone
of the other, the compl iments
serving j ob; took time off to backwere heart-felt and rooted in
pack through Europe and returned
and a half, she met her fiance and
problem that can come my way that
admiration.
to the Inland Empire in search of a
moved to Redlands. "1 had to fi nd a
will stump me for long; there is the
"It has been my privilege to
public relations position. Crichton
j ob in the Inland Empire so I opened
answer out there for every problem
work with April at O ' Reilly Public
found an opening with O ' Reilly
up the "Yellow Pages" and looked
and I will find it."
Relations and at the Heart Walk,"
Public Relations where she worked
under "Public Relations." There was
Kim Stone, on the other hand,
said Kim Stone. "She is a very talonly one entry and that was for
remai ns successful by continually
ented and lively woman, she will
as assistant account executive for
improving her knowledge and comStoorza Public Relations. I called
defin itely go far in this field."
just under two years.
them up and go t the job."
petency in a plethora of areas. "My
" Kim Stone stands out in a
Kim Stone's background before
best approach is having a wide range
crowd because of her genuine sinKim and April's paths met at
arriving at O ' Reilly Public Relations
O ' Reilly Public Relations and their
of skills; I am not a traditional pubcerity, warmth, level-head, and prowas drastically different. A film
relationship flourished, both in and
lie relations person," said Kim
fessionalism," said April Crichton.
studies major at the University of
outside of the office. Aside from
Stone. "I' ve done political, medical,
"To me she defines both what a
California Santa Barbara, Kim was
being co-workers at the public relabusiness and entertainment.
I
woman should be, and a professionvery interested in the arts. "I was
tions firm, April and Kim also cobelieve that to be a good public relaal."
always interested, in college, in writ-
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Something Soft and Supple for Your Software
by J. Allen Leinberger
Remember the days of high button shoes and buggy whips?
Probably not, but at least you can be
sure there were no computers back
then. And you might expect that
there is a current generation of heirs
to the buggy whip fonune who are
working the drive-through window
and wishing that their family still
lived m the big hou e o n the hill.
At least one company has made
the transition into the new millenniurn without missing a beat.
Ever since my first article about
the Apple iPod, J.R. Hill has been
sending me information about their
new leather holders for the MP3
player. The story of this remarkable
transition goes back to 1840 when
J.R. Hill began making leather har-

nes e
in
Concord.
ew
Hampshtre. Their product developed uch a wide reputation that it
became l..nown a the ··concord
Harness" and oon they were being
bought up by the likes of Wells
Fargo, Ring ling® Brothers and
even Buffa lo Bill 's Wild West
Show.
One h undred years ago, Hill
merged with another Concord
leather company and they went o n
to develop leather shock absorbers
for stage coaches, and, as the industrial revolution took over, they
began to develop belting fo r
machinery. This idea has kept the
company in business through these
many decades.
With the cachet of the name,
high-end travel accessories became
the choice for sophisticated travel-

COMMENTARY
·Party Shirts in Logo-Land
by Joe Lyons

N01 long ago, in these same pages. we
told you about the ri..e of the denim shin
wilh the corporate logo embrotdered on
the pockel So popular were these slurts
that many businesses had adopted them
for casual Fnday wear. replacing the polo
or golf shut.
Well, everything goes m cycles, which
is why you never want to lhrow out your
old bow ties or banjos.
Enter the pany shut.
You have seen them for years. Many
people still call them Hawaiian silk shirts.
Thai's why Torn Selleck used to wear
them in Magnum Pl Your grandfather
may have a closet fuU. You saw Ben
Affiock wearing one m the movtes last
year while he was defending Pearl Harbor.
Now modem technologies have
allowed JUSt about any icon or logo you
can name to be put onto rayon or polyester. I should have suspected something
last August, when the Arrowhead
Regional Medical Center gave out such
shirts wilh therr company design on iL
Department SIOr'e5 began putting out pany
sh.iits with superheroes on them.
Superman, 8alman. Spidennan, and even
the Justice League of America (Can you
• name all of the JLA '.')
Sport!> io bc:coming a big in,ptr.uion
The ESPN Zone ha:. party ~~ "'ilh

every logo of theirs on them. Sunday
Night Football. Sports Center, et al, can be
found somewhere in the pattern. The
Dodger.; and Angels, the Yankees, and
even my beloved Cleveland Indians have
pany shiftS wtuch bear every symbol,
World Series patch and change of image
that any of them have ever had. The Just
Sports stores have earned a line of sucb
shirts. wilh only a single patch for the tearn
logo over the left breasL
Specialty sportswear stores, like Btg
Dog. have been adapting their themes to
party shirts. Nordstrom has Mickey
Mouse, Jimmy Buffen and even the Beach
Boys, featuring copies of all of their classic album cover.;. No doubt, corporations,
vacation de~ unations, and even your
favorite radio stations, will be producing
such slurts very soon.
Still, you must be aware that there are
some drawbacks to this lateSt men's casu·
ai trend. My dragon pany shin from Sears
rubbed its red dye aU over my white jeans,
and wor.;e, the tan leather interior of my
new car. Perhaps I should have washed it
fl!St?!
Styles come and go. Qu•te possibly,
by the time you read this, you will have
packed all of your pany shirts into the
back closet. Wha!'s next? Could be baseball jer;eys, could be bowhnr shirts. could
c:•c:n beG I. camouflage fati£UC>
Swn<l by.

ers. As the company describes it,
"anil ine-fi nished. glove-tanned,
water-repellent and drum -dyed"
products are what its customers
have come to expect. The linings
are "puncture-proof' and their
hardware is brass.
So what has any of thi to do
with your computer? Good question. When Apple introduced its
iPod, Hill saw what I saw, it needed
a belt hook. Hill has produce not
one, but two belt pouches for the
device.
On top of that, they' have gone
heavily into the laptop case business.
While Targas is perhaps the best
known of the laptop case companies
in the catalogs, Hill has put its topof-the-line leather works on-line for
such new products as the Apple
iBook and the Powerbook G4.

They have even developed a
leather screen protector. Almost as
simple as the o ld "pet rock," the
protector is little more than a
swatch of leather, cut to sit inside
your laptop when it's closed-the
thinking being that the din and oil
that has accumulated on your keyboard and mouse pad will transfer
to the LCD screen. Worse yet, you
could develop scratches o n the
screen that would be permanent and
costly.
True, You could drop your laptop
into a plastic Stater Bros. grocery
bag and tear this page out of the
journal to protect your screen, but a
Powerbook G4 leather screen protector for only $17.49 (retail) is
much more appropriate for a $2,000
machine.
Class will tell.
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continued from page I
Seven New Tenants Are
Slated for Ontario Mills
Ontario Mills has announced
seven
maJOr
new
tenants:
Nordstrom Rack, The Children's
Place, Geoffrey Beene, Haggar,
d.e.m.o., Frederick's of Hollywood
and Sak Elliott Lucca. Five will
open their doors in the second quarter of 2002, while The Children'
Place and d.e.m.o. are scheduled to
launch their stores in the third quarter.
Newly opened store at the
Mills include: Forever 21, Limited
Too, lZOD, Shoeteria, Motherhood
Maternity, and Journeys Kidz.

issue, not JUSt as a member of
Congress, but ~ a neighbor to hundreds of thousands of people who
could be harmed by a transponation
accident.
"If you look at the maps, vinually all of the rat! and road routes that
the waste would use, run through
San Bernardino County my
home!
"The Depanment of Energy ha
been way too tight-lipped about the
transponation routes that waste
would travel across the country on
its way to Yucca Mou ntain," Baca
stated. "But, two things are for certain. One: A very, very large percentage of the waste would travel
through my district in the Inland
Empire, and Two: Accidents will
Baca Opposes Yucca Mountain Declares Nuclear Waste Would
happen while transponing this spent
Endanger Res ide nts of San
nuclear fuel!
"The thought of it scares me,"
Bernardino County.
Rep. Joe Baca (D-Rialto) has
Baca continued, "and it should scare
my colleague on both sides of the
stated his opposition of the Yucca
aisle from the Inland Empire. I call
Mountain nuclear waster repository
proposal on the floor of the House of
on all the members from the Inland
Represe ntatives, describing it as
Empire and Southern California to
come together and oppose Yucca
dangerous for the Inland Empire.
Baca stated: "We need a coherent
Mountain.
"Why should o ur constituents be
national strategy for dealing with
forced to face so much more of a
nuclear waste, but this is also about
risk than others do? Even the slightlocal control. It is inappropriate for
est risk of such a catastrophe is
us to be micromanaging the state of
unacceptable. With this proposal, we
Nevada on something so imponant.
will create thousands of moving tarWe should allow the governor to do
gets for terrorists. Where are the
his job, and he has decided that the
Energy Depanment's alternatives?
Yucca Mountain proposal is much
Is this bad idea the only one we can
too dangerous to pursue any funher.
come up with?"
"I am concerned about this

<e>

BARTER EXCHANGE

Additional Business throu!!h Bartering
(The Personal Touch)

"Laws were made to be broken"
Christopher North, May, 1830
"Had laws not been, we never had been blam 'd; for
not to know we sinn 'dis innocence"
Sir William Davenant
1606-1668

Attention Business Owners!
How would you like more CASH.in your pockets?
• (hH 1511 Hart~r \l~mh~l' •llarkr th~ n~~d' l'ur ~nur hu,in~"
• l)~p,unal• l.~~al•l.and,rapin~ • \l~diral• turpurak gilh • \1h ~rti,in~
• Photograph~ • \utn hp~nw' • Calt>ring • T\ \/applianrr Etr. ...
\mr don11'1 rlwr 1111111tl (iRf \J:' 1.\Tl:'Rf.\JI/J?

191191 NNl-fiBl & fiB2 • F\\ 191191 MNl-tlB3

15 YEARS IN BUSINESS

93 3 3 BASEliNE ROAD, SUITE I 10 RANCHO CUCAMONG A CA 91730
(909) 980 - 11 00 • FAX (909) 941 - 861 0

GOOD NEWS FROM THE FRONT ... WE ARE NOW
SERVING THE IUGH DESERT. CALL OUR NEW OmCE

(760) 952-3336 ASK FOR KEN OR TONY•

EXECUTIVE
NOTES
the top window covering companies
Randolph L. Levin has JOtned the
tn the High Desen. But now they
Redlands law firm of Welebir &
have moved into a larger league.
McCune. Levin has practiced law
Nominated for Ernst & Young
in the Inland Emptre since 1978 in
E ntrepreneur of the Year for the
the areas of personal injury, medical
Orange County/Inl and Empire
malpractice and real estate. A graduregion, Bob Sole, Express' owner,
ate of Pacific High School, San
firmly states that he has reached this
Diego State University and the
achievement only with the help of
University of California Western
his friends and clients over the
School of Law, Levin's primary
years .. . Larry M. Rinehart, presipractice areas will be per onal
dent/CEO
of PFF Bank & Trust,
injury, product liability and class
has recently announced the promoaction ... Alan J . Lane, president of
tion of Gene Rosecrans to vice
Business Ba n k of California
pre~ident. Rosecrans has more than
announced the appointment of Russ
three decades of commerctal and
Kaufman as vice president, busicommunity banking experience
ness development officer for the
behind him ... Great Impressions,
bank' small busmess lending diviInc. has been officially named as an
ion. Kaufman is a seasoned finanexclusive
vendor to
Postal
cial services professional with more
Connections, Inc. and Cyber
than 13 years of small busines
Center.;, Inc. The postal box and
lending expeni~e established Cabo
services center franch tses operate
Yachts of Adelanto announces the
more
than
40
stores
appointment of Steve Boerema to
nationwide ... Robert Russell, P.E.,
the position of international sales
G.E.. has joined Leighton and
manager. Boerema come to Cabo
Associates' Temecula office as a
Yachts having erved as sales mansenior project engineer. Russell
ager for Luhrs Corp. of St.
brings 25 years o f experience in
Augustine, Aa. His experience in
geotechnical investigations with
sales and marketing spon fishing
special expertise in hillside develboats includes both retail and manuopment. Prior to joining Leighton
facturing environments from which
and Associates, Russell was vice
he brings to Cabo Yachts, Inc. an
president/geotechnical manager
in-depth understanding of the spon
of United Consulting in Norcross,
fishing industry ... Sales associates
Georgia ... Ultimate
Internet
and staff with Windermere Real
Access, Inc. is providing wireless
Estate's Olympia office recently
Internet service in Claremont, La
teamed up with the Windermere
Verne, Mira Lorna, M ontclair,
foundation in donating $6,240 to the
Ontario,
Pomona,
Rancho
following organizations: The Aids
Cucamonga,
San
Dimas,
and
Assistance Program received
Upland. As the region's largest
$3,240 to provide food vouchers for
locally owned Internet service
low income men. women and chilprovider, UIA has added another
dren with HIV or AIDS living in the
innovative solution for the busigreater Coachella Valley, the Palm
ness community. The technology
Springs Adult School received
uses fixed wireles!t transmission,
$3,000 to establish the Windermere
beaming Internet data using radio
Adult Education Scholar.;bip. This
waves and a network of antennas.
scholar hip would be available for
Speed of 384 Kbps to 2 .5
heads of household to gain knowlmegabits per second are ava1lable
edge, skills and abilities that will
- making the service particularly
assist them in their roles as family
attractive where DSL may not be
members,
employees
and
accessible or T-1 s are just too
citizens ... Express Blinds and
expensive.
Draperies has always been one of
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How TO AVOID BECOMING MEDIA ROAD
by Lou Hampton
No matter what industry you're
in, there will undoubtedly be times
when you have to face the media on
your company's behalf. Whether it
be a pre s conference or an interview
for television, radio, or print, how
you fare during the process will be
determined by your preparedness for
the situation and your ability to
anticipate upcommg events.
Savvy business people don ' t
take media events lightly. They
know the tricks of the trade and are
able to focus. their message so they
always come out in a positive light.
In order to show that they're not
afraid to address the issues, they
engage the press early- rather then
staying out of the limelight.
When you try to hide an issue or
dodge the media's questions, you're
setting yourself up for becoming
"med1a road kill" - a company that
comes across as less than desirable.
Media road kill routinely occurs
when companies don't have the foresight to focus their message, or they
believe they won't be questioned
about an event. As a result, they get
led down paths during press conferences and interviews and inadvertently say things they later regret.

1. Be alert to the issues that affect
your company and industry.
Every quarter do a review of
what's happening in your company
and the industry as a whole.
Recognize that any time there is
something potentially difficult or
dangerous, you'll need to be prepared for the media to deal with it.
Note that the e events may not
be occurring in your company
specifically, yet they may cause
spillover and get you in the news.
2. Determine the message you
want to convey.
When it is time for you to talk
with the media, focus on the results
you want to come out of the media
interaction. The first step is to identify the audience you ' ll be addressing,
realizing that your audience is not
the press. Once you know who
you're speaking to, define clearly the
result you want to achieve. What do
you want your audience to do or
remember?
3. Fine-tune your message.
Reduce your brainstorming
ideas to the three or four key messages that apply specifically to your
audience. Determine if a specific
item is too complex for your audience, given the time you have with

Doctors' Hospital Medical Center of Montclair:
Offering New Programs and Services
Doctors' Hospnal Medical Center of Montclair
has recently celebrated its first anruversary under new
ownership and is once again ernerg.mg as a leader in providing quality health care for 1ts surrounding communities.
Formerly known as KPC Global Care Med1cal Center, the
ho<;pital's newest ownership has a guarnnteed commitment
10 meeting the needs of the community wtth quality patient
care and services.
DaVId Chu, chief executive officer, has recently
announced that the ~p1tal wiU contmue 10 expand •ts
patient services, programs and contracts over the next few
years. The hospUal began a new woric.ing partnerslup with
PrimeCare of Chino Valley IPA and Chino Medical Group
of Chino. With the addition of these contracts and others,
the hospital's activ•ty has more than lripled in the past year
Doctors' Medical Plaza Opens
~· Hospttal Medical Center of Montclair
has recently opened the new Doctors' Medical Plaza at
9675 Monte V!Sia Ave. in Montclair. The 15,(ID.squarefoot medical office building now provides an added convenience for the hospital's patienls who need 10 schedule
any outpalient diagnostic tesls. The foUowing services are

provl(led at the medical plaza: radiology, physical therapy
and rehahititauve services; ultrasound, mammography.
and bone density testing. The medical plaza is located on
the hospital campus and offer, centralized scheduling for
patients needmg to schedule medical tests. The direct
number for central scheduling is (909) 625-8165 and is
available Monday through Friday.
Conununity Clinic and Urgent Care Opem
Doctors' Hospital is pleased to announce the
opening of a new community clinic that is located in
the new Montclair Urgent Care site on the hospital's
campus at 4950 San Bernardino Street, Suite 202,
Montclair. The community chnic is a physician residency training s1te in conjunction with Western
University of Pomona. The facility provides the community an affordable alternative to those seeking medical care. Fees for the community clinic are on a sliding scale according 10 family income. Appointments
can be made directly at (909) 621-4446to see these residents who are completing their final years of training
and who are under the direct supervision of a physi-

continued on page 14

KILL

may encourage you to drone on,
hoping you'll lose focus of your
message and give them more topics
to work with. To make sure you get
quoted accurately in print media,
rehearse quotes that are most likely
to get printed. Since you can't
approve or disapprove anything that
gets printed. this will give you more
control over your message. Most
important. when you rehearse your
responses, do it out loud. Simply
thinking about an answer does not
fully prepare you for the outcome.
Dealing with the media need not
be the intimidating experience so
many companies make it out to be.
The keys are to stay focused and
remain in control. When you're alert
to the situations in your industry,
know what you want to say, continuously fine-tune your message, and
rehearse your responses daily, you
can come out of any media
encounter in a positive light.

them. If the answer is yes, eliminate
or simplify it. Additionally, be sure
the points you choose don't increase
your vulnerability by raising issues
that may cause you to receive negative comments or questions. Decide
whether the benefit of the issue outweighs its downside.
Similarly, consider what issues
you will be forced to deal with.
These are the negative issues you
know will come up regardless of
your attempts to ignore them.
Identify them up front and decide
how you will address each one. No
matter which three or four issues you
choose to focus on, always be sure
you address them from your audience's standpoint- not your own.
4. Rehearse for the media.
For example, if you're being
interviewed for radio or TV, know
your time limitations in advance. If
your message takes five minutes to
deliver, but you have only a threeminute spot, you won't be able to say
everything you want. That's why
you need to have both a long and a
short version of your message memorized and know when to use each
one.
With print media, you won't
have time restrictions, so the reporter

--------------!fNQi(.]im-~------------
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Lou Hampton is president of The
Hampton Group, a Washington, D.C.
-based firm specializing in presentation, message, media, and crisis
communication. Visit his Web site:
"hup:/lwww. hamptongroup.com."

For total protection,
rely on the first name
in security.
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INJECTING HOPE INTO

Thomas 1. Diaz
by Rod C. Jackson
Thomas Diaz isn't a man to run
away from a challenge. However,
when he recently told friends he was
willing to take on Congress, the
Bush administration and a couple of
foreign nations - well, you can't
help wonder whether his friends
might have thought Diaz had gone
off the deep end.
He hadn't, of cou rse, and what
those friends did was to elect him to
a prominent post in a national organization that is trying to save
American businesses and jobs. More
specifically, Diaz is hoping to save
scores of jobs here in the Inland
Empire, where the plastic injection
molding industry is on the ropes,

A

because of foreign competition.
Thomas J. Diaz (Tom to his
friends) is the engineering and tool
room manager of Fontana-based
Inland Technologies, Inc., a company he's worked for since 1993.
" It's kind of strange," he told
The Inland Empire Business Joumal
recently. "This company, my company, is doing pretty well right now
- but the industry as a whole in
Southern California is going into the
toilet because of off-shore competition, especially competition from
China."
That's why Diaz, who has
worked in the injection molding
industry for more than a dozen
years, recently decided to take up the
challenge of trying to tum his industry around in the Inland Empire.
" Inland Technologies, my company," he explains, "is doing very
well because we're diversified in our
clients and products; we're very
aggressive in going after new business; we have good leadership and
we've got the latest machinery and
software."
Inland Technologies is an industry leader in the design and manufacturing of specialized plastic injection molded components.
The company's client list
includes businesses specializing in
the health care, vision care, electronics, fluid-handling and packaging-

TROUBLED INDUSTRY
sectors.
The 11-year old company operate a 60,000-square-foot manufacturing facility near the intersection
of Cherry and Foothill in Fontanafilled with state-of-the-an equipment, and recently opened a second
facility, which added 50 percent
more production capability.
"The company is growing," says
Diaz "unfortunatel y the industry
itself is suffering, chiefly because of
low-cost, subsidized, off-shore competition for our products."
The plastics injecting molding
industry took root in Southern
California about 50 years ago. Huge
toy companies like Mattei and the
aerospace industry in Los Angeles
and Orange counties needed highquality, injection molded plastics for
their products.
Injection molding is essentially
a method of producing parts with a
heat-meltable plastic material. That
"soft" plastic is then forced into a
mold, which is actually the reverse
of what the final product actually
looks like. Injection molding is actually a relatively new manufacturing
process, since it has only been
around since the 1930s. The explosion of the plastics industry, in general, in the middle of the last century, brought injection molding to its
zenith.
" Few people realize it, but the

Inland Empire was actually the
birthplace of mold making," says
Diaz. "Two of the most important
areas in the nation for injection
molding are Southern California (for
toys, electronics and aerospace) and
the area around Detroit where injection molding is used in the auto
industry."
Unfortunately, says Diaz, the
industry is falling on hard time .
"'The indu try here in the Inland
Empire is so huge, that if you look us
up in the Yellow Pages, you'll find
three pages of companies. But about
a third of the companies you'll find
- are out of business now. They
simply don 't exist any more."
Diaz, who oversees a group of
14 mold makers and three engineers,
says he's being overwhelmed with
highly-trained workers who are now
looking for work.
" We' ve lost about 25 percent of
the industry here in Southern
California to foreign competition,"
he explains. " We've experienced,
sector-wide, about 300 job losses in
the past year and we'll see another
50 in the coming couple of months."
That's what prompted this husband and father to step out of the reialive safety, and obscurity, of the
daily routine and run for an office
which he hopes can begin to stem
the tide.
continued on page 44

MANAGEMENT EXPERT JOINS LOCAL CPA FIRM
William Cuff has joined
Maryanov Madsen Gordon and
Campbell, CPAs, as a principal of the
firm, heading their management
advisory services division. Cuff
holds a BA in economics from Yale
University and a MBA in marketing
from Columbia University.
Prior to joining the firm, Cuff
held senior level positions with
major corporations and entrepreneurial startups. His background includes
seven years with Nestle, where he

served as vice president, Specialty
Foods; five years as president of
Bachman, the $80 million regional
snack food company located in
Reading, Pa; seven years as president/CEO of Diamond, the $225 million nut processing company located
in Stockton, CA; and president/CEO
of GreatFood.com, an e-commerce
startup, which earned a Biz Rating as
one of the top 10 Web sites for customer service and was sold to
1-800-Flowers, for cash.

Most recently, Cuff was president of The Cuff Group, a business
consulting firm based in Palm
Desert. He has been active in the
Palm Desert Chamber of Commerce
and currently serves as a faculty
member for College of the Desert's
Economic
Development
&.
Community Education Management
Series.
As principal of MMGC's MAS
division, Cuff will assist businesses
with a variety of services including,

but not limited to: strategic planning, employee attraction and retention, leadership development, customer service development, facilitations, coaching and special projects.
Maryanov Madsen Gordon &
Campbell, CPAs has been providing
comprehensive tax, estate, accounting and financial consulting services
to individuals and businesses since
1964. The finn, with six partners and
a staff of 50, has offices in Palm
Springs and Indian Wells.

Complaints ... Praise! Suggestions? E-Mail us

@

iebj @busjournal.com
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COJVIJVIENTARY
BENEFITS CHANGE REFLECT CONSUMER-DRIVEN MARKET
by John M. Woni Ill
When it comes to heaJth care,
most consumers are shielded from
the realties of escalating costs. With
employers paying the lion's share of
the health insurance premium, many
employ~s are led to believe that
their $10 co-pay- less than the cost
of a haircut - reflects the reaJ cost
of a doctor yisit or a prescription
drug.
So too, the system has shielded
employee from freedom of choice.
For coupled with the employers'
financial responsibilities, has come
the unenviable task of deciding
which health plans, benefit models
and provider networks to offer their
workforce. This has forced employers into trying to find one size that
will fit all, despite the fact that such
a goal is not humanly possible.
This convoluted system which,
in essence, has excluded the end user
from . the equation, has contributed
mightily to runaway health costs,
while leading to frustration by
employers and employees alike.
Fortunately, t~e world as we know it
is changing.
More than any time in recent
memory, employers are facing new
ways of offering health benefits to
their workforce. Higher premium

costs are forcing employers to reconsider the process, and they are finding the opportunity to achieve three
things once considered impossible to
do simultaneously: control health
care costs, empower employees, and
produce a more satisfied workforce.
But to achieve this, employers need
to be familiar with these three new
tools:

Defined contribution
Defined
contribution
lets
employers designate a set dollar
amount they wish to contribute
toward each employee's health
insurance (rather than select a specific plan under the old "defined
benefit" model). Employees get this
money as a sort of "voucher" and are
then free to purchase a plan that best
fits their needs. Employees who
want a richer plan simply contribute
more, selecting a carrier or benefit
level that matches both their preferences and their pocketbook.

Health purchasing alliances
Purchasing
alliances
(or
exchanges) enable employers to
adopt the defined contribution model
while providing their employees
simple tools to make informed
choices. Here, employers not only
provide their employees with a
defined contribution "voucher," but
also provide them access to a health

SCRAPBOOKING
continued from page 3
nine-tier career plan with undefined
potential earnings, most consultants
prefer the flexibility in hours and the
sociaJ aspects of the business. "It's a
great artistic outlet," said Andrea
Thune, who is a Creative Memories
unit leader (fourth level on the career
plan). "It's rewarding on so many
levels."
Thune was an elementary school

Doctors' Hospital...
continued from page 12
cian.
Mon&clair Urgent Care will also
feature an Occupalional Health Center. This
center wiU provide area employers with a
broad spectrum of medical services which

purchasing alliance that has as embled and administers, under one
umbrella, multiple competing health
plans- ideally including HMO and
PPO models. The employee can
then logically compare one to another, selecting the plan, benefit design,
provider network and cost structure
that works best for their family's
needs and budget. Purchasing pool
exchanges provide single source,
streamlined administration that
makes it ea y to offer this type of
choice and flexibility.

Consumer Directed Health
Also referred to as "Self
Directed Health," this new model
provides the financial tools and
incentives for employees to seek out
and make their own heaJth care decisions and to pay for their treatments
themselves-as opposed to going
through an insurance company.
Typically. this model consists of
good health information resources, a
high deductible 'catastrophic' insurance product to cover serious medical conditions, and a Medical
Savings Account (MSA) which is
used to pay for minor medical costs,
prior to an insured reaching the high
deductible. limit. The MSA can be
funded by the employer or employee
out of the savings in premiums when
compared to comprehensive HMO

or PPO coverage. Groups with two50 employees can utili ze high
deductible catastrophic plans that
qualify under the Archer MSA rules.
This allows for tax-deferred MSA
plans that can grow much like an
IRA or that can be used without tax
penalty to pay for qualified medicaJ
expenses.
Mounting health care costs, coupled with tough economic conditions, make the market ripe for a new
approach to employer-sponsored
health benefits. Simply tweaking the
old system won't work any longer.
But with awareness and vigor,
employers and employees alike are
discovering better than ever ways to
navigate the rapidly changing waters
of health insurance. Your first step
should be to speak with your insurance broker and request more information on how you can control
costs, while improving employee
satisfaction levels with a defined
contributi on purchasing pool.
John M. Word Ill, CLU, RHU,
REBC. is managing partner of
CalifomiaChoice, the fastest growing small group health purchasing
exchange
in
the
country.
CalifomiaChoice is routinely available through any licensed insurance
broker.

Is Now BIG BUSINESS

teacher for I 0 years prior to becoming
a full-time consultant in 1995. At age
34, she said spending time with her
family took precedence over her former 6:30a.m. to 5 p.m. job. Now, she
works a mere 25 hours a week, earning more than her original goal of
$1,000 needed for the monthly house
• payment. Thune said she enjoys getting to be a part of people's lives,
from family births to weddings. "I've
can be tailored to meet their individual
requirements. Injured wOO:ers may be
referred directly to the center which wiU
offer 24-hour care. The facility also provides
pre/post offer placement physicals, annual
drug screening, pulmonary function ~ling.
vaccines. audio testing and features an X-my
unit on sire.

met some interesting people, some
who've become my best friends," she
said.
Scrapbookers take great pride in
their finished products and consultants help them achieve them.
Success a~ a scrapbook consultant
depends on the effort, passion and
motivation of the individual. Expert~
expects the industry to continue

growing in sales. Various resources,
suppliers, publications and discussion
forums
are
recommended
at
scrap! ink.com.
For further information about
Creative Memories products and
careers, Jessica Mcgonigal can be
reached via e-mail at: purp/epassion007@aol.com and Andrea Thune
can be reached by phone at (909)
597-0577.

The Occupauonal Health Center
also features a I~ control progmm that will
assist employers by regulating the treatment

ed administrative team is available to ensure
continuous communications between the
center and the employer.

of injured employees by providing fast verbal and wrincn updates on the employee's
status. It is staffed by health professionals
experienced in occupational health and the
treatment of worl-related injuries. A dedicat-

reached by calling (909) 62 I 4447. It is

Getting Started:

The Occupational Health Ce/Uer can be

located at 4950 San Bernardino Street, Suite
2(]2, Montclmr.

.....

ARROWHEAD
REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER
909-580-1 000
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA PHYSICIANS FIND E XPERT ALLY
IN RivERSIDE COUNTY REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER
Riverside County Regional
Medical Center's relocation in 1998
was a strategic move for the tertiary
care hospital. Building the awardwinning facility in Moreno Valley
helped expand the number of
world-class health care services
the hospital could provide. With
its new central location, RCRMC
accomplished its mission of
making excellent care accessible
to everyone who lives and works
in Riverside County.
"In the past 108 years, we
have grown to become one of
Southern California's most prestigious hospitals with a reputation for pushing the leading edge
of medical science," says Ellie
Bennett, chief operating officer.
'"But the technology does not
drive us. It is the needs of the
community that push the technology. We carefully balance our
status as a .regional teaching
institution with our unique role
as a county hospital."
Creating a comfortable environment for patients and providing unsurpassed support of
physicians distinguish RCRMC
from many teaching hospitals.
The academic staff works closely
with some of the area's best
physicians, supporting them with
all of the resources of a ftrst-class
academic center.
RCRMC
physicians can offer patients
diagnostic srudies that are not yet
widely available, such as filmless
X-ray. (RCRMC was recently
selected by the equipment manufacturer to be the showcase for
this innovativ.e technology.)
RCRMC's new 520,000square-foot facility is a full-service, 364-licensed bed acute care
hospital. BuiJding on the expertise of its academic staff,
RCRMC is creating outstanding
centers of excellence in the areas
of neurosurgery, neonatal medicine and pediatrics.
In addition to its comprehensive inpatient services, RCRMC
has 60 outpatient specialty clinics that care for 150,000 patients

each year. RCRMC's Child Abuse
and Neglect Unit is the only one of
its type in the region and treats about
150 children per month. The hospital's high-risk pregnancy clinic

HIVE HSIOE
COU~TY

offers effective care for women with
diabetes or other conditions.
More than a million patients
have received tomorrow's gold standard of care at Riverside County

u docto s practice o
Main Street, not Wal Street.

Regional Medical Center-regardless of their ability to pay. For further infom1ation, ask your physician
or contact RCRMC at (909) 4864000.

Shoul n 't yours?

Think of Our Family
For Your Family's Healthcare
At Riverside County Regional 11ed1cal
Center we specialize in OB tG YN and
Our state-of-the-art
Pediatric care.
facility is also the County's only Pediatric
Intensive Care, Neonatal Intensive Care
and Adult & Pediatric Level II Traum a
Center.

A Trauma Center in a Community
~leans j\fore Titan Just Caring.
It Can j'fean Life Itself

• •Physician-owned local network focused on on
meeting your health care needs

OU R LEVEL II TRAU!\1A CENTER IS COMPLETE \VITH AN
ADJACENT HELIPORT AND 1:2 OPERATING R00!\1S.

• Over 200 local physicians to serve you

RCRMC Also features :
·=· Over 60 Centers of Excellence
-=· Private Inpatient Rooms
-:- Patient Transportation throughout Riverside County
-:-Primary Care N etwork of Family Care Centers
·=· 24-hr Pharmacy with Clinical Pharmacist on site

26520 Cacf8A••mut, 1.\ formo J ~all~·, CA 92555 "(909) 486-JOfXJ

• Choose your own family doctor

• Most major commercial and senior health plans accepted
Riverside
Physician
Network
Is an Independent
Practice
Association (IPA)

RIVERSIDE PHYSICIAN NETWORK

Call us to find an RPN doctor near you 1 (877) 776-8066
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Hospitals Serving The Inland Empire
NanJ..c.·cl h)"

llospillll
Addr=
Cit), tate, Zip

*or Lie. Bed;
Towl ~wfT
.\•g. DaiiJ Rm. Chg. • or Docto,.,
Mor R.\.,

Loma Unda Unhtrsily Medical Ctntu

547
N/A

\68?
850
1.548

Kaiser Ptrmanenle Medical Center
9961 Sierr:1 A'enue
Fontana. CA 92JJ5

+14
N/A

4.200
450
700

3.

SL ~raanline Medical Ctakr
2101 N. Watent\olnA,enut
San lkmardmo. CA 92404

4-IJ
N/A

1,500
316
400

Pomona \alle) Hospital Medical Center
179b N Gare) •.-enue
Pomon.1. CA 9176'

4J6

~JIJ

4.

/I. IA

550

I.

2.

11!34 And.rson Street
l..om.:l Lmtla. CA 92354

~rt

1.800
350

$240 mallion

'00

Ri>erside Communi!) Hospital
+145 Magnolia A\enue
Rl\ er<>ode. CA 9250 I

362

1.370

/A

-166

He..c \o"allr) Medical Ctnter
I I 17 E. Dc\onshn-e Ave

344
N/A

1.000
200
287

N/A

no

~.0~6

N/A

c-muail} Hospital ol San llerunlino

1805 Medical Center Dme
San Bernardono. CA 924 I I

/A

291
N/A

480
506
I 100
303

261

1...- Linda U. Cllildrn's Hospital
13. 1123-IAoderson St Rm. 1816
Loma Linda. CA 92354

244
NIA

Corona Regional Medical Center
14. 800 S Mam St=l
Corona. CA 91720

218
N/A

921
308

Ha1pi1a1
15. 10800 Magnolia Avenue
Riverside. CA 92505

215
N/A

Jerry L Pellio. Memorial
16. Veteran's Affairs (VA) Med. Clr.
1120 I Bemon Street
Lorna Londa. CA 92357

203
N/A

/A

1.500
310
WND

N/A

372
107

N/A

28?

/A

CJthohc He.llth Cart West

Full Sen Ke Regoonal
Medocal Center

Gerald McCall
Sr Vice Pre,idcnl/Area Mgr
t909H17 51o9/4l7 11 9J
Str•en R. Barron
Hospalal Presodem
t909) 881-4100/~8 1-1546

N/A

Card1ac Rehab . Radoauon/Onc. Gen.!Lapro'>Copoc Surg .. Communlly
l.e\01 II Jnoen' Cart Nurse<). Hogh Rl\k OB. Neuro,urgery. Non-profit
Onhopedoc Surg . Wound Cart. Home Health. Ho,poce. Phys.

James R. Holmes
President
(909) 335·55oor.l35-6497

Therap). Pedoatnc>. Beha• ooral MetlKme. JCL. Urolog). Ga\troenterolog)
J.t:K. Memorial Hospital
21. 47· I I I Monroe Street
lntloo. CA 9220 I

larry Payton

~00

Mark Ulfer
Dorector
(909) 580-6150/580-6196

Loma Linda l l. Communi!} Med. Clr.
2J. 25333 Bdrton Rwtl
Loma linda. CA 92154

120
N/A

300
N/A
N/A

N/A

Coumy or Roverside
Neurosurgery, Chold Abu>e.
Orthopedoc>. Surgery. Fam. Pr.ocllce.
Obstetncs. Level II Adull &. Pedoatnc Trauma Unus

Donna Malney
Dn-..:tor
(909) 486-4470/486-4475

Viclor hlle) Communi!) IIO!>pilal
24. 15248 lith Street
Viuonolle. CA 9~392

115

506

N/A

N/A

~20

Matemlly. HeartCJre. 24 hr ER/Trauma.
Rl\enode Heallhcare
lnpauenl/Outpauem Surge<). Sub-Acuoe Care.
Sy,oem LLC
Home Health. Kidney/Kodney Pancrtll.Jl.l\er Tran\piJill.
Ouopauent Therap). Cntocal Cart. Onhopedoc

Bf)'nn R. Rogers
Pre\ltlen!ICEO
(909) 788·300ll788·3201

Ooclor>'llospillll Med. Ctr. or Montdair 102
25. (turmrrly KI'C Global '1-fed. Ctr.)
N/A
~ San Rem.rdm<• ~lrtet
Montdaor. CA ql763·2326

Susan Ballard

\1orcno \alley Communi!) llospital
26. 27"!00 lm A'e
Moreno Valle), CA 92555

101
N/A

J56
104
116

N/A

Raacho Springs \ledical Culer
2~500 Med,.al Center Dr.
Murrieu, CA 92562

99
WNO

500
250
200

WND

27.

San Dimas Community Bospital
1350 W CoYOna Blvd.
San Do rna<.. CA 91773

93
WNO

4.16
287
150

WND

28.

Vtt~C:or H"'pilai·Ontario
29. 550 N. Monterey A\t
Omano. CA 91?64

91
N/A

300
200
89

N/A

Care·l.ong 1mn.
Jnten-.ve Cart.
Cardoo Pulmonary. Rehabolilation Se,....~

Vencor Operating, Joe.
Louis•olle, KY

Desert Valle) Hospital
30. 16850 Bear Valle) Rd
Victorvolle. CA 92192

83
N/A

402
67
13J

N/A

OB. Jmagong. MedJSurg Telemetry.
JClJ. Lab.. ER. Step-Do~<n Unll.
Outpallent Surgery

Dcsen Valley
Health S)Slems

Ballanl Rellabllillllion Ho.pltal
31. 1760 W 16th St
San Bernardono, CA 924 I I

60
N/A

260
65
34

NIA

Phy>ical Acute Rehabolitation.
Jnduslrial Medocone. P.ain Management,
Pulmonory Rehabolilalion

Sun Heallhcare
Group

Canyon Ridge llospilal
32. 5353 ""G"" St
Chono. CA 917 10

59
N/A

153
23
29

N/A

Beha•ooral Heahh. AlcohoVDrug. Aduh/Pedoadnc
Acute. Outpaloenl Program~. 24· Hr
Asse,~ment. Rererrnl

Hentage Care
of Chono. LLC

Diana Hanyllll
CEO
(909) 590-37001590-4019

56

239
80

N/A

lnp.tloent & Oulpaloenl Surgene.o.. 08/GYN. CCU.
24-hr F.mergenC) DcpL

Community
Health Systems

Baldi Naylor
CF.O

Famaly Medoconr. Ouopauenlllnpaloenl Cart.
Maoemll). Neonatal. Bum. Kodnr) Tran,planl. Cancer.
Cardmc. Onhopedoc>. EmergenC). Trauma

County or
San Bemardmo

Emerget1<.y Departmeno. Can<.er
Treatment. Matemol) & Wometo"s
Servoces. Cardo:>c Cart. Outpauent Lab

Valley Health S)"ttm

MedocaVSurgocal. CnlKal Cart. Matemol).
1
eonatal. PedJ31riC\. Canc.:er Trealmcnt.
Cardoac. Mental llealth, Outpatient ervoce>

Communol) Hospolal
on·profit

George Kuykendall
Presodenl
(909! 985·281 I

Catholac Heallhcare West

Bruce G. Sanger
Ho.poul Pre.>idenl
(909) 887-6333/887·6468

Adrrun~>lrator

tam) 652·28 Ih520J/76547 I I

Full Se"·ice Medocal Center, Witlo Olhtetric~
Neonatal lntensl\e Care. Comprehenme Rehab..
Menllll Health. 24 Hr. Emergency. Outpatient Surg
Emergency, Cardoolog). Onhopedocs.
Bonhmg Center. Cancer Care. Doabetcs.
Parl:.onsons. Alcohol and Drug Treaomeno
Pedl3lric.. Cardiology, Oncology,
OB!GYN Ga;tnaenterology.
Neurolog) , Pathology, Radoology

Communlly·Based
Not·For·Profit

AndrcwW. ~rm

Prtsidcnl/CbO
(760) 340·391 ln73·1850
""'wemc.org

Lorna Lmda Uni\mol) Adventist B. l.yn Bthrt'llli, MB. 8S
Ileuhh Science.:. Center
~oden!ICEO
(909) 558·8000

1.472 FrEE
109 FrEE
543 FrEE

N/A

N/A

225
600

/A

Gtralcl McCall
Sr Voce l're>itlen!IArea Mgr
(909) 353-4@'353·461 I

J{XJ

/A

114

Robert T. Manalx
CEO
(760) 366-626013~251

lhlman Gales
CEO
(760) 32:1-61871123-6580

Genatnc>. Rehabohllluon. Onrolog).
De:.en Hospotal Di>t..
Women & lnfanh, Tmuma!Emergen.:y.
Tenet llealthcan.
Jnpauent Surgery, Hean Servoce>. Home Health/Ho,poce

Kaiser Foundatioo
Hospilals

200

900

Medocal. Surgery. ICU, SNF. Subacute. Home ~are. Ho·De'IOn Men10nal
I lospace 24-hr bru.oc ER. Outpatoent Surge')'. hnngong. Health Care D~>lnCl
Lab, Rehab Beha\'oor Health. Rehab CPSP

550

Full Ser>Oce Medocal Care

800

174

SJ2 molhon

Top Local Eucuthe
Tilk
Phont!Fax
E-Mail Address

126

N/A

'/A

20. 350 Terra<~na Bl'd
Redland>. CA 92373

485
98

O"ner

Chino \"alley Medical Center
22. 545 I Walnuo A\enue
Chono. CA 91710

(9091 865·9SOO/ll65·9796

800
ISO
NIA

186

Redlands Communi!) Hospllal

1?5
WND

Sptdallie<>

125
t-./A

John A. Calderone, Ph.D.
CEO
(909) 736-62401736·63 10

N/A

Hi·lnstrt Medical Cenltr
19. 660? While Fe.uher
JO\hua Tree. ('A 92252

Currtnl
Optraling
Budget

650

Pre>~tlen!ICEO

Vi>la Hospual Systems. Inc.
Non-Profit

30~

Mor Lie. Bed.'>
lbtnl StafT
A'K· Dail) Rm. Chg. Mor Doctors
• or R.N..

1111111her u/l~t·e,l\ecl h~·tl\

130

Richard E. Yochum

Full Sen ocr Medocal Center/
Rehabohtauon llo>pllal. Behavooral
Health. Comprthen>l\ e Cancer Center

397

llospital
Add ress
Cit), ' tate, Zip

N/A

on·profio faulal) by
Communi!) BOD

Cancer Trtatm. Canlaac & lnlen>l\< Care. Cardoac
Caoheoenzauon. Heart Surger;. Jnp.noent &
Outp.lla<nl Surge<). Matem ol) & lnoen Car!'

N/A

~27

l'artn irw Coal•unlly HOipilll Mtd. Ctr. 193
17. 3865 J.ocl..wn S~el
N/A

St M2ry Medical Cenltr
18300 Hogh~< a) 18
Apple VaJie), CA 92307

N/A

4()6

Ei~nho"tr Medical Center
12. 39000 Bob Hope Ome
Rancho Morage. CA 92270

~ FIIWidlllioa

N/A

511

Hemet, CA 9"-.543
San Antonio Community Hospital
10. 999 San Bemardmo Road
Upland. CA 917!;6

Lonw Lmtla Unher:.aty Aih"enll>l B. L)n lkhrtns, MB, BS
Heallh Scoence~ Center
Pre\ldent/CEO
(909) 558-1000

lntemauonal Heart ln>tllute.
Dncer Trtaunrnt ln~ulule.
O•er 300 Other Spccialloe'

""""I)

364
N/A

Rl~ County Jteeional Med. Ctr.
26.520 Caclu; Ave
Moreno Valley. CA 92555

18.

molloon

S100 molhon

7.

11.

S~~O

1.800
200
600

373

'·

$98 molloon

/A

Arro" head Regional Medical Center
400 Pepptr A' e
Colton. CA 92324

388

N/A

Nmrl.ecl h)

lop Local he<:ull>e
Tit le
l'hone/Fa\
E· \!ail \dd rcss

Full Sen 1<'0 Medocal Care

/A

$178 milhon

6.

8.

S540 million

1,300
250
450

ReclonaJ Mtdic:al Ctnlu
II SO North lndoan Can) on Drhe
Palm Spong-., ('A 9~162

Hospitals Serving The Inland Empire

of /u •·nu·tl h«·tl\

Current
Optr:lling
Budget

•A

S.

lllllllhi"r

Medocal. Surgocal.
P>ychoaory. Nul\mg Home
Care Unll

Dept of Veteran AfraotS
Washongton. DC.

lnpauent Doabele\ Program, Cunis C.ncer Center.
Arlington Health
Osteoporo.b lmagmg & Pre•enuon Center. Lt•el Ill
Servoces Corp.
lntensove Care Nurs<l). Occupal Med. Clinoc. Wound
Non·Profit
Specially Cu. Malemll) Sen Urgent Care. Brtastleedong Ctr
General Acute Care.
Cf Scan. Cath. Llb. Open Uean. 1-ieonatal I C
Tran\lloonal Care. MRI. ~4 Hour Emerge~~<)

St JO\eph Heallh System

Dean R. Slordahl
CEO
(909) 825·7084/422·3 106
Norm Martin
CEO
(909) 688·221 "'25·5611
marleting~pcltmc.Otg

Calherine M. Pelley
Pre\lden!ICEO
(7601 24~·23 I 11242·9750

NIA =Not Appllcabl~ WND =l+buJd NQI Duclo~ M =not a•·ao/able 1M mfc•rmDIIon on th~ aboa·t lm ~.,, abraontd from tht hospuaiJ li.rttd To tht btsr of our l.nO><·Itdgt. IM onfflrmDiwn supplitd is accu·
rr#t a< of prtS.f , _ Wholt ntry. tjfort is madt ro tn.!urr rht arcurOC\· unJ rhnrr>Uf:hnns tlf till' lw. omrsswns alltll)pa,raphu <1/ trror< tomm- occur Please stnJ correrrwns ,, addrronn.t 011 w mpan) Itt·
~erlwod to• 1M Inland Emptrr Bus111UJ Jounwl 856/J V.n~)arJ tht Suut J()S. Ran<ho CucamtJflga. CA 9/73().4351. Rtt.nrrhtd b) Jrm Srraun (Of!}rtght Inland £mptre Busmrss Joumal200:!.

Bamow Communlly Hospital
33. 555 S. Seventh Ave.
B~ow, CA 923 I I

NIA

Surgery. Orthopedic>. ORIGYN, G.btro. Oncology.
Tenet Health Care
PedialnC>. Internal Medoconr. Neurll\urgtl) Urolog). 24 Hr E R .
Cardi..: & V11.-.cular Calh. Lib. Outp.llaenl. Pre11.1tal Svc. JCU
~4

N/A

230

JCU/CCU. Outp.ttient Surgery. MedocaV
Advenll>l Health Sys~tm\,
Surgteal Lrul>. Lm<r~eO<.) Sen ou:,
Lonu Lmda
Ouopatoenl Service\, Radaok>gy. Ph)"ral Thcrap)
Ouopalaenl Surge'). Med /Surg Unll\
Jnpatoenl & Outpalaent Bcha\loral
Jleahh Lnol. MR/Cf//1. J('U

129

NIA

475

/A

J(X)+

145

Venlas Health
Sen oce>. Inc.

hr ER. Same-Day Surg .. IClJ, Translloonol
Care. Che;t Pam Ctr. lndu>t Cart.
The Bonh Place. Pedo..onc-. Al"ute Care

Victor Valley Commun11y
llospllal. Inc

55
N/A

WNO

MouRiaini Community Ho8piCal
35. 29101 Ho\pofal Rd
Llle Arrowhe.ld . CA 92352

36
NIA

162

so
35

(760) 775·80Jiln75-801 4
Makolo akllyama
Pre\odent!CEO
(909) 464 8600/464·8882
Mldlatl Jacbon
Admini>tr•lOI
(909} 55g·66011558·6259
Jeff Flood
CEO
(?00!14>-8691

24 hr ER . Furno)~ Centered
Brnh Proj!rJm. OR/GY"' Pediatric'. Outpallenl Surge').
Medici!VSurgocal. ICU/CClJ CT S.:an. MRI, Cardao Pulmonaf).
Mamm..>gram.s. Physocal Therapy, CPSP Jleahh blucauon

CEO
(909) 625·5-1 I I

pone Center OB Sen oce,_ ER
Acute Cart ~a<ohty
Ouopauent Doagnosloc Senoce,

James Larson
Admono\tralor
(909) 241-0811

Da•kl Cbu

Valle> Health Sy\lem

14-Hour Emergency Semces, Acute Care,
San O.ego
Inpatient & Outpaloenl Surgery. Maternety C.ut
Hospotal Aswcoataon
Banhmg Suitt>, ICU. Jnfu<>ion Thtrap). Breast Care Center. Outpatoenl
Imaging & TrtatmenL Tollll Joml Replal'trnem Program, Community l'.du.oJllon
ER. JCU/CCU. MedJSurg .. Sub-Acute Skolled.
Tenet Health System
Matemuy. 0/P Surg.. Phy' Therapy. 24·11r Emergency.
Bloodle's Medicone & Surgery Program. Semor Program
Acu~

Sroll Cr211t

CEO
(909) 677-9? 10/677-0056
Garry M. Olney
CEO
(909) 599-68 11/599.()629

Robert n-t.u
CEO
(909) 391·03331391·2892
mel151...vicanothencor.com
Lex Reddy
CEO
(760) 24 I·8000

Robert 1L Herrick
CEQ(Adminiilralor

(909) 4?3·12151473·1276

113

Palo Verde Hospital
34. 2SO N 1st St
Blythe. CA 92225

coo

(160) 256-1761/9S3-337S
N/A

~10

million

Full Servoce Comm Ho,polal. Adul!l
Pediatnc Acute Care. lnpallenl/Outpallent Surgery.
Emergency. Matemoty. Womens lleahh. Home Health
SI.Jiled Nuf\1111 Lnll. Lah , RadJoloty.
24-Hr F.R OR. Phy K"al Thenpy,
Rur.d Chmc. MedJSurg Wine

Pro \I nee
Heahhcare

V~eklt C1artl
CEO
(?60) 921·51501921·5201

.._ ......

Executive Dira:l«
('Xli)I.J36.J6SI Jt.l!O'l36.1119

NIA =Nor Appiltuhlt WND = Would Nor Duclost na =nor a•·aolablt Tht onformarwn on rht al>o•t 1111 \<OS obrumtd fmm rhr haspuaif llll<d To rhe hf•r of our l.no,.·ltdgt. <M onformaroon supp/otd IS ouu·
rart as of prtu runt. 11-'htlt t\"tn tffort u madt ro rnmrt r/o, auuran and rhorou~hntss of rht 1111. ommoons and f\J>t>grapluwl trrors somtll- oaur Pltast unJ corrt<'llons or addmmu on compon~ lrt·
ruhtad rw n., troland Emport Bomntss Journal. 8560 Vint\lorJ Art Suort .1()1. Rancho Cuwmonga. CA 91730-4352. Ruranhtd b1 Jun Srruus< Copvroghr/nlll1td Emport Busmtss Journal2002
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PuBLIC W ANTS FEDERAL GOVERNMENT TO E STABLISH
$1 B ILLION ANNUAL A LZHEIMER 'S R ESEARCH FUND
The Alzheimer s Association -Someone to stand by you.

An overn helm1ng number of
Amencans, 95 percent, strong!)
behe\e that Alzhe1mer\ dP,ea~e i a
seriou; problem facmg our nauon A
maJority, 57 percent, md1cate that
the) are personally concerned about
gelling the d1sease, an mcrease of I 0
percentage points from a decade ago.
accordmg to a new poll released
today. One stanhng findmg 1s that 64
percent of Amencans. ages 35 to 49.
the "babyboomers." are concerned
about gelling the disease, a prospect
that IS m all probabllny several
decades away.
The Peter D Han Research
Assoc1ates nauonw1de poll of 805
hkely voters shows Amencans
express strong suppon for increasing
the amount of government funding
ded1cated to medical research for
Alzheimer's disease. Of seven in 10,
68 percent say it's important to have
a maJor increase 1n the amount of
funding allocated to finding an effective treatmen! or a way to prevent
Alzheimer's. When asked about specific leg1slative proposals, nearly
three-quarters (74 percent) agreed
that Congress should mcrease federal
funding for Alzheimer's research to
$1 billion a year, up from the current
$598.9 million annual allocauon.
The survey finds, in this election
year, likely voters saying that medical research (41 percent) is one of

the mo" Important areas for federal
spendmg. rank.mg second only to
educauon (66 percent) and ahead of
the mllnary (37 percent).
"The growing concern among
the public about Alzhe1mer\ disease
1s JUStified," sa1d Alzhe1mer's
A'>SOCiallon
intenm
president,
Stephen McConnell. "Scienufic projecuon, ba~ed upon populauon, show
that at current rates, the number of
Amencans w1th the d1sea e will
grow b) 350 percent by mid-century." An estimated 14 m1llion babyboomer; today are livmg w1th a sentence of Alzhe1mer's disease."
McConnell sa1d.
Alzhe1mer's disease could begin
as early as 20 year before the symptoms appear. Babyboomers will enter
the age of highest risk in about 2020,
when the oldest of them approach
age 75. Currently, 4 ,000,000
Amencans have Alzheimer's.
" In a poll filled with intriguing
results, I am particularly fascinated
with the 18-to 49-year old response,"
said McConnell. "With so many
competing national priorities that
directly affect them, from military
confl1ct to a troubled education system, they place a stunningly high priority on Alzheimer's disease."
The poll shows that a broad
coalition of likely voters are united
behind increased funding for

Alt.he1mer's research. wnh support
from large maJonties of whites (73
percent) and Afncan Amencans (81
percent); men (71 percent) and
women (78 percent); 18-to 34-yearolds (76 percent) and seniors ages 65
and over (78 percent): as well as
Democrab
(82
percent),
Independents (75 percent), and
Republicans (65 percent) agreeing
that fundmg for Alzheimer's re earch
should be mcreased by $400 m1lhon
a year.
"We must act now and invest m
research programs. A mall investment today will save this nauon billions of dollars and save fam1lies
incalculable emouonal costs in the
future," McConnell said. "Thi> poll
indicates that the American public
wants action. Today, we call on
Congress and President Bus h to
immediately make conquering
Alzheimer's disease an immediate
top federal health priority."
The strong support for funding
increases may be driven by personal
concern
about
developing
Alzheimer's disease, especially acute
among some segments of the population. Sixty-five percent of African
Americans, for example, are concerned, as are 65 percent of women.
Those with family members who
have or have had Alzheimer's disease are among those most con-

cerned about getting the disease
themselves, with 70 percent expressing th1s worry. early one-th1rd (31
percent) of tho e touched by
Alzheimer's say they are very concerned about the1r own prospects for
the disease.
The one-th1rd (32 percent) of
Americans with a family member
who has or had Alzheimer's have
been affected most detectably, w1th
greater concern; than those whose
experience with the disease has been
through someone outside the family.
American who have familial contact
with Alzheimer's are more concerned about others in their family
developing the disease; they are
more likely to view the disease as
very serious; are more concerned
about personally getting it, and are
much stronger supporters of
increased federal funding.
The greatest fear of all surrounding Alzheimer's is not contracting
the disease oneself, according to the
poll, but watching someone close
develop the condition. Three in four
(74 percent) Americans say that they
are concerned about a family member or close friend getting
Alzheimer's disease. Women under
50 are the most concerned about the
possibility of someone in their family or a close friend developing
Alzheimer's.

PLANNING FOR LONG-TERM CARE
by Floy Biggs
What Is Long-term Care?
Someone with a chrome physical illness, a disability or a cognitive
Impairment (such as Alzheimer's)
often needs long-term care. Longterm care is different from traditional med1cal care; 11 helps one live as
he or she is living now. Long-term
care serv1ce• may include help Y.ith
the acti\ities of dail) II\ mg. home
health care, respite care, adult da)
care, care 1n a nursing home and
care in an assisted living facility.
Fifty percent of all Americans
w1ll need long-term care sometime
m their hves. The way long-term
care serv1ce~ are provided is changmg. Skilled care and personal care
are sui! the terms used most often to
de"nbe long-term care and the type

or level of care they may need.
People usually need skilled care
for medical conditions that require
care by medical personnel such as
registered nurses or therapists. This
care is usually needed 24 hours a
day, a phys1c1an must order it, and
the care must follow a plan.
Individuals u ually get skilled care
m a nursing home, but they may also
receive it 10 their own home with the
help of v1siung nurses.
Personal care or custod1al care
helps 10d1V1dual wnh acuv111es of
dally livmg (ADLs). These activities
include: bathing, dress10g, tOJieung,
continence
and
transferring.
Personal care is less involved than
sl..llled care and ll too rna} be given
in many d1fkrent ~etllng\.
l ong-term care can be e\pen-

sive. The cost depends on the
amount and type of care needed and
where it is provided. ''In 2000, the
average cost was more than $50,000
for one year of nursing home care!"
Personal care in the home, three
times a week-with each visit lasting two hours-could cost $11 ,000
for one year. The e costs vary across
the country.
Individuals pay for long-term
care in many different ways. Today,
43 percent of long-term care services are financed d1rectly by individuals and their families. Often the
money comes from personal ~av
mgs, thereby depleting as,ets that
are vllal to reurement. Me d 1care
will pa) the co~t of '>Orne ~k11led
care m an approved nur,ing home or
m your 011 n home, but on I} m vef)

specific situations. No individual
should rely on Medicare to pay for
long-term care. Medi-Cal pays for
some long-term care, but only after
individuals have used up most of
their assets on their care.
Floy Biggs, ts a long-term care specialist for Kessler A/air Insurance
Services Inc. Ms. Biggs has a background of more than 20 years in
management and supervision in
long-term care and a master's
degree in public administration with
an undergraduate degree in gerontology. For more information,
please call Floy Biggs at Kessler
A/air 909-625-2430. Sources: Baby
Boomers Need to Plan for Their
Future, 1999, Kiplinger Ret. Report.
June 2000, Gwde to LTC Insurance.
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M ARKETING YOUR B RAND ON A MICRO B UDGET
by T. Sco/1 Gross
What makes customer choose
one product over another, one retailer over a competitor? Is it price?
Location? Stock levels? Delivery
time?
To understand what is really at
work when customers mal..e their
buying decis1ons, you firM have to
know what it is that brand do.
Brands are mental real estate that
you own in your customer's mind.
Every experience and interaction
with your company great enough to
leave even a subconscious impression, is nself a brand that becomes
pan of a larger brand. For example,
the produce guy in your local supermarket, the pharmacist at your drug
store, and the charismauc company
leader customers know by name are
all brands. sub-brands, or "micro
brands" of the respective company
itself. And it is the sum of those
"micro brands" that determ10e the
customer's buying decision.
Brands are power purcha es in
unimagined ways. Powerful brands
command higher prices, longer
waits, and even (sometimes) lower
quality. Why7 Because the stronger

your brand, the less thought the customer has to give to the buy10g decision. The transaction ultimately
results from the residual effects of
old thoughts-those brand impressions they may have experienced
without direct awareness.
If you want to build a powerful
brand, you have to market your
brand properly. Unfortunately, many
people believe that marketing
requires a lot of money. While a
large promotion budget does help, it
is certainly not necessary. In fact,
some of the best brand marketmg
comes from s1mple, low-cost evenb
that draw attention.
Real-Life MicroMarketing
Techniques
When it comes to marketing on
a micro budget, you must be creative, w11ling to take a chance, and
most important, confident enough to
handle the occas10nal flop. As you
create your marketing event , keep
the following four steps in mind.
Have Fun
Fun gets attention. It's as simple
as that! Have fun and people will be
drawn to you. That's why people are
drawn to those who tell great stories,
who always have a smile, and who

seem to be enJoying themselves.
Involve Your Product
The goal of all marketing is to
get trial. If the result is anything
other than trial, or perhaps an onthe-spot sale, then you r marketing is
a failure. Introducing customers to
your staff or new location IS nice, but
n' worthless unless there IS trial
lead10g to a ~ale. No matter what
you sell, your product should always
be the center point of any event. Do
whatever you can to get your product into the hands of your buying
public. As long as your product is
good and your pnce IS fair, a Simple
trial is the qu1ckest route to a sale.
Be Location ensitive
Being locauon sensiuve when it
comes to marketing effort is an
extension of involvmg your product.
Smart business operators understand
the value of getting customers to
their property.
Do Something Good for Others
Doing something good for others sounds selness, but smart marketers on a micro budget know that
doing good for others is often the
ultimate selfish act. Why? Because
what goe around comes around.
That's why you should make it your

THE E.A.G.L.E. Is LANDING IN O NTARIO TO
S ERVE N EARBY POSTAL S ERVICE COMPLEX
Evergreen Aviation Ground
Logistics Enterpri es (E.A.G.L.E), a
ground handling services company
recently awarded a contract to perform shared network terminal handling service for the U.S. Postal
Service, has leased a new 168,000sq.-ft. bu1lding 10 Western Realco's
Airport Mission Business Park adjacent to Ontano International Airport,
specifically to serve the Umted States
Postal Service.
Luke Staubitz, SIOR, a panner
of The Kli!bin Company, Los
Angeles, repons that E.A.G.L.E.
plans a July occupancy of the

state-of-the-an concrete tilt-up facility located at 1451 E. Mission Blvd.,
Ontario.
Staubitt, with Harvey Beesen
and Ken Simpson, SIOR, of The
Klabin Company, co-represented
E.A.G.L.E. with fellow SIOR Doug
Earnhardt of Lee & AssoCiates'
Ontano office. Consideration for the
seven-year lease is $5 milhon.
Last fall, The Klabin Company
represented E.A.G.L.E. in its lease of
a 61,360-'>q.-ft. facility near Los
Angeles
International
A1rport.
Staubnz sa1d the Ontario facility represents an expansion earrnarl..ed to

accommodate its US PS ru.signment.

E.A.G.L.E. is a McMinnville.
Ore. ·based, pri1•ately-held company
providing ground handling services
at more than 20 domestic airports. A
subsidiarv
of
E1·ergreen
lmemationa/ Aliation. Inc. , a world
leader in wr freight and a1•iation
services. E.A.G.LE. supports such
domestic and intematwna/ carriers
(in addition to USPS) as UPS,
Singapore
Atrlines.
Emergy
Worldwide. El AI Israel Airlines,
Airborne £tpren, Korean Atrlim·s,
and Evergreen International Atrlines.

Complaints ... Praise! S uggestions? E-Mail us

iebj @busjournal.com

@

business to do good for others as
often as possible.
When you wrap doing something good for others around your
marketing efforts, two things happen. I) You get the reputation of
being a good person in your community, and 2) the person (or people)
who benefits from your good deed
becomes your instant ally. The recipient has a vested interest in the outcome of your promotion and will
tal k about it with family and friends
and encourage others to visit your
store.
Marketing your brand doesn't
have to be a big budget event.
Regardless of your industry, you can
reinforce your brand and draw people to your product or service with
some low-cost, creative marketing
technique that get results. Use these
approaches in every marketing event
and you'll quickly build a brand
your competitors can't beat.

T. Scott Gross is the author of
"Positively Outrageous Service and
MicroBranding: Build Powerful
Personal Brands and Beat Your
Competition." For more information
visit www.tscougross.com.
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COLLIERS SEELEY INTERNATIONAL
INVESTMENT SERVICES GROUP
COMPLETES FOUR SALE
TRANSACTIONS TOTALING $62.3
MILLION FOR PROPERTIES IN THE
OFFICE, MULTI-FAMILY AND
RETAIL CATEGORIES
Transaction Velocity Continues to
Increase in Early 2002; Empire
Lakes Sale
Largest Office
Transaction in the Inland E mpire
Since 2000.
Colhers Seeley International's
Investment Serv1ce Group recently
completed lhe sale of four investment propertie located throughout
Soulhern Cahforn1a, 10 transactions
totaling $62.3 milhon, covering lhe
office, retrul ¥Jd multi-family property sectors, announced Michael
Ross, senior vice president and managing director of Colliers Seeley's
Investment Services Group.
"The
Investment
Services
Group is seeing a continuing
increase in transaction volume movIOg into lhe second quarter of 2002,
compared to lhe levels of lhe last
two quarters," said Ross. "A key
component to lhis trend is lhe fact
that real estate investment is continuing in all market sectors. Office,
retail, multi-family and industrial
commercial real estate properties in
general cont10ue to be attractive
options for companies and individuals seeking profitable and consistent
returns as ~ alternative to risky,
unpredictable money markets."
Tbe recently completed transactions include:
• Ofrlce - The sale of Empire Lakes
Corporate Center, by Colliers Seeley
International , an office building
encompassing 241,292 square feet,
in a transaction valued at $22 million. Notably, lhe sale is lhe largest
office property sale in lhe Inland
Empire for the past two years. The
office building is currently 99 percent leased to several top-tier tenants, including:
Aetna, ADP,
CUNA, Continental DataGraphics

(a Boe10g sub~id1ary) and Southern
California Edison. Empire Lakes is
located at 9500 Cleveland Avenue 10
the city of Rancho Cucamonga.
Michael Ross of Colliers Seeley's
Investment Services Group represented both the eller, Lega'ty
Partners, and the buyer, Empire
Lakes LLC 10 lhe transaction .
• Retail - The sale of lhe Shoppes at
Fontana retail center encompassing
98,000 square feet in a transaction
valued at $7.3 million. Shoppes at
Fontana i a power center anchored
by Albertsons and is currently 100
percent occupied by a mix Qf retailers who thrive at the groceryanchored shopping center located at
16055-16059 Foolhill Boulevard in
the city of Fontana. Bob Hoyt of
Colliers
Seeley's
Investment
Services Group repre ented both lhe
seller, Foot Center Associates, and
lhe buyer, Corsair LLC, in lhe transaction. As Mr. Hoyt indicates,
"Grocery-anchored centers enjoy a
level of ownersh1 p-revenue stability
inherently tied to the consumer traffic they create, to the benefit of supporting tenants, making these centers attractive to investors."

For more information regarding
commercial property investment or
current 11Ulrket trends, please contact Michael Ross or Colliers
Seeley's Investment Services Group
at (213) 627-1214. For more information regarding the Southern
California commercial real estate
markets, log on to www.collier.seeley.com where market reports and
statistics, broker resources, and
property listings across every mfljor
market and product class can be
found.

Subscribe Now! Call Today
Inland Empire Business Journal
(909) 484-9765

REAL ESTATE
NOTES
The sale of a 92-unll apartment complex was announced by Kevin
Assef. regional manager for the
Ontario office of Marcus &
Millichap Real Estate Investment
Brokerage Company. The property
sold for $4.650.000. The principals
were
represented
by
Alex
Mogharebi
of
Marcus
&
Millichap 's Ontano office. The
property IS located at 2085 N.
Central Ave., Highland ... The sale of
a 115-space mobile home park, The
Rolling Homes, was announced by
Larry Andrews of Sperry Van
Ness. The property was sold for
$1,500,000. Larry Andrews of
Sperry Van Ness represented lhe
owner and William Pyle of Sperry
Van Ness represented the buyer.
The property is located at 1445
Florida
Ave.,
Hemet...The
O'DonneUAtkins Co. continues to
break new ground and set lhe pace in
the Victor Valley. The O ' Donnell/
Atkins Co. successfully brokered
lhe lhird phase of Roger's Ranch,
comprised of 50 single family lots at
Amethyst and La Mesa Roads. Dan
Tate, the Victor Valley representative for the O'Donnell/ Atkins Co..
represented lhe seller, the Larwin
Company, and buyer, Windstar
Development, LLC, in the transaction. The site is an in-fill location
across from Liberty Park. Windstar
plans to break ground on their model
complex in April, and will offer
innovative floor plans and architecture, featuring up to even bedrooms ... Ford Motor Co., the
world's leading car manufacturer,
has signed a lease for 262,410
square feet at Rancho Cucamonga
Corporate Park, bringing another
Fortune 500 company to lhe Inland
Empire. The distribution facility .
located at 8449 Milliken Avenue in
Rancho Cucamonga, was developed
and is owned by Catellus
Development Corp., (NYSE:CDX).
Ford Motor Company will utilize
lhe leased space for automotive parts
distribution to the Southern
Cal1fomm region. CB Richard Ellis
represented both tenant and landlord
on this transaction. The Ontario brokerage team, Inland Valley
Partners, consisting of Frank

Geraci, Walt Chenoweth, and Dan
de Ia Paz. represented Catellus and
CB Richard E llis' Corporate
Services Team in Chicago represented Ford with the assistance of
local CB Ri chard E llis brokers
Gerry Harvey and Art Day ... At
lhe northeast comer of Etiwanda and
Jurupa Avenues in Fontana, a site
local brokers call "Main and Main"
because of it; ;trategic location,
project general contractor Oltmans
Construction Co. has begun work
on the
1.1 -million-square-foot
Jurupa Business Park, project officials announced. The site is m close
proximity to Ontario International
Airport, as well as Interstates 10,
60, and 15. According to Mark
Bergman, project manager for
Whittier-based Oltmans, the business park will feature an 827.560square-foot, cross-docked distribution building complemented by a
250,430-square-foot facility. The
buildings are being built on a 51acre site at 13504 and 13502 Jurupa
Avenue ... Metro Honda has purchased an 18,000-sq.-ft. building on
4.6 acres at 5150 Palo Verde from
Montclair First Baptist. The value
of the transaction is $1 ,525,000. Bill
Lowder and Dawn Lowder of NAI
Capital Commercial represented
both
sides
in
the
transaction ... Morgan
Marshall
Industries, Inc.. a leader in lhe
industrial storage solution and customer store fixtures industries,
announces the opening of a new
344,000-plus-square-foot manufacturing facility in San Bernardino.
The new facility dramaticall y
reduces western region customer
lead times and shipping costs, while
offering them lhe most complete
storage and fixtures line in lhe industry ... The sale of a 27-uni t apartment
complex was announced today by
Kevin Assef, regional manager for
the Ontario office of Marcus &
Mlllichap Real Estate Investment
Brokerage Company. The property
sold for $1,720,000. The principals
were represented by Bruce Rajaee
of Marcus & Millichap's Ontario
office. The property is located at
1560 South Euchd Avenue, Ontario.
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FINANCE

INLAND EMPIRE BUSINESS JOURNAL I DUFF &PHELPS, LLC STOCK SHEET
THE <;AINEI~S
'l"np five. hy percentage
Com pan)
Foothill lndejx:ndcnt Bancorp.
Hot Top•c Inc.
L1fe Financial Corp.
WaMn Phannaceuucal\ Inc.
PFF Bancorp Inc

Current
Close
16.939
25.600
3.580
26.210
33.850

neg. of
Month
14.650
22.560
3.340
24 .600
12. 00

f'id,"r

'\mm·

Amencan States Water Co. (H)
Busme" Bancorp
Channell Commercial Corp.
CVB Financml Corp. (II)
Fleetwood Enterpnses Inc.
Foothill Independent Bancorp (H)
HOT Top1c Inc. (II)
Key;tone Automouve lnd;. Inc. (H)
L1fe Financml Corp.
Modtech Holdmgs Inc.
National RV Holdmgs Inc.
PFF Bancorp Inc (H)
Prov1dent Financ1al Holdmgs
Watson Pharmaceutlcab Inc.

AWR
BZBC
CHNL
CVBF
FLE
FOOT
HOlT
KEYS
LFCO
MOOT
VH
PFB
PROV
WPI

Point
Change
2.289
3.040
0.240
1610
1.050
SI!'J/11!
( 'lnw l'ri<'l'

37 950
14.:.!30
6.500
21.620
10.400
16.939
25.600
19.650
3.580
11.070
11.750
33.850
31.950
26.210

TI-lE L<>SERS

'l"np t1ve. hy
%Change
15.6
13.5
7.2
6.5
3.2

Company

Current
Close
6.500
Channell Commercwl Corp
Modtech Holdings Inc
I I 070
Nat10nal RV Hold1ngs Inc
I I 750
Fleelwood Emerpmes Inc
10400
Amencan S1a1es Water Company 37 950

Beg. or
Month
8.201
12.31 I
12.650
10.670
38.900

Point %Change
Change
-20.7
-1.701
-1.241
-10 I
-0.900
-7 I
-2.5
-0.270
-2.4
-0.950

~/.'tl/11!

', l'IIJ:.

S2 """"'

S2 \h·•·l..

('urn·nl

011"11 l'ri<'l'

\lnnlh

lli~o:h

l.n\1

1'/E I( a lin

38.90
14.00
8.:.!01
21.500
10.670
14.650
22.560
19.520
3.340
12.311
12.650
32.800
31.000
24.600

-24
1.6
-20.7
0.6
-2.5

15.6
13.5
0.7
7.2
-10.1
-7.1
3.2
3.1
6.5

4Hl0
14.75
8.60
24.38
17.25
17.25
27.33
22.25
3 98
12.90
15.10
34.20
33.52
66.39

Notes (H)-Stock hll 52 week h1gh during the month, (L)-Stock hll 52-week low dunng the month, ($)-Stock

FiH \lust .\rthc Slttl'ks
Stock
HOTTop1c
Watson Pharmaceutical Inc.
Fleetwood Enterpnses Inc.
Keystone Automotive Industries Inc.
PFF Bancorp Inc.
D&P/IEBJ Total Volume Month

percenha~e

Month Volu me
14,867,500
13,137,900
3,681,600
1,284,700
956,800
37,548,600

~pht

\lnnthl~ Sununar~

Advances
Declines
Unchanged
New Highs
New Lows

:.!9.70
10.75
2.20
13.21
7.60
11.72
14.34
9.90
0.80
6.76
7.80
21.34
21.30
23.00

18.3
11.9
M
18.4
M
14.0
29.2
32.2
NM
13.3
M
12.7
12.2
16.6

I \l'h.IIIJ:l'
YSE
NASDAQ
NASDAQ
NASDAQ
NYSE
NASDAQ
NASDAQ
NASDAQ
AMEX
NASDAQ
NYSE
NYSE
NASDAQ
NYSE

dunng the month, NM- Not Meamngful

S/ 2lJ/C12

9
5
0
5
0

Duff & Phelps,
LLC
One of~ nation's leading investment banking and financial advisory
organizations. All stock data on this
page is provided by Duff & Phelps,
LLC from sources deemed reliable.
No recommendation is intended or
implied. (31 0) 284-8008.

HEMET BANCORP REPORTS EARNINGS FOR MARCH
2002 AND DECLAllES CASH DIVIDEND
Hemet Bancorp (NASDAQ:HMET.OB)
has announced that net income for
the three months ended March 3 1,
2002 was $744,000 or $0.9 1 per
share (diluted), compared to net
income of $780,000 or $0.89 per
share (diluted) for lhe same period in
2001. While net income for the
three-month period decreased, the
earnings per share for the same period increased - due to the decrease
in lhe number of shares outstanding
- resulting from lhe repurchase of

70,000 shares of common stock in
October 200 I by The Bank of
Hemet, Hemet Bancorp's whollyowned subsidiary.
Net income for the three monlhs
ended March 31, 2002 decreased by
4.6 percent, compared to the same
period in 200 I, primarily due to
expenses incurred by Hemet
Bancorp, which became lhe parent
bank holding company of lhe bank
in November 2001.
Net income for the three

months ended March 31, 2002 was
reduced by the payment of $91,000
to service the $6.5 million in Trust
Preferred Securities acquired by the
company in Dec. 200 I, compared to
$0 for lhe same period in 2001.
For the three months ended
March 31, 2002, net interest income
increased by $159,000 or 5.7 percent
which was partially offset by a
decrease in non interest income of
$49,000, or 12.6 percent and an
increase in non interest expenses of

$82,000, or 4.5 percent.
Total assets of lhe company at
March 31, 2002 were $306.0 million
- an 0.8 percent increase from
December 31, 200 I. At March 31,
2002, non-perforrning assets of the
bank were $44,000, compared to
$2,000 at December 31,2001.

The bank operates five banking
offices in Riverside CounJy, which
specialize in providing both consumer and business banking services.
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Statler's Best Entertainment Bets - S. Earl Statle r is the Inland Empire Busmess Journal ente rtainm ent critic and reporter and has/c.~~e:J'~~~
been the entertainment editor of the " Inland Empire TV News" for the last jive years. He has reported the Inland Empire entertainment scene for more than 30 years and is also an accomplished stage and TV actor. as well as an internationally-known mag ician and mentalist. Check out his entertainment Website at www.StatlerTV.com or www.traveltrends. ws.

INLAND EMPIRE MAGICIAN AND ILLUSIONIST "ANTHONY"
RETURNS FOR SEVENTH SEASON AT CASTLE PARK
by S. Earl Statler
He's our local "home boy man
of magic" and he's handsome, he's
clever, he's funny a nd he 's
back! ... for a seventh sea on at
Riverside's "family amusement fun
park," Castle Amu sement Park.
ANTHONY the Magic! is the featured weekend entertainment at the
Inland Empire fun park thro ugh
Sept. 29.
Anthon y
Hernandez was born
and raised in Riverside.
This young prestidigitator is truly a local son of
Riverside who has
"walked the walk" and
"talked the magical
talk," and for his 26

Anthony recalls, "I started
doing birthday party magic at the
park seven years ago and my small
kiddy performances have grown into
my own stage show complete with
assistant, illusions, animals , and
escapes. It's a dream come true."
It's been a long hard road for
Anthony so far. "No 'big buck backers' like in the o ld time movies," he
says. He
has had to
work two
and three
jobs
for
years at a
time to put
food
on
the table,
pay
the

years made his career Th~ B•g Top restaurant at Cast/~ Parle offers rent and
goals come true. His great food served m a mag•cal c•n:us armos- buy props.
magic is continuously ph~re.
H
e
in de mand all over the Inland
says he doesn't mind, "It's paying
Empire.
your dues." This year Anthony is
'The Magic of Anthony," a
adding Mind Magic to the act, which
45-minute stage revue can be seen
will embellish his already popular
this summer each weekend at Castle
comedy magic, illusions and family
Park in Riverside. The magical mysparticipation prestidigitation (sleight
tery revue is performed Friday and
of hand).
Saturday evenings at 8 p.m. and
Anthony acknowledges much of
Sunday at 4 p.m. on stage in the " Big
his success is due to the encourageTop Restaurant." The restaurant and
ment, support and love of his grandfun center has been a longtime
parents who raised him and created
favorite for family binhday parties
the environment in which he develand community gatherings. This
oped his core values. His early
summer's show features two new
magic training and love of the art
illusions which puts Anthony's magcame from the magical support of
ical prowess to the test- the "Water
the internationally known profesTorture Drum E scape" and the
sional magician/illusionist, Ralph
"Electric Chair Escape Vanish
Adams.
Illusion."
Internationally-known
magiAlthough Anthony enjoys percianlmentalist, and producer/direcforrning his stage act, his second
tor, S. Earl Statler is working with
love is "close-up-magic," which he
Anthony in the development of his
has been performing for seven years
Mind Magic act. Statler has been
at Akina-Teppan Sushi Bar in
performing mentalism magic for 40
Moreno Valley. Anthony's popular
years and created Mind Magic rouclose-up magic performances also
tines for Orson Welles in the 1960
dazzled audiences for six years at
and 70s.
Anthony is also the official
Don Jose's in Riverside.

ly manicured courses are nestled in
Radio Disney AM 1290 magician
forest-thick palm trees and contain
and performed for them at the
an abu ndance of waterfalls, rapids
Riverside Orange Blossom Festival
and fo untains. Each course has a
in 2002.
unique theme, complete with unusuHe has been performing at
al stunt buildings with incredible
Castle Park family amusement cendetail which must be seen to be
ter in Riverside for seven years
appreciated, as well as its own musidoing his stage show and private
cal theme. More than 4,700 lights
birthday parties in their " Big Top
transform the courses into veritable
Restaurant."
fairylands at night and create an
Castle Park
awesome display.
Castle Park is 25 acres of
The ride park was added to
diverse, award-winning landscapes
Castle Park in 1985 and offers somewith well-kept lawns, and palm trees
thing for everyone. With 36 major
of every shape and size. Additional
ride attractions, many games and
appointments of fanciful topiary,
tests of skill, just about every taste is
ornate hand-crafted iron work, abunaccommodated.
dant waterfalls, rapids and fountains
Entertainment is the goal and the
all combine to create a picture-perbrightly illuminated rides and attracfect setting.
tions give the park a very festive
The arcade is housed in the casat mosphere during the evening
tle! Patterned after an authentic cashours. One of the primary attractle, complete with round towers,
tions is the
parapeted
roof
Log Ride.
line,
massive
Imagine
wooden
doors,
one of the
and
medievalhig hest and
sty le ironwork, it
steepest water
is decorated with
rides
ever
tapestries and an
built, pumpimported
ing
20,000
Aus trian-leaded
gallons
of
crystal chandelier
water
a
measuring up to
six feet in diame- Castle Park is a great summer dutination for tM minute, sendwho/~ family!
ing you along
ter.
with a torrential current down a
The pinball and video arcade is
flume at 50 miles per hour, plunging
split into two levels, including the
you into 150,000 gallons of pure
ground floor and the dungeon (lower
excitement!
level). The castle houses more than
This year the park has added two
200 state-of-the-art video games and
new attractions. Blast off as the
pinball machines, plus numerous
Dragon's Tower hurls you nearly
games of skill like boomball, skee100 feet into the sky at 40 mph.
ball, twenty-one, and air hockey.
There's not even time to look down
Game awards are redeemable for a
as you hit 3 Gs in two seconds!
multitude of valuable prizes.
Leave your heart behind as you
Four 18-hole championship
plummet downward. Experience
miniature par 4 golf courses are the
centerpiece of the park. The courses
negative I G-force accelerated free
offer varying levels of play for the
fall before safely being brought back
beginner to the pro. The meticulousto eanh. Never has there been such
continued on page 44

SOARING DEBT DRIVES 71 PUBLIC COMPANIES
TO BANKRUPTCY IN FIRST QUARTER
Seventy-one publicly traded
companies filed for bankruptcy in the
ftrSt quarter of 2002, due primarily to
excessively high levels of debt,
according to Weiss Ratings, Inc., the
nation's
leading
independent
provider of ratings and analyses of
financial services companies, mutual
funds, and stocks.
"The ha!ldwriting was on the
wall in big bold letters, months in
advance, at every one of these com-

panies, espec ially the giants like
Kmart and Global Crossing," said
Martin D. Weiss, Ph.D., chairman of
Weiss Ratings. "And yet, major Wall
Street firms continued to maintain
'buy' or ' hold' ratings for most of
their shares, often until the bitter
end."
If bankruptcy filings continue at
the pace set in the first quarter, the
number of public companies seeking
protection under Chapter II or liqui-

dating under Chapter 7 will remain
high through the remainder o f 2002,
as illustrated below.
Of the 71 companies that
declared bankruptcy in the first quarter of the year, 62 had publicly traded
common stock. Weiss rated 36 of the
62 companies at least three months
before the bankruptcy filing, assigning a " weak" or "very weak" Weiss
Investment Rating to 94 percent of
them. Moreover, Weiss identified

Company
City, State
Sector
Airgate PCS lnc. (NDQ:PCSA)
Atlanta, Ga
Wirele s Telecomm.
Alamosa Holdings. Inc. (NYSE:APS)
Lubbock, Texas
Wireless Telecomm.
Aquis Comm., Inc. (OTC:AQIS)
Parsippany, N.J.
Wireless Telecomm.
Atchison Casting Corp. (NYSE:FDY)
Atchison, Kan.
Steel
Bayou Steel Corp. (AMEX:BYX)
La Place, La.
Steel
Birmingham Steel Corp. (OTC:BIRS)
Birmingham, Ala.
Steel
Centennial Comm. ( DQ:CYCL)
Neptune, N.J.
Steel
Dobson Comm. Corp. ( DQ:DCEL)
Oklahoma City, Okla Wireless Telecomm.
Western Wireless Corp. (NDQ:WWCA)
Bellevue, Wash.
Wireless Telecomm
Gentek Inc. (OTC:GNKI )
Hampton, N.H.
Au to Parts & Equip.
Leap Wireless Inti. Inc. (NDQ:LWIN)
San Diego, Calif.
Wireless Telecomm.
Margate Industries ( DQ:CGULJ
Yale, Mich.
Auto Pans & Equip.
Nex tel Commumcauons
Reston, Va.
Wireless Telecomm.
Nextel Partners Inc. ( YSE:NXTP)
Kirkland, Wash.
Wireless Teleco mm.
Rogue Industries, Inc. (NYSE:ROU)
Dearborn. Mich.
Steel
Stelax Industries LTD (NDQ:STAX)
Steel
Addison, Texas
Tenneco Automotive Inc. ( NYSE:TEN)
Lake Forest, lll.
Auto Parts & Equip.
Triton PCS Holdings Inc. (NYSE:TPC)
Berwyn, Pa.
Wireless Telecomm.
Ubiquitellnc. (NDQ:UPCS)
Conshohocken, Pa
Wireless Telecomm.
New York, N.Y.
WHX Corp. (NYSE:WHX)
Steel
Weiss Investment Rating: A=Excellent; B=Good; C=Fair; D=Weak; E=Very Weak
Source:Weiss Ratings, Inc.

300
250
200
150
100
50
0

I 00 percent of these stocks as having
a high level of risk at least three
months before the filing.
Looking ahead, Weiss finds that
the sectors most vulnerable to continuing bankruptcies are steel, auto
parts and equipment and wireless
teleco mmunications.
Companies
with these sectors receiving a poor
overall Weiss Investment Rating
based on March 3 I, 2002 data
include:

Rating
DDD
E+
E+
D
D
E+
D
DD
DD
DE
DD
E+
D
D

Public Company Bankruptcies

1997
Source: BankruptcyData.com and Weiss Ratings, Inc.

"Investors holding shares in companies that go bankrupt usually suffer a
total - or near total - loss, even if the
company subsequently re-emerges from
Chapter II," added Dr. Weiss.
"Investing in today's uncertain times
without an independent evaluation of the
company's prospects is like playing
Russian Roulette."
The Weiss Investment Rating is a

composite evaluation of both risk ' and
performance. By applying its conservative approach to ratings and factoring in
Fisks, Weiss effectively captures the
risk/reward trade-off of an investment.
Weiss reviews more that 9,000 stocks.
including all those traded on the New
York Stock Exchange, the American
Stock Exchange, and Nasdaq.
Weiss also issues investment rat-

ings on more than 11 ,000 mutual funds,
covering both equity and fixed income
funds, and provides financial safety ratings on more than 15,000 financial
institutions. such as banks. insurance
companies, and brokerage firms. Weiss
Ratings is the only major rating agency
that receives no compensation from the
companies it rates. Revenues are
derived strictly from sales of its prod-

ucts to consumers, businesses and
libraries.
Investors needing mo~ informntion on
tM investment quality of a specific stock
can purchase a rating and su/1111Ulry
IJIUJ/ysisfor as little as $7.95 through tM
Weiss
Ratings
Web
site
at
www. WeissRatings.com, or srarting at
$15. by calling 800-289-9222.
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FIDELITY® SURVEY SHOWS AMERICAN SAVERS
EMBRACE INCREASED SAVINGS OPPORTUNITIES
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KURT J. PRIEWE Is PROMOTED BY
COMMUNITY NATIONAL BANK
ce~~mg

-Increased Retirement Savings Likely in Both IRAs and Workplace Savings PlansAmencam sav10g for reurement
are po1 ed to invest as much as $39
billion 10 Indi vidual Retirement
Accounts (IRAs) 10 2002 - nearly
$8 billion more than expected for tax
year 2001 - a~ a result of increased
contribution limns now in place,
accordmg to a survey by Fidelity
Investments®.
Fidelity's survey revealed that
more than 70 percent of Amencans
saving 10 IRA~ are likely to increase
the1r comnbutlo ns and ~ave more for
reurement. Investors age 49 and
younger can now ~ave up to $3,000
in 2002, compared to the old limn of
$2,000, and those age 50 and older
can now \ave up to $3,500. In addition, two out of three survey respondents who reported they regularly
contnbute the max1mum to their
IRA, are hkely to save the full contnbuuon now allowed.
" Investors clearly recognize the
tremendous opportumty to accumulate more for their retirement years,"
said Dale Bearden, senior vice president. Fidelity Brokerage Company.

"The new contribution limns have
been in effect for just two months
and already we've seen the average
IRA contribution jump to $2,195
from $1 ,627. a 35 percent increase
from Ia t year at this time."
Tho~e close t to the1r golden
years are hkely to save even more in
their IRAs, thanks to the new catchup prov1~10n allow10g 10vestors age
50 or older to save an additiOnal
$500 10 2002 Nearly two-th1rds (65
percent) of those surveyed, age 50 or
older, are likely to 10crease their
conuibutlon, half or whom intend to
meet the maximum contnbutlon
limit of $3,500 for 2002.
The survey\ also reported good
news for Amencan savers who are
the farthest from retirement. An
overwhelm10g 79 percent of those
under age 30 report making regular
IRA contributions each year. In
addition, 82 percent indicate they are
likely to increase their IRA contribution for 2002 to ave more for retirement years.
The majority of workplace sav-

ings plan participants also intend to
save more in 2002. An overwhelming 70 percent responded that they
are likely to increase contributions in
their 40 I (k), 403(b) and 457 plans
this year. And, 63 percent of plan
participants over 50 are likely to
save up to an additional $1 ,000
through the new catch-up provision.
"The new tax laws provide an
additional boost for the millions of
American~ who are avmg for retirement," ~a1d John W. "Jack"
Callahan,
pres1dent,
Fidelity
Investments Tax-Exempt Services
Company. "We are seeing a po Hive
response from 403(b), 457 and
401 (k) plan participants who are taking advantage of additional savings
opportunities, including catch-up
prov1sions which can help plan participants nearing retirement who
have less time to contribute more to
their workplace savmgs plans, ave
for a comfortable retirement."
While increased contribution
limits may be enough to inspire
investors to save more for retire-

ment, many American may need to
prioritize their spending to find the
additional money. According to
Fidelity's survey, the majority of
those who intend to contribute more
expect additional savings to come
from a salary increase or second
income, a decrease in living expense , or shifting general savings into a
retirement account.
Recognizing the need to prioritize spending is one of the first steps
to achieving retirement savings
goals. Simple trade-offs today can
help free up money to invest for the
future. For example, an investor with
25 years to save for retirement who
contributes $3,000 to an IRA and
$ 11 ,000 to a 40 I (k) every year,
could have up to an additional
$1 , 114,449 for retirement.
Fidelity Investments is one of the
world's largest providers f or financial services with custodied assets of
$1.4 trillion , including managed
assets of $876.7 billion. Fidelity
Investments' Web site is www.ftdelity.com.

CHINO COMMERCIAL BANK, N .A. REPORTS
FIRST QUARTERLY NET INCOME
The board of d1rectors of Chino
Commercial
Bank,
N.A.
(OTCBB:CKNA) announced the
results of operations for the first
quarter of 2002, with net 10come for
the quarter of $12,830 or $.02 per
share.
Dann H. Bowman, president and
chief executive officer, stated,
"After only 19 months of operations, 11 is extremely exciting to
report the bank's first quarterly net
profit. The bank continues to grow
very rap1dly as assets increased by
I 9.8 percent during the first quarter- to $31.3 million." Loans also
increased to $12.5 million at March
31, 2002 as compared to $11.0 million at Dec. 31,2001. The bank also
continues to enJOY very good loan
quality with no delinquencies or

non-accrual loans. Total deposits
increased to $25.3 million at March
31 , 2002, as compared to $20.0 million at Dec. 31, 200 I. Non-10terest
bearing deposits continue to exceed
65 percent of total deposits at March
31,2002.
The first quarter of 2002 results
of operation renect net income of
$12,830 as compared to a net loss
for the first quarter of 200 I of
$85,239 or $ . 16 per share. The
income for the quarter IS due pnmarily to the mcrease of $88,848 in
non-10terest income as compared to
the first quarter of 200 I. The noninterest mcome was denved from an
increase 10 service charges on
deposit accounts and income from
mortgage banking. Bowman stated,
"The bank started the mortgage

banking operation 1n December.
200 I and we are tremendously
pleased with the results for the first
quarter." The bank originated and
sold $3.2 million in loans during the
first quarter through two mortgage
banking conduits.
The bank posted net interest
income of $319,103 for the three
months ended March 31, 2002 as
compared to $247,169 for the three
months ended March 3 I , 200 I.
Average interest-earning assets were
$27 .I million with average interestbearing liabll1t1es of $9.3 million,
yielding a net interest marg10 of 4.71
percent for the first quarter of 2002,
as compared to average interestbearing assets of$ I 6.4 million, with
average interest-bearing liabilities of
$4.7 million yielding a net interest

margin of 6.02 percent for the three
months ended March 31, 200 I.
General and administrative
expenses were $384,903 for the
three months ended March 31, 2002
as compared to $326,730 for the
three months ended March 31, 2001.
The largest component of general
and administrative expenses was
salary and benefits expense of
$179,816 for the first quarter of
2002, as compared to $I 59,393 for
the first quarter of 200 I.
Full-time employees increased
over the past year from nine
employees to 14, renected by the
increase in salary and benefit
expense. A portion of the salary and
benefit expenses was offset by an
increase in capitalized FAS91 costs
as loan volume increased.

Kart J. Pne11·e
Communny Nau o nal Ba nk
(CNB ) recently announced the promotion of Kurt J. Priewe to vice
president/SBA departme nt manager. Located in the bank's corporate
headquart ers
1n
Escondido,
Priewe's main responsibility is to
oversee the underwriting and pro-

of S BA loan~ for the bank.
A 27-year veteran m the banking md u'>try, Kurt began hi'> career
at C B 111 1997 as an SBA credll
analy~> t. PreviOus pow1 on~ mclude:
branch ma nager, bus mess developmen t officer and commerc1a l
lende r with commerc1al ban k~ 111
Po nl and,
Oregon,
De m er,
Colorado. and Orange County.
Calif
"We are pleased to ha1 e \Orneone wnh Kurt\ e:<penence to gu1de
our SBA department," slated Tom
Swan\On, pre~ 1 dent and CEO, "and
his e>.pertl\e en\ure~ the q ualit) of
underwnung and timely proce\\mg
of loam. tha t has earned u~
Preferred Lender ~latus wnh the
Small Bu-,iness Ad mmistration."
Pnewe and h1s w1fe. Patnc 1a,
re>ide in Mumeta.
Community National Ban~. a :illbsidiary of Community Bancorp, is a
$370 million financial institution
with retail banking and loan production offices throughout the state,
including the Inland Empire.

BUSINESS TO BUSINESS
coURIER SERVICE

~

TWO WEEKS

•

ONE WEEK

'

1; --·)
-'-"·
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SAME DAY

THE 'RED RIBBON' VISITS RIVERSIDE
COUNTY'S CREDIT UNION
Operations and Technology Center grand opening held

RCCU Grand Opening (May N , 2002) - Ri•-ersidt Cmml\ 's Crt·dit Unwn
corulactetl an official ribbon calling ceremony 111 honor of thezr new/) -bzalt
OperatiOn\ anti Technolog1 Cemer (Cemer) Mar~ Ha11J..111.\, prnitle/11 and
CEO of Ri•·erside Cmmtv '! Credit Union recen·cs ribbon-ca/11111( cmwwzce
from Rivenzde Chamber of Commerce memben, credit anion board llu·mbers
and senior mwwgeme/11.
On Monda}. May 13, R1ver~ 1de
capacity for 200.
County\ Credit Un1on held a grand
At the event, opemng remarh
open ing e1ent and "n bbo n-cutt ing"
were made by Mark Hawkms, presicere mo ny
1n ho nor of its
dent and CEO of Riverside County's
ne wl y-built,
$12.5
mllho n
Credit Union, which were followed
Operatio ns and Technology Center.
by an official "ribbon-cutti ng" cereThe 6 1,000- quare-foot facility will
mony. Hawkins also acknowledged
house 140 employees and has the
cominued on page 46

UNITED
WE
STAND

Your lntra-Colllty business mail will be picked ~ by COliier
TWICE a day ard hand deWered on ru next I'Olie.
• Same Day Delivery
• Couriers
• Tailored Delivery Systems

• Special Messenger
• Bag Exchanges
• Overnight Letter Service

• Parcel Delivery

JaJAI{P.

----

For Service in the Inland Empire call:

1 • 800 • GO • 4 • ICBM
Serving all of Southern California

FOOTHILL INDEPENDENT BANK
'-···-f
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PACER TECHNOLOGY ANNOUNCES THIRD QUARTER FINANCIAL RESULTS
Pacer Technology (NASDAQ
SC: PTCH), a manufacturer of
advanced technology adhesives,
sealant and related consumer products, has announced financial results
for its third quaner of fiscal year
2002.
Net income for the quaner ended
March 31, 2002 was $353,000, or
$0.11 per share (fully diluted), compared to net income of $389,000, or
$0. 12 per share, for the prior-year
period.
Net sales for the quaner were
$6.8 million, down from $10.6 million in the same quarter of the prior
fiscal year, primarily as a re ult of
the effect on sales of the di po Ilion,
in the first quaner of fiscal 2002, of
the Cook Bates product line which
accounted for $2.6 million of the
sales decrease; the disposition, tn
the fourth quaner of fiscal 200 I, of
the California Chemical product line
which had $0.4 million in sales tn
the third quaner of the prior year;
and the c:losure of the office in the
United Kingdom, which accounted
for $0.5 million of the sales
decrease. Although retailers were
reducing inventories during the last
three quaners in response to the
recession and the events of Sept. II,
200 I, Pacer's domestic adhestve
sales were just slightly below its
adhesives sales for the third quaner
of the prior year. Also, because of
the dispositions of the two product
lines and the closure of the office in
the UK, sales for the next two to
three quarters may be lower, when
compared to prior year periods.
For the nine months ended
March 31, 2002, net income totaled
$1, 187,000 or $0.38 per share (fully
diluted) on sales of $24.7 million, as
compared to net income of
$1 ,416,000 or $0.43 per share, on
net sales of $34.6 million for the
first nine months of fiscal year 200 I .
The reduction in sales was due primaril y to the dispositions of the
Cook Bates and California Chemical
product lines and the closure of the
UK office.
However, results for the first
nine months of this year also benefited from the sale of the Cook Bates
product line by generating a pre-tax
gain of $1,252,000 million in the
first quarter. Restructuring charges
totaled $472,000 during the nine

months ended March 31, 2002. If the
gain recognized on the Cook Bates
sale and the restructuring charges are
excluded, and an applicable income
tax rate of 37.4 percent is assumed,
net income for the first nine months
of the year. on a pro-forma basis,
would have been $699,000 or $0.22
per hare, as a result of the reductions in sales attributable to the dis-

fOURTEEN
BUSINESS
BANKING
CENTERS
A NAHEIM

(714) 704-2361
B URBANK

(818) 295-3222

position> of the Cook Bates and
California Chemical product lines
and the closure of the UK office.
"We continue 10 make progress
during thi tran ition year. While thi s
year's third quaner sales were down
$3.8 million from last year's third
quaner, net income was almost the
same,'" said Rick Kay, chairman of
the board, chief executive officer

and pre ident. ''Since the sale of the
Cook Bate product line Ia t fall, we
have almo t completely restructured
our ales organization. When we
owned Cook Bates, we had II sales
personnel and 52 sales representative organizations. Initially, four
sales positions and 30 sales repre-

continued 011 page 38

Does your
business deserve

''The best business
bank in California?'

CITY OF INDUSTRY

(626) 934-1341
CORONA

(909) 808-8950

Many banks today are acting like a busJness bank, but if you look between the mar1<eting lines very few are 'real'

bus~ness

banks. At Community Bank we are a 'genuine'

Business Bank and we have been financing the business needs of our customers since
1945. We provide you the service and advantages that you need and expect from a busi-

F ONTANA

(909) 854-3400
GLENDALE

(818) 549-7220
HUNTINGTON PARK

(323) 277-4360
IRVINE

ness bank.

Some of our Business Services are:
• Asset based financing

• SBA Financing

• Machinery and equipment financing

• lnternationaV Trade Finance

• Complete real estate services, including

• Business depository services

owner occupied financing

• Cash management services

(949) 789-3770
PASADENA

(626) 568-2230
REDLANDS

(909) 307-8102
SAN BERNARDINO

(909) 881-2323

Perhaps you are finding that your current bank does not understand your business
and is not willing to lend on your company's operating assets without other collateral. Is
it ttme for you to experience the value of a business bank that only our knowledgeable
and experienced professionals can provide?

Call one of our convenient Business Banking Center locations, so we may determtne how we can put Community Bank to wor1< for you. We are certain you will receive

SOUTH BAY

(310) 243-1560

the quality service and responsiveness that you deserve from "The Best Business Bank
in California."

UPLAND

(909) 579-1490

Please visit our web site at: www.communitybank-ca.com
YUCAIPA

t909) 797-9155
OVER

COMMUNITY. BANK

$1.2

BILLION IN

AssETS

•

Partnership

Banking~
-FDIC
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B USINESS BANCORP POSTS 1Q02 PRO:fiTS: M ERGER WITH
MCB FINANCIAL ACCRETIVE TO EARNING IN FIRST QUARTER
Bus. Bancorp (NASDAQ:BZBC),
the parent company of Business
Bank of California, www.businessbank.com, today reported profits
from operations were accretive to
earnings in it first quarter following
the recent merger of equals between
Business Bancorp and MCB
Financial. GAAP earnings per share
in the first quarter ended March 31.
2002 totaled $0.31, compared to
$0.30 in the first quarter of 200 I .
Cash operating EPS increased 12
percent to $0.36 per diluted share
from $0.32 per diluted share in the
first quarter of 200 I . Cash operating
earnings exclude after-tax, mergerrelated expenses, net gains on sale of
investments, and amortization of
intangible as ets.
Because the merger was completed at the end of 200 I and was
accounted for as a purchase transaction, the GAAP 200 I financial statements exclude MCB Financial 's
result
Consequently. financial
tatements for the current period are
not meaningfully comparable to
This release
year-ago period .
includes pro fonna data that reflects
the combmed operations of both
organizations for prior periods, and
is provided as a convenience to
investors.
First Quarter H ighlights (ended
3/31/02 compared to 3/31/0 I)
• Cash operating earnings increased
118 percent to $1.4 million, compared to $655,000 on a GAAP basis
and up six percent on a pro forma
basis over one year ago.
• Deposits grew to $526 million, an
II percent increase for the combined
operations and an 89 percent ri se
from the year ago GAAP result.
• Total loans increased to $384 million, up 10 percent for the combined
operations and 106 percent from
IQOI GAAP.
• Credit quality remains strong with
the ratio of non-performing loans to
total loans at 0.24 percent and the
allowance for loan losses as a percentage of total loans at 1.22 percent.
The ratio of total non-performing
assets (NPA) to total assets dropped
to 0.30 percent compared to 0.45
percent. NPA were $1.8 million at
March 31, 2002 compared to $1 .5
million a year ago for both GAAP

and pro forma resu Its.
• Net interest margin was 5.45 percent compared to 5.86 percent a year
ago.
• The bank remains well capitalized
with Tier I Capital of 9.4 percent.
Mer ger Update
Completed on Dec. 31, 200 I, the

merger of equals between Business
Bancorp and MCB financial laid the
foundation for one of California's
first statewide, middle-market, business banks. " We've developed a
merger integration plan that focuses
the community and our staff on those
things that represent direct value,

including:
expanded services,
numerous convenient locations,
higher lending capacity, broader
product offerings and the continuation of valued business relationships," said Alan J. Lane, chief executive officer.

to keep your business moving toward your goals.
We' ve got the financial resources to help you get there faster!
Call today to start the ball rolling.

conrinued on page 33
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Top Savings & Loans and Federal Savings Banks
Sen·iiiJ: the 111la11d Em pit'(' . Rtmked by 1illal ,\ m •t.\ tt\ of /Je('{'mber 31, lfJfJ(J
Bank Name
Address
Cit), Slllte, Zip

.\ssets $ (l\lillions)
Assets % Change
(12 l\lonlh)

Return on A>erage
Equity (R.O.E.l

Core Capital
As a % of Assets

'lonpcrforming l...oof'6 Income Before
&. Debt ecs. as a % E>traordinary
llerm ($000)
of Core Capital &
Loans Loss Resenes

Do•ney Savtocs &: Loan Assoc., F.A.
350 I Jamboree Rd
Ne-.'jlOit Beach, CA 92660

11.100

1648

7 10

9.3

127,426

I.

8.17~

15.85

729

2.7

72,661

2.

\\estern Financial Bank
15750 AI ron Pkwy
!rvme. CA 92618-3816

Top Local E•ecuth e
Tille
Phone/Fa>
E-l\lail Address
Daniel D. Rosenlhal
Presideni/CEO
(949) S09-4400f725-0618
downey..:~vinguom

25

Donald Pearson
S VP. Rewrl Banking
(949)7~-72~21754-4839

donald pearson@" fwcom

3.

LIFE Bank
I0540 Magnolia Ave., Ste. B

247
-12

-33 82

5.06

868

·5.618

Steven R. Gardner
PresrdtniiCEOICOO
(909) 637-40001637-4428
CJOne,t?hfrb~nk nel

315

.76

7.89

0

1.370

Maleka Ali
Rera•l ManJger
(909l 782-8805n82-9700

Ri•ernde. CA 92505

4.

Commtrcial Capilal Bank
La SremiA\e
Rl\erstde. CA 92505

~60

1~5

cuMomerservicc@commercialcapltal.com
N/A:.Vcr ApplkabJt WND-= '4uvld Not D1 tc.lou no = Aw A.l'tlrlabl~, Tht tnfornkJIUm ~Jbolt· ~·as obtdmtJ from S~shwwff lnfi.mm.mon S~n·u:t.s: and~~ S & Ls tlnd jl'dt'rcll banltt li.sttJ. Thou not rt (ponding tv rtP<'dUd
rtqu~~IS fi1r mformariofl art not111dr41nl To'"~ lvst <.if (~ur Sn,ndc.d.r:t dtt mfomwcion sJJpplird is mxurmt ru ofp,.ss timt' Whiff t'l't"l)' •:J!ort u mad•· ro t'tullr« thl' UN'Urtk" and thorou,~l\ oj tlu.' ltrt, onwstons and
typ«'.~rophical crmN '\Q111t'IIIM3 cx·f..,r Pka.st tt·ntl ('Orrrcti,m.\ <Jr addaiom , , ,·ompan) lt'rtuhetul w. Tht Inland Emptrt' Bu~mt"H Journal. ~jN) \lnttun:i Ah' Svut 306. Rtmdt~) o~,·...a~IIOrt,tfl U 917304352. Rt.~l'llf('h~td b)·
lui)· Strauss. C,,pmght Z()()2. Inland Empilor Bun.,sJ Jo..nwl

l'h~· llnuk nl' I . i"l" "'' ailahh· on l>i.,k. ("<til

JO•J--'M-'-'J76S .,,- l>n" nlnad Nn" l'rnnt " " \\,Topl.i.,l.~·um
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BANK OF AMERICA WAIVES FEE FOR NEW SUBSCRIBERS TO ONLINE BILL PAY FEATURE
Free Service Solves Top Consumer Concern About Online Banking.
Bank of America is waiving its
monthly fee for the bill payment feature of online banking for new subscribers, making the entire service
free.
Beginning in May, consumers
signed up for online banking, with
the bill payment feature for free at
Bank of America during this promotion, saving them $5.95 a month.
The bank is thanking customers
for growing interest in online banking and encouraging people to pay
bi lis online.
Bank of America has 3.3 million
active online banking customers and

1. 1 million using online banking
with bill pay - more than any other
in the industry.
Independent reports show that
more consumers are paying their
bills online. Jupiter Media Matrix
predicts the number of households
using online banking with bill payment will more than double this year
from 3.6 million to seven million.
Analysts say that cost is one of the
biggest reasons people do not sign up
for online banking. Now, Bank of
America has helped customers avoid
the fee.
There are many benefits of

online banling. Customers can:
• Check balances
• Look at specific transactions
• Transfer funds
• Find a nearby banking center or
ATM
• Change an address
• Re-order checks
There also are many benefits of
the bill payment feature of the service. Customers can:
• Pay bills any time - on payday or
near the due date
• Set up recurring payments
• Pay any time, anywhere
• Track what is paid and when -

automatically
• Pay bills in a faster, easier way than
through the mail-three times faster
"Customers who have online
banking don ' t have to worry about
late fees, stamps, or even running to
the post office at the last minute,"
said Sanjay Gupta, marketing e-commerce executive at Bank of America.
"We're encouraging others to join us
and learn about the speed, convenience and security of online banking."
To sign up, customers can go to
the Bank of America home page at
www.bankofamerica.com.

ARROWHEAD FINANCIAL GROUP ACQUIRES
TOP INLAND EMPIRE INSURANCE AGENCY

CVB FINANCIAL CoRP. REPORTS REcoRD
FIRST QUARTER OPERATING RESULTS

Straltgic Movi Makes AFG the Inland Empire's Fourth Largest Insurance Provider

CVB Financial Corp. (NASDAQ:CV BF), has announced record
results for the first quarter of 2002.
This is the 40th consecutive quarter
of record results for the company
when compared with the same
results for the prior year.
Net income for the first quarter
of2002 was $12.3 million. This represents an increase of $3.5 million,
or 39.83 percent, over net income of
$8.8 million reported for the first
quarter of 200 1. Net income of
$0.35 per diluted share rose $0.1 0,
or 40.00 percent, above the $0.25
per diluted share for 200 I .
These earning results produced

Arrowhead Financial Group has
acquired Sawyer, Cook & Co., one
of the largest insurance agencies in
the inland Empire with a history
stretching bac k nearly 80 years.
The acquisition of the Redlandsbased firm boosts Arrowhead
Financial Group's insurance revenues to $45 million in annual premiums, making it the third largest
provider of business and commercial
insurance in the Inland Empire.
The acquisition, which comes
roughly
seven
months
after
Arrowhead Financial Group's acquisition of Corona-based CalBond

Insurance Agency and Surety
Services, also triples the number of
business and personal insurance
companies Arrowhead Financial
Group represents, thereby enhancing
the selection of insurance options for
customers in the Inland Empire,
including those already with
Arrowhead Financial Group.
"The Sawyer, Cook acquisition
significantly strengthens out position in the Inland Empire insurance
market," said Jim Estes, president of
Arrowhead Financial Group (AFG),
a subsidiary of San Bernardinocontinued on page 49

a return on beginning equity of
22.63 percent, a return on average
equity of 21.84 percent and a return
on average assets of 1.99 percent.
The efficiency ratio for the first
quarter was 44.12 percent.
During the quarter, the company
restructured a portion of the investment portfolio. This involved the
sale of $150.0 million in securities.
II was done to alig n the investment
portfolio with the current interest
rate environment. The sale of these
securities resulted in a gain of $3. 1
million before taxes, and a gain of
$2.0 million after taxes.
continued on page 35
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CAPITAL TITLE GROUP REPORTS FIRST QUARTER
Capital Title Group, Inc. (NASDAQ:CTG I), a leading regional
provider of title msurance and real
estate-related
services,
has
announced results fo r the first quarter ended March 31, 2002 that
topped
analyst's
projections.
Revenues for the three-month period
were $19,394,830, a 57.4 percent
increase
compared
with
$12,322,905 in the first quarter period 2001. Pre-tax income for the
first quarter 2002 rose a significant
274.6 percent to $1,878,956 compared to $501,558 pre-tax income in
the prior year period. Net income of
$1,118,956 or $0.06 per dilu ted
share for the three-month period was
an impresstve 123.1 percent
increase, after applicable income
taxe , compared to net income of
$501,558 or $0.03 per diluted share
for the first quarter ended March 31,
200 I. Net income m the prior quarters were not subject to income tax
due to available loss carryforwards
which were fully utilized during
2001.
"The first quarter of 2002 was
another outstanding period," said

Donald R. Head, chairman, president and chief executive officer of
Capital Title Group. "We improved
our market share in California
through internal growth and the
opening of four branch locations
that increased our presence in San
Diego and Orange counties. We
now have 30 branches located in 10
California markets.
Our 36th
Arizona branch was opened in the
largest county in Arizona where we
are one the top providers of title and
escrow services.
"Overall we continue 10 ee the
benefits of our investment in the
California market thai has been
developed on our successful Arizona
business model. The profitable
operations from both areas contributed 10 the impressive 274.6 percent increa e in pre-tax income for
the quarter as revenue increased and
costs were tightly controlled. The
123. I percent increase after tax net
income rs rewarding to report knowing that it is through the commitment of our entire staff, now more
than 800, that we succeed," Head
stated.

As previously reported, the
anticipated closing of the company's
asset purchase from BridgeSpan
Title Company was completed on
April I , 2002. In the approximate
$4.3 million cash transaction, the
company acquired an interest in a
joint title plant for the Northern
California counties of Santa Clara,
San Mateo and Sacramento, in addition to five branch offices located in
communities that are high-volume
growth markets.
Head continued, "While we are
focused on our successful internal
growth program, we continue to
look fo r strategic acquisitions in the
West and Southwe tern United
States to provide u an opportunity
to gain additional market share in
our region. We will build o n our
strong 200 I and first quarter 2002
operating results with an emphasis
on profitable operations to enhance
shareholder value.
"We expect interest rates will
fluctuate later in the year, which will
negati vely impact the refinance market; however, our core business is
focused on the resale market that

historically has been more consistent and less prone to fluctuations
resulting from increased mortgage
rates. Overall, we expect mortgage
rates to remain relatively low, which
will maintain a healthy housing market throughout the year, 10 the benefit of our Arizona and California
markets. We have seasoned management team, outstanding motivated employees, and the technology
tools to manage the profitable
growth in this ever-changing
world," Head concluded.
Headquartered in Phoenix,
Arizona, Capilal Tttle Group, Inc. is
a regionallille insurance agent with
66 offices representing five title
insurance companies and also offers
real estate-related services for residential and commercial customers
through its wholly-owned subsidiaries, Capital Tttle Agency in
Arizona with 36 branch operations,
and New Century Tttle Company in
California with 30 branches located
strategically in major markers. Visit
rhe company's Web sires: www.capitaltirlegrorlp.com and www.newcenruryrirle.com.

MORE THAN 80 PERCENT OF BANKING INDUSTRY RECOMMENDED DESPITE
INCREASE IN NUMBER OF TROUBLED AND PROBLEMATIC BANKS
An analysis of the bank data by
BauerFinanc1al, Inc. reflects overall
strength in the banking industry
with 82.9 percent of the banks earning BauerFinancial 's coveted recommended status (i.e., either 5Stars or 4-Stars).
Profitability,
while s lipping slightly during the
fourth quarter '0 I, remained strong.
The banking industry boasted an
ROA (Return on Average Assets) of
1.28 percent for the calendar year
200 I, down from 1.32 percent as of
Sept. 30, 200 l.

The difficult economy in the latter part of 200 I, however, was
reflected in a 26 percent increase in
the number of banks rated 2-Stars or
below by BauerFinancial, Inc.
Institutions in this group, considered by the research firm 10 be problematic, grew from 75 using Sept.
30, 200 I data to 95 using Dec. 31,
2001 data.
Delinquent loans industry-wide
increased during the last quarter of
200 I by $3.5 billion. That brought
the ratio of delinquent loans as a

percentage of total assets from 0.75
percent at Sept. 30, 2001 to 0.79
percent at year-end.
Two local banks listed in the
Troubled and Problemalic Bank &
Thrift Report are:
• Life Bank, San Bernardino Under Cap - Tangible as ets (in
millions) 246.534; tangible net
worth (in millions) 12.473; tangible
(core) capital ratio 5.05; risk-based
capital ratio 6.6 1, and 2001 YTD
income 5.618.
• Valley Bank, Moreno Valley -

Under Cap - Tangible assets (in
millions) 76.552; tangible net worth
(in millions) 3.056; tangible (core)
capital ratio 3.99; risk-based capital
ratio 6.68, and 2001 YTD income1.742.
BauerFinancial 's star rating for
every bank, thrift and credit union
are available free to the public at
www.bauerfinancial.com. The site
also includes links to the 9,800 institwions with Web sites as well as
links to state and federal regulators.

COMMUNITY BANCORP FIRST QUARTER PROFITS INCREASE
Community
Bancorp
Inc.
(Nasdaq: CMBC) has reported thai
first quarter profits grew 95 percent
over the first quarter 200 I, fueled by
increased revenues, strong balance
sheet growth and approved operating
efficiencies.
For the quarter ended March 31,
2002, nel income totaled $590,00, or
$0. 18 per diluted share, up from
$302,000, or $0.11 per dtluled share
in the first quarter last year.

Community Bancorp is the parent
company of the wholly-owned subsidiary, Community National Bank.
The company has achieved significant balance sheet growth in the
last year. Net loans grew 23 percent
to $327 million, compared to $265
million at the end of the first quarter
a year ago. Total assets increased 30
percent to $410 million, from $316
million, and deposits grew 25 percent to $344 million, compared to

$275 million at March 31, 200 I.
Non-interest
bearing
deposits
increased 31 percent to $41 million,
and interest bearing deposits grew
24 percent to $303 million. Despite
the first quarter growth rate, the
growth rate for year end 2002 is projected to be 15 percent to 20 percent
due to increased loan sales and continued balance sheet management.
Total loan originations increased
2 1 percent to $67.2 million for the

95 PERCENT

quarter, compared to $55.4 million
for the same quarter last year, as the
company continued to focus on
SBA, mortgage and commercial real
estate lending. During the three
months ended March 31 , 2002, SBA
loan originations totaled $19.1 million, compared to $18.1 million the
prior year. Mortgage loan originations nearly doubled to $16.0 million
in the first quarter of 2002, comcontinued on page 32
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CUSTOMIZED INCENTIVES BRING DEALS TO VICTORVILLE
SEVEN STRATEGIES FOR MAKING YOUR NEXT PRESENTATION FREE OF LEGAL RISKS
by Patricia S. Eyres
Whether you're gtving presentations to a group of co-workers, a
board of directors, or a client organization, there are legal land mines
you don ' t want to step on. For example, do you know the steps you must
take to license copyrighted materials
and protect your own proprietary
rights? When you speak to busmess
groups in their work environments,
are you aware of thetr rights to equal
employment opportunities and how
your talk may impact those rights?
Will your fee agreement ho ld up in
court if your chent later claim you
didn' t deliver what you promised?
From unauthonzed use of music
and canoons 10 offensive content, to
contractual dis putes, you r legal
security and your credibility hinge
on your understanding of your legal
respon stbilities. In o rder to get
through your next presentation without the threat of law~uus. you need

some baste lega l awareness. By follow mg some simple strategi es, you
can keep yourself, your company.
and your clients ... out of court.
Adhere to all copyright laws.
Any text other than your own
that you use or incorporate into
handouts, visuals, or graphic presentations ts the property of the original
author. Whether or not the author
registered the work wtth the U.S.
copyright office is irrelevant.
Copyright laws automatically protect the a uthor's work and give the
author exclusive right to ,reproduce,
adapt, and di tribute the work.
Presenters who use lengthy pas age
of others' work, even when cited in
quotatiOn marks or gtven credit, can
be sued for infringement if they fail
to obtatn the appropnate permtssion.
To obta tn permtssion to use
someone else's material, put your
request to the cop} nght holder tn

COMMUNITY BANCORP FIRST
QUARTER PROFITS INCREASE
contrnued from page 3 I
pared to $8.5 mtlhon a year earlier
" We are back on track after
2001 profits were impacted by the
4.75 percent decline in short-term
interest rates," stated Tom Swanson,
president and CEO. ''This is the
first quaner where we have not
expenenced a prime rate reduction
since 2000. The net interest margin
should improve in a stabilized interest rate environment as COs reprice
to current rates. The excellent loan
production contributed to continued
asset growth and has allowed us to
increase both net mterest mcome
and non-interest income in sptte of
the decrease in margm." Net interest margin was 4.05 percent for the
quaner ended March 3 I, 2002 compared to 4.69 percent in the first
quarter last year.
Net interest
income before the provision for
loan losses increased I0 percent to

$3.5 million for the quarter, compared to $3.2 million for the ftrst
quarter 2001.
Net interest income before the
provision for loan losses and non

tnterest mcome. the two components of revenues. both benefited
from the o ut standmg loan production. Reve nues tnc reased 29 percent to $4.8 million for the quarter
ended March 3 1, 2002. from $3.8
million for the first quaner last year.
Return on average equtty
mcreased to 13.7 percent tn the
quarter, from 10.0 percent for the
first quaner last year. Return on
average assets also improved. up to
0.64 percent for the quarter ended
March 31, 2002, compared to 0.42
percent a year earlier.
Other operating tncome grew
139 percent to $1.3 mtllion, compared to $557,000 tn the first quarter last year, primarily due to
increased gatns on sale of loans.
The company sold $14.0 million in
SBA loans and $14.2 mtllion in
mortgage loans in the first quaner
thi s year, resulting in an $887,000
gain on sale. In the first quaner last
year, SBA 504 loan sales totaled
$2.7 million and mortgage Joan
sales were $5 .2 million, netting
$70,000 in gains on loan sales.

writing with the complete date. You
may clearly know it's 200 1 when
you write the letter today, but if your
dispute occur in 2003, you may
have trouble e tablishing your first
request and response. Include a complete copy of the work or excerpts
with your letter so you have evidence on what rights were requested
and granted. Be specific about your
intended u e, and if you will copy
multiple times, advise the owner of
the intended cope in your letter.
Keep co mplete and accurate
records of each time you use the
material pursuant to permission or a
license agreement. Place on every
copy of your handout and/or visual
aid a notice that the material is
reprinted with the express permission of the copyright holder. Include
the complete name o f the author or
arttst. date c reated. publication nan1e
(tf applicable). and date published.
When obtatning permtsston for

photographs. contact both the publisher and the photographe r. Specify
the scope of the intended use and
negotiate a reasonable license agreement for multiple uses. When using
material from e lec tro nic sources,
look for a copyright noti ce or a
hypertext link to a " legal notices"
page. If you cannot locate a notice
don ' t assume the material is not su~
ject to protec tion. Contact the U.S.
Copyright Office, which will direct
you to resources for conducting a
search.
Realize that music and sound
recordings are also copyright protected. When you e nhance your presentations with sound and music, the
sound recording ts s ubjec t to copyright protectio n, g tving the copyright
holder exclusive performance rights.
Playing a n audio tape or C D during
your presentation t' a much a performance as hve entertatnment.
cm11mued on page 46

SOMETIMES TEACHERS NEED TO
LEARN LESSONS OF THEIR OWN
WHEN MANAGING OTHERS' MONEY!
A case tn point tS the Seattle-

"The Wall Street Money Machine,"

ba ed Wade C ook Financtal
Corporation
which
allegedly
charges investors the hefty sum of
up to $7,995 for two-day sess ions.
purporting to teach investors how to
safel y handle their investments in
the stock market!
The company's advertising
claimed investors would learn how
to earn 15 percent per month trading

is the corporation 's CEO a nd owns
65 percent of Wade Cook Financial.
Deb Bortner, director of the
Washington
State
Securities
Division and president of the North
American Securities Administrators
Assn., commented "Either Wade is
unable to fo llow his own system,
which he claims is simple to follow,

securities. The firm lost 89 percent
in 200 I, trading its own money.
The mformation was exposed
in a secunties filing that di sclosed a
loss of $2 million in 2000 and with
a negative net worth, the company
may not be able to survive.
Now, Wade Cook Financ1al
must reveal its performance record
to potential investors, due to settlements with state and federal regulators who had sued the financial education organization for being less
than honest about its trading record.
Wade Cook, author of the bestsellers: "Safety First Investing" and

or the system doesn' t work."
Refunds mu t now be offered to
clients who were mts led by the
company's advertising claims, as a
result of the settlement of suits filed
by the Federal Trade Commission
and 14 states, including California.
Even though Cook's own 41.6
million shares are currently worth
about $4 million, a drop of approximately $196 million from five years
ago, he was paid $2 million in
salary and royalties by his company
last year, and a sum in excess of $28
million in the past six years, derived
from a company whose stock fell 30
percent last year?!

continued from page I
and !he westem states, The Goodyear
lire & Rubber Co. rc\earchcd -.eveml
locati ons 1n the Inland Emp1re
AnalyLmg each locatton m tcnm of
avatlablltly and CO\t effecltvene'>'>.
Victorvtlle quid.ly ro\e to the top po'>llion.
To .,ohd1fy the deal, Victorvi lle custOmiLCd an inc~ ntlve package that benefited the ttre company's operatiOn'> The
ctty \ cto-.e pro~tmtty 10 crucial transportatiOn modes. like major raillmes and
the Southern California Logtstlcs
Airport (SCLA), the fanner George Air
Force Base, were major deciding facto rs.
allowing Goodyear 10 manage 1ts '> upply
network
economically.
Also,
Victorville's commitment to building a
rail spur dtrectly tnto the d1stnbut1on
center was crucial.
Addttionally, Victorvi lle provtded
employee reloca tion packages that
enabled Excel Logistics, Goodyear's
third-party logislics provider. 10 reloca'te
three top-level managers and support
staff to set up its new operations.
Consequently, Goodyear s1gned a tOyear lease for a $23 millton log1SIICS
center encompassi ng 827.000 square
feet on 46 acres and was able to consolidate tts operations and build a fac thty

tw1cc the SILe origmally propo'>ed.
When the deal was done. Goodyear
exeCUliVC\ pral\ed ViCtOrville's "bU\1neS\-frtendly envtronment"
"Victor,tlle was the mo-.t cosleffecti\C location. from the \tandpomt
of labor. land and tnfrastructure. to
locate our logt'>ltcs center," 'a1d Ron
Kri vec. d1rector of real estate for
Goodyear
Victorville Becomes Logistics Hub
Goodyear\ move to Vict01>1llc
benefited the city '>lgnificantly The
Ohio-ba-.ed compa ny, cons tdcred the
largest global ure manufacturer, w1th a
total of 90 facili ties around the world.
became lhe first di stribution facility 10
locate to Victorville and qu1ckly produced more than 200 jobs. The deal
proved the ctty could attract high-profile
companies to the region.
Victorville soon began negotiating
deals wilh other large distribution companics and became recognized as one of
Southern California's fastest-growing
regions. The ctty became a vtable location for bu\me.,ses <,eek.ing to o;erv1ce the
Lo'> Angele'> metropoli tan area and the
Western Untted States becauo;e of 11'>
affordable prices and available land.
With Southern California LogistiCS

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Dear Sir:
The article "Testlll!llll Natn•e Tongue Debated"' by Nicole White, m the
"Inland Valley Dwly Bulletin" of May 27th, 2002, make.\ a lot of us tlunk abowthe
expenses attached to the approral of having foreignen to keep speaking their own
language in OUR countr,. Mast of these na11 -E11glish speakmg foreigners, / think,
came here as illegal llnnugrants and are etther unwillrng, too lazy or too dwnb 10
learn to speak our language· ENGUSH! 11
Most of us. "ho came here as LEGAL immigrants (lrke myself), had 10
undergo 3 or 4 years of background checks before we left our home country, learn
English. so k e ••·ere able 10 ans~>er the questions of the rmmrgration department s
employees 111 countries outside the U.S.A .. who mtensely were domg our background and health checks. This took about 3 years!
Most of us, who are thankf ul to be allowed to come to the United States of
America, started to learn to speak American-English as soon as we entered the
country. English is spoken in MOST courttrres of the world. so it IS the easiest language to learnt
If we allow to have (rllegal) foreigners to force our education system to
accept their (foreign) language 111 nomwl use, then try to rmagme how much of our
tax money will be wasted 0 11 "lazy" people!
Just imagine. ~>hen we allow AU foreigners to go to school here in the
U.S.A. and allow them to speak the language of their "home country " during the1r
schooling, ho w much of our tax money is being spem 0 11 all translations of educational books, explanations of subjects taught in school, etc.. etc. Also, when we
allow foreign people. who come to this country for a better life, speak their own
language. would we force EACH of the employees of a/1/ak enforcemem departments to speak AU languages of the world. so they will not have to wait for samebody to come and speak the language of the fomgner. when the foreigner broke the
law or needs infomuJtion ?
Please. lets make (American-) English the ONLY official language of the
United States of America. Let us allow non-English speaking students to bring a
translator of their language to school for the first two weeks. After these two weeks
the students should be taught in ENGUSH only!
Anybody. who is too lazy to learn English. when they were allowed to
come to this God Blessed Country, should return to the country of their origin.
When you come to the United States of America, become an AMERICAN!!!
Frits Rosenveldt.
Ontario

A1rport and the ctty's central locauon to
all of Cahforn1a. AnLona and Las Vegas
- male Victor, lite an International hub
for log1sllc,, d1stnbut10n and manufactunng compantes B1sccted by lntet>tatc
15, Victorville 1 sttuated v.tthtn a 50mile rad1us to c1ght lntcr;tate corndor;
and IS sened by Burlington orthem
Santa Fe and Union Paci fic nu l lines.
For M&M!Mat>, the dectsiOn to
build a 450,000-square-fool diMnbution
facility was simple. Company e.,ecutlves fir;t met wtth city leade,.., tn March
200 I and v. tthm 60 days both parttes
negotiated the land acq ui stt1on and enti tlement process. The new facilit y
received approxtmately 85 trucks daily
and one rail car a month. Six months
later, M&M/Mat> began operating in a
newly consolidated logtstics center, distributing its vanous candy products
throughout the entire Western United
States.
Lncentives Give Victorville a Leading
Edge
Victon 1lle"s pro-growth ph1losophy
has given 11 a leading edge locauon
among competttors. Last year, the ctty
was named m the "Kosman! Cost of
Doi ng Busi ness Survey"" as one of the
most affordable and business-friendly
ci ties in Southern Californta and
received the htghest rat1ng for busine>s
activity and economtc development
incentives.
Tiuough 11s tncenttve packages. the
city has helped many businesses relocate
to Victorville and thrive Economic

incent1ves
include
LAM BRA
Entcrprio;e Zone; Fore1gn Trade Zone;
land acqu.sit1on or constru,tton sub>~
dle~. on-~1te U.S Customs serv1ce.
Infrastructure Improvement subs1d1es.
fast tract.. penntttmg; penni! fee wa1ver.
or reducttons, property ta• reimbursements, financ1al relocatiOn a~sts tance .
and cap11al eqUipment financmg.
Victorville ha., provtded the commumty w1th a low-pnced and reliable
power source, conlral) 10 other regions_
gl\en the recent Cahforn1a energy crisis
After forming 11s own muntcipal ut1lity,
the ctty has moved forward "1th 1ts production of energy by constructing cogeneration facili ties to benefit new businesses.
Victorville's less restnct1ve airquality standard!., regulated o;eparately
from that of ne1ghboring areas, streamline rel ocation efforts and are less costly.
The High Desert Power Project. the first
major power plant butlt in Southern
Califomia in more than two decades,
afforded the ctty an opportumty to create
its own munictpal uttlity, guaranteetng
affordable. reliable power
'"By posit1omng ourselves as one of
the most affordable and pro-business
cities in Southern California. we are creating an awareness of Victorville nationally." noted Victorville Mayor M1ke
Rothschtld. "Companies everywhere
will understand that Victorv ille is a willmg partner that understands business
and will go the extra mile to help them
succeed."

BUSINESS BANCORP
cominued from page 29
"Our tntegratton process, aided
by Sheshunoff consultants, tS proceeding well," said Charles 0 . Hall,
pres ide nt.
"Their
team -based
approach to identifying and implementing the best practices of each
entity, optimizing business processes
across the orgamzation, and understanding the c ustomer and economic
diversity is comprehens ive and
methodical. We believe that the
resulting unified organization will
benefit greatly in terms of efficiency
and service. In April, we completed
the data processing integration.
which was accomplished on time and
without major problems."
Balance Sheet Highlights (at 31
March 2002 compared to 31 March

2001)
Business Bancorp's balance
sheet reflects strong growth from

both the merger and mte m a l growth,
with assets up 81 percent to $606
mtllion. Deposits increased 89 percent to $526 millto n, with non-interest bearing deposits growing 68 percent and interest bearing transaction
accounts up 101 percent. Gross loans
rose 107 percent to $384 million.
with commercial real estate loans
increasing 143 percent to $214 million, equaling 56 percent of the ponfolio. Commerctal loans increased
99 percent to $73 million, totaling 19
percent of the ponfolio, and real
estate construction lendtng increased
74 percent to $68 million and 18 percent of the portfolio.
Shareholder equity grew Ill percent to $52 million, or $14.17 per
share. During the first quarter, the
company adopted a share repurchase
program, buying back 291,000 shares
for a total of $4.2 mtllion.
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STRONG INTERVIEWING SKILLS ALONE ARE NOT ENOUGH IN TIGHT JoB MARKET
- Customization is Key to Standing Out in a Crowded FieldWith ~lgi\S the econom) IS tartmg to perk up, JOb eekers may find
them elves getting more mterviews
in the weeks ahead, but even a
sophisticated performance may nor
be enough given the rough competition. according to Robert Kuehn,
vice pres1dent and general manager
of global career ervices company
Lee Hecht Harn \on's R1ver~1de
office "Ha~mg strong. core mrerVIewmg skills IS no"' a prerequisite.
To make the best po ible impre sion, JOb eekers should customize
the1r presentallon for each opportunity," ay Kuehn.
Kuehn notes tha t employers
likely have a glut of qualified candidates to choose from for every open
posnion, \O s~owing that you under-

stand the orgamzauon and w1ll fit
right m can make all the difference.
"It's not JUst a matter of demonstrating th at you' ve done your homework
about the company-although that's
important, too-but also conveying
that you can hit the ground running."
Domg so takes some mgenuity and
enterpri.,e, says Kuehn. "For each
mten.le\\., that means not only
researchmg the company's bu'>ines~.
financtal performance and history.
but aho Its culture and industry, how
to dress. and what type of manner is
expected."
Although the best resource at a
hiring company is a friend o n the
inside, Kuehn says that even job
seekers who don't have connecuons
within the organization can learn

HIRING PLANS REFLECT BELT·
TIGHTENING IN ONTARIO/UPLAND
Weakening demand for workers
is forecast for the Ontario/Upland
area th1 summer. accordJng to the
latest Employment Outlook Survey.
released today by Manpower Inc.
The quarterly poll of local firms
reveals that 33 percent plan to
increase the1r staffs during the
July/August/September
period,
while 23 percent fore ee reductions.
Another 44 percent will stay at current levels.
'Three months ago the job outlook was fl~urishing," said Evlyn
Wilcox of Manpower, "when 40 percent reported hiring intentions and
three percent foresaw the need to
trim personnel. A year ago at this
time prospects were rosy, as 30 percent said they would add workers
and three percent predicted cutbacks."
In the third quarter, job postings
are planned in construction,
non-durable goods manufacturing,
transportation/public
utilities,
wholesale/retail trade and finance/
insurance/real estate. Staff reductions lie ahead in durable goods
manufacturing, education and public
administration. Expectations are
mixed for services.

On a nauonal basis, employers
expect to mcrease the1r hiring activity dunng the summer months.
extendmg the stead) progress
toward recovery fir~t een tn the second quarter. Current re~ults indi cate
27 percent of firms mterviewed
intend to staff up, eight percent
anticipate reducmg personnel le vels,
and 59 percent foresee no changes.
The remrunmg six percent are uncertain of their plans.

Manpower Inc. conducts the
Employment Outlook Survey in the
U.S. on a quanerly basis. It is a
measurement of employers' intentions to mcrease or decrease the
permanent workforce, and during its
26-year history has been a significant indicator of employment trends.
The survey is based on telephone
interviews with nearly 16,000 public
and private employus in 477 U.S.
markets. For more information, visit
Manpower's U.S. Web sire at
www.us.manpower.com. Manpower
Inc. is a world leader in the staffing
industry, providing workforce management servius and solutions to
customers through 3,900 offices in
6/ countries.

what the) need to know with a little
detecll>e work. Kuehn recommends
the following :
• Really look at the company's
Web site.
Don't just read it for background
on the organization. Pay atten tion to
the layout. Is it very traditional or
more on the creative s1de? Is it
monochromallc or does 11 use many
colors'} What i-. the tone ·) Is there a
casual, breezy character to the language used or 1s it more reserved? If
there are pictures of the pri nc1pals on
the site, are they formal portraits or
relaxed poses? How are they
dressed?
• Dig deeper on the Internet.
Search news archi ves, especially
human resources trades, for stories

that talk about the company\ philosophy and culture or profile the company's principab. Search userner
groups to see if there IS an employee
communi ty online and to see what
the public is saying.
• Talk to people whom you know
that work for competitors.
People who work for competitors of the company )ou're mterviewmg w1th may kno"' more than
you'd think. Perhaps they've met
people from the company at trade
show or conferences. They may
have a colleague who formerly
worked at the company. At the very
lea t, they have probably heard
about what the company 1s like.
• Ask people in your wider net-

conTinued on page 47

10 STEPS TO MAKING A SUCCESSFUL
CAREER TRANSITION
by Susan Reynolds, MD, Ph.D.
Due to the rrag1c events of
September II and the downturn in
the national economy, many people
are facing sigmficant changes m
their careers. As individuals struggle
to make sense out of their new reality, there are several guidelines that
can be observed to ensure a successful career transition.
It is important to recognize and
experience all three phases of transition as best described by William
Bridges in his classic work,
"Transitions - the loss, the void
between the old and the new, and the
new beginning."
As you move into the void
between jobs, panic may set in,
especially if you have little time or
money with which to make a successful transition. It is best if you
regard the void as a time in which
you are choosing a wonderful new
opportunity for yourself. No matter
what turn of events you may be facing, the following steps will help
you make a successful transition.
I} Take time to ascertain what you
do well and that you also enjoy
doing. Do an honest self-assessment
of your strengths and weaknesses -

your skills, abilities, and passions.
Have your friends and close associates give you feedback about your
self-assessment.
Where your ~kill s and your passions overlap, you will find your natural abilities and talents that you are
meant to be using. If you take a job
you are skilled at doing, but which
hold no passion for you, you will be
very unhappy and will mo t likely
make another transition within 12 to
18 months.
2} Visualize what would be the ideal
new situation for you, with as many
details as possible. From this ideal
scenario, develop a strategic plan for
yourself, which includes a timeline
to get you to your goal. Work backwards from the ideal as you develop
your action plan. This way you will
never lose sight of your ideal situation.
3) Determine your core values.
These values will be the best predictor of your cultural fit into a new
organization. If you value hard work
and honesty, but take a position in a
company with Jess of a work ethic
and where employees are encouraged to say anything to make the

continued on page 49
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PREPARING FOR THE UPTURN: Is YOUR TALENT STRATEGY READY?
Lee Hecht Harrison Provides Tips on How Organizations Can Recruit Their
Talent Pool While Moving From a "Bear" to "Bull" Market.
Was 11 a recess1on or not'!
Perhaps we w11l never know the
exact answer to that question. but one
thing IS certam - the economy is
now on an upswmg. With a bnghter
economy on the honton, compan 1cs
that were forced to tnm down and lay
on· employees last year. are th1nkmg
about fauening up again m order to
meet increa.. ng demands for products and services. But according to
career services company Lee Hecht
Harri on, some companies have cut
so deeply IntO their workforces that
they may have trouble bounc1ng
back. Even worse, some have let go
of key talent that will be difficult to
replace and expensive to train.
As a result Lee Hech t Harrison
executi ves have been busy in recent
weeks providing important insight to
local organiL.ations as to the best
approaches of attracting and retaining top talent and recruiting-while
moving from a "bear" to a "bull"
market. They have also shared information as to how organizations can
protect their talent pool; what are the
key drivers for retention and other
aspects of the job market that can
make a difference in these organiza-

t10ns.
The R1vers1de office of Lee
Hecht Hamson 1s keenly aware of
this upward trend 10 hmng. " We are
seemg more mterviewmg and more
landings," says Bob Kuehn, vice
president and ge neral manager in Lee
Hecht Harrison'; Rivers1de office.
One of the areas where h1ring is
quickly picking up IS the manufacturmg sector, wh1ch has been more stable m Southern California than liS
Northern California counterpart. pnmarily due to its more d1verse consumer product make-up. Kuehn
note . however, that many companies are still walling to hire new
employees. ··currently, Riverside
still has employment freezes and ha
not began hiring on a large scale. It
feels like companies are holding their
breath - looking for clear signs that
the economy is turning around,"
Kuehn points out.
Histoncally, businesses that
make major workforce cuts take
longer to rebound when the economy
improves, as they are suddenly faced
with fewer employees to meet
mcrea ing demands. Coupled with
the loss of productivity, companies

also have to put valuable ume. energy and resources toward hmng
employees and trammg them regarding the organization and II!. customers. "Soon, compames will be
scrambling to lure employee~ away
from competi tors. We will go back
to the way it was 10 2000 when
recruiters were in biddmg wars and
organizations were paymg more
money for less talent. Cutting anything more than the bouom 10 percent is never cost effective in the
long run - it is JUst a short-term
solution." says Kuehn.
In add1110n to the challenge of
keeping up wllh demands for products and services, organllations are
also concerned about retaming
employees as the economy moves
from a "bear" to a "bull" market.
"This is a concern for most companies that we speak with. They are
terrified that the second the economy
turns around, employees will desert
them," noted Kuehn. One of the best
ways to retain and auract valuable
employees is by offenng such perks
as: health club membershipS. flextime, use of company car, cell phone,
tuition reimbursement and ch1ld care.

all of which a recent Lee Hecht
Hamson survey found employees
want but do not expect.
Other benefits employers can
offer include career development and
leadership
tra1nmg
programs .
Unfortunately, many companies will
not fund large scale retention programs, thinking that employees just
want more money and stock options
- something Lee Hecht Harrison
studies have proven to be false .
"People want to be respected for
their contributions and cared about as
individuals," says Kuehn .

Established in 1974, Lee Hecht
Harrison is the leading global career
services company speciali:ing in
providing ourplacemellt, leadership
developmemlcoaching, and career
developmellt services. Its focus is
helping organizations and their
employees deal with cart!er transitions, career management and the
effect ofclwnge on careers, work and
employabiliry. For more information
about the company and its TY!Cent
research on HR topics, please visit
Lee Hecht Harrison s Web site at
www.lhh.com.

CVB FINANCIAL CORP. REPORTS RECORD FIRST QUARTER
colllinuedfrom page 30
If the company had not realized
this gain on the sale of securities. net
income would have been $10.4 million. This wou ld represent an
increase in net mcome of $1.6 million. or 18. 18 percent. over the $8.8
million for 200 I. The comparable
net income per diluted share would
be $0.29. This would be an increase
of $0.04, or 16.00 percent, over the
net mcome per diluted share of $0.25
for 200 1.
These earning re~ults would
have produced a return on begmnmg
eq uity of 19. 16 percent, a return on
average equity of 18.49 perce nt and
a return on average assets of 1.69
percent. The related effic1ency ratio

would have been 48.35 percent.
Total assets were $2.6 billion as
of March 31 , 2002. This is an
increase of $313.5 million, or 13.80
percent, when compared with total
assets of $2.3 billion o n March 3 1,
2002. Total deposits of $1.9 billion
were up to $270.6 million. or 16.70
percent, over the total depositS of
$1.6 billion at the same time last
year. Gross loans and lea es grew to
$1.2 billion. They rose $119.7 million, or 11 .55 percent from $1.0 billion in 2001.
The Wealth
Management Group based in
Pasadena has nearly $1 billion under
administration.
" We are extremely pleased with
the positive growth trends and earn-

ing results wh1ch we achieved during
the first quarter," said Linn Wiley,
president and chief executive officer
of CYB Financial Corp. " We are
also optimistic about the prospects
for the balance of the year."
CVB Fmancial Corp. reported
$1.3 million m non-performmg
assets. This represents a ratio of
non-performing assets to total a sets
of 0.05 percent as of March 31,
2002. In addition, the allowance for
loan and lease losses of $21. 1 million represented 1.82 percent of total
loans and 1572.66 percent of nonperforming loans. Thi'> compares
with an allowance for loan and lease
losses of $20.0 million on March 31,
200 I. This repre en ted 1.93 percent

of gross loans and leases and
2262.29 percent of non-performing
loans.

CVB Financial Corp. is the holding
company for Citizens Business Bank.
The bank is the largest bank headquarters in the Inland Empire
Region of Southern California. It
serves 24 cities with 31 branches in
Los Angeles, Orange, Riverside, San
Bernardino and Kern Counties.
Shares of CVB Financial Corp. common stock are listed on the NASDAQ
under the ticker symbol of CVB. For
investor information on CVB
Financial Corp., visit the Ciri:ens
Business Bank Web site at
www.cbbank.com and click on the
CVB Srock tab.
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SEC~ND

Feder al Agencies Help, Hinder
Sma ll Business
Some positively change regulatory culture, others re i t requirements required by the Regulatory
Flexibility Act (RFA) to consider the
effects of proposed regulations em
small business: orne federal agencies have made posttive change to
their regulatory culture and complied. Others resist the "concept that
regulatory alternative that are less
burdensome on small business may,
in fact, be equally effective in
achieving public policy objectives,"
sa1d Thomas M. Sulhvan, chief
counsel for advocacy, testifying
before the House Committee on
Small Business.
At a hearing entttled "Small
Business Regulatory Enforcement
Fairne s
Act
(SBREFA)
Compliance: I Jt the Same Old
Story?," Sullivan srud that SBREFA
has helped change the regulatory
culture in some agencies so that they
"think about the negative effects of
their proposals before they act."
Such positive changes, backed

by the chief counsel's enhanced amicus curiae (friend of the court)
authority, have resulted 10 $16.4 billion in savings to small business in
foregone regulatory compliance
costs in the last four years.
Sullivan
highlighted
a
Department
of Transportation
(DOT) rule and an Internal Revenue
Serv1ce (IRS) rule as examples of
how the federal government should
adapt its practices to meet the needs
of small employers.
The Dept. of Transportation
(DOT) made a good faith effort to
comply with SBREFA when it
allowed small rural bu operators to
creatively meet their Amencans
With Disabilities Act (ADA) obligations. DOT issued a phased-in "oncall service" rule, instead of a onesize-fits-all mandate. This rule
meets the requirement of the ADA,
while at the same time averting
potential bankruptcy by small operators who can not afford fleets of specially modified buses.
For its part, the IRS recently

continued on page 46

The Flawed Solution to an Imaginary
Problem-the Case Against AB 680
by Allan 'za"mberg, P"sident,
(Aiijomia Chamber ofCommerce
California's population continues to
grow by more than 500,000 people a year.
Such growth bnngs a host of challenges - enough affordable housing, adequate
b"anSpOrtatlon, schools and jobs. ln order
to address these challenges, local CJtielo
and governments should be encouraged
to work together and create regional
growth management polic1es.
Assembly Bill 680 has been introduced as a pilot project in the Sacramento
region that is supposed to encourage such
regional cooperation. ln reality, the biU
tries to accomplish too many thing, without truly fixing any of the problems facing
our \late.
AB 680 ptinalizes local govenunent
by taking a percentage of local sales tax
revenue and redisuibuting it according to
Slale-<lictaled land-use priorities. Under
the proposal, one-third of tax revenues
would go to the region on a per<apita
basis, ~ to areas thai procect open

space, and one-third divided as it is currently.
1bere are many flaws to this
approach. 1be first problem is thai this
division of taxes epitomizes "taxation
without representation." Your tax doUars
should be spent by officmls you had the
oppottunity to elect. Under AB 680, decisions regarding how your tax dollars are
spent Will be made by mdiVIduals who are
not your elected representatives.
AddJtionally, this system threate!b the
funding on which many local governments rely to provide important community services, such as fire and police protection.
Secondly, AB 680 doClo nothing to
ensure proper growth management policies Within a reg~on. I'm sure you rernemlx!r J~ph Heller's "Catch 22" the only
way to be sent horne from the war w&!o to
be crazy. Of course, if you wanted to be
sent horne, you couldn't be crazy. Well,
AB 680 has similar logic. ln order to get
the biggest piece of the tax pie, the
continued on page 42

by Jeffrey Hull, senior manager for
the Wesrem office of the Employers
Group
Yes, you really can train your
employees at no cost! California
employers are very fortunate to have
access to a little known program in
Sacramento that allows California
compan1es receive funding to retool
and retrain their workforces. It's
called the Employment Training
Panel. Every for-profit employer in
the state has contributed $7 per year
per employee since 1982 into this
fund that annually equates to approximately $80 million. No other state in
the country has a program as large or
as employer- focused as Califom~a's.
This funding is for-profit employers only and a majority of this funding
is targeted to help those California
comparties that compete with firms
located elsewhere in the nation and
throughout the world. ln so doing,
only those comparties facing outof-state competition would qualify to
receive the training.
Qualifying businesses include
manufacturers, any company deriving
20 percent or more of its revenue from
outside California, California corporate headquarters of a multi-state
operation or any business in direct
competition with a firm located elsewhere that ha~ no California presence.
For companies that do not meet any
one of these criteria, the state does
offer other programs.
Through the program, companies
can
rece1ve
customized,
employer-driven training that meets

their needs and the needs of their
employees. Training can range from
management skills and customer service training to manufacturing skills
and vocational English. For almost
every training need, there are
resources available.
Companies can access the funding either by developmg an individual
contract with the state or by participating in an already established multiple-employer contract with the state.
There are benefits to each. By developing an individual contract with the
state, a company can implement a
very in-depth training program over a
two-year penod. Likewise, b)' participating in an already established contract, the multiple employer contractor deals with the state, handles all of
the paperwork, takes care of administration, and even pays the trainers.
However, it ts a company's decision
to determine wh1ch makes the most
sense for them and their training
objectives.
Employers who want to start
training immediately, continually conduct small training projects, or just
train an occasional group of employees usually opt to participate in a multiple employer contract.

For many years the Employers Group
has been successfully helping its
members obtain state funds to train
their employees through a pannership
the Employers Group has with the
National Alliance of Business.
Contact your nearest Employers
Group office for mo" infonnarion.
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VVINE REVIEVV

A Visit to the Most Popular Wineries on Long Island in New York
PELLEGRJ I
23005 Mam Road. Cutchugue.
Y
(631-734-4111 ).
Bob Pellegrim ·s gmphtc destgn bacl..ground can be ..een in every element of
Pellcgrim Vineyarrb, from the clean
lines and cl&!osic proportions of the winery to award-winning wine labcb.
Bob and Joyce, a retired ~chool
teacher. bought the former hland
Vineyards 111 1991. Ha>mg mature
vmes allowed them to soon bottle thetr
lin.t vmtage, wtth award-wmmng results
that continue. Australian-born winemaker Rus~ ll Hearn credits the owners'
commitment to quality and wtlhngne~s
to cede responsibility to other..
Pellegnm employs den~ vine spacmg and careful canopy management.
The spotle~s producuon center, partly
open to view. combines high-tech stainless steel and computers with Old World
oak-barrel aging. The philosophy is
minimal manipulation, with many wmes
left unfiltered to retam mtegrity of the
fruit.
Newly planted merlot, cabemet
sauvignon an<! cabemet franc vineyards
ensure that Pellegrini Vineyards will
long supply quality wines. www.pellegrinivineyards. com

PINDAR
Main Road, Peconic, N.Y (63 1-7346200).
Named for the Greek poet Pindar
(500 B.C.), Pindar Vineyards wa'> established in the heart of Nonh Fork wine
country in 1979. The winery, located in
a potato barn dating back to the 184<b. is
the hub of activity at Pindar. You can

take a comprehc n~tve educatiOnal
tour-perhap'> even say "hello" to the
"memaker Weather pernumng, you can
'I Sit the 'meyard. where 11 all begms
'-'tth the plantmg of the grape. Sec the
old potato-cellar barrel room, where red
wines rest qUietly in oak, and the '>tateof-the-art bottling ltne. On ;,ummer
wecJ,end.,, enjo)' live mustc 111 the
Pavihon~m-the- Vineyard.
Dr. Herodotus ·'Dan·· Damtano<o
want!> to mtroduce as many people a.>
posstble to the JOYS of wine. Pmdar is
the largest local vineyard and produces
the most wme. Along with chardonnay~>. cabernets and merlots. Pmdar
makes propnctary blends and spariJmg
wmes, and grows some uncommon
grapes, such as syrah viognier and sangio' ese. The wmcry continues to add to
the numerous prestigiou awards It ha.>
earned over the years. www.pindar.net.

PUGLIESE
Main Road, Cutchogue. N.Y {631-7344057).

Pat and Ralph Pugliese "retired" to
Cutchogue in 1980. They had a couple
of acres to spare, so Ralph planted
grapevines. thinking he'd sell the grapes
to the new wineries. But he'd been
making wine with hi father and uncles
since he was I0, and the temptation was
too great.
Pugliese is one of the smaller vineyards, and the family likes it that way:
small and friendly. Ralph has been
known to take unsuspecting guests on an
impromptu tour of the champagne cellar. and Pat hand paints the champagne
bonles. The tasting room walls are

RAPHAEL
39390 Mam Road. Peconic, N.Y. (631765-1100).
Raphael concentrate~ on one wme
every vmtage rnerlot. Working m consultation wtth one of the world's greatest
wmemaken., Paul Pontalher of Chateau
Margaux in Bordeaux, France, Raphael

~~ dedicated to the production of worldcl&!os rnerlot and the ulumate expression
of the orth Fork's terroir (soil and
microclimate). It ts the only estate on
Long Island to harvest I00 percent of its
crop by hand.
Raphael's wines reflect both the
reg ton's terrotr and the sptril of a great
Bordeaux chateau. attention to detail
and devollon to quality in every aspect
of grape growmg and wmemaking. 1be
winery plans ultimately to produce
12,000 cases of wine annually.

Owners John and Joan Petrocelli
opened thetr ll'tnel) m June 200/. Irs
Meduerranean destgn was tnsptred by
motUJStenes near Napolt, Italy, and 11
incorporates New World Advances and
Old World tradittons. www.raphaelwine.cont

"\Vine Selection
& Best Rated
by

Ball

Anthon y

2002 L.A. COUNTY FAIR PECIALAWA RDS

BEST WINE OF THE COMPETITION, ANNUAL COMPETITION
Jeff Runqutst Wines, Syrah ""R" Halltop Vineyard, 2000
BEST WHITE WINE. ANNUAL COMPETITION
Bonny Doon Vineyard>. Malvasaa Btanca. Ca del Solo. 2001
BEST RED Wl E. ANNUAL COMPETITION
Jeff Runquasl Wines. Syrah "R" Htlltop Vtneyard, 2000
BEST WINE OF THE ITALIAN VARIETALS COMPETITION
Accademta Dea Racemt, Dessen Wine. Solana Jomca. 1959
BEST WINE OF THE COMPETITION. LIMITED PRODUCfiON
Domame Alfred Winery. Pmot Noir, Chamasal Vineyard. Edna Valley, 1999
BEST WHITE WINE. LIMITED PRODUCflON
Barnard Gnffin Winery. Semtllon. Caroway. Columbia Valley, 2001
BEST DESSERT WINE. LIMITED PRODUCflON
Hawthorne Mountam Vineyards. lee Wine Ehrenfelser. Gold Label. 2001
BEST SPARKLING WINE
Champagne Lanson (Caravelle Wine). Brut. Black Label Champagne

"The Winegrowers of the
Cucamonga Valley"

Galleano Winery
Wine Tasting Daily
Tours Every Sat. & Sun.
Private Labeling
Custom Baskets & Mail Orders Available
The Children 's Plilce opens shop in Montclair Plaza. As a growing specialty
retailer of fashionable clothing and accessories for kids, the company provides irs customers a high-quality, focused merchandise selection at competitive prices.

graced by the -;tunning local landscape
photograph) of Ralph Jr
Some unLC>ual wme~ are made here:
sparkling merlot. for tn\tance. and a lateharvest '-'InC made wtth a nallve ew
York grape. magara Recent awarlli.
mclude a Best of Show for the 1997
Blanc de Blanc at the Los Angele\
County Fair competltton Puglte\e
Vineyarlli. abo won a stJ,er medal for 11!.
'99 RalTaello Whttc Pon m the New
World lntemattonal Wine Competltton.

4231 Winev ille Rd., M ira Lorna, CA 91752
(909) 685-5376

BEST CHARDONNAY
Jacob·, Creel.. Wines. Chardonnay. Barrel Fermented. Reserve, So. Australia, 2000
BEST SAUVIGNON BLANC
Hanna Winery. Sauvagnon Blanc. Dry. Slusser Road Vineyard. Russtan !Over. 2001
BEST PI NOT NOIR
Fetzer Vineyards, Pmol Noar. Re,.,r.e, Santa Mana Valley, 2000
BESTMERLOT
Echelon Vine)ards. Mcrlot. Central Coast. 2000
BEST CABERNET SAUVIGNON
Chateau Stc. Mtchelle Wmel). Cabemet Snu,tgnon. Reser. e. Columbtn Valley. 1998
BEST MERITAGE
Kendali-Jacl..son Wmery. Grand Reser. e. Cahfornta. 1997
BESTSYRAH
Jeff Runqua,l Wmc;, Syrah "R" Halltop Vineyard, 2000
BEST ZINFANDEL
Renwood, Wmcl). Zmfandcl Old Vine. Amador County. 1999
BEST LATF HARVEST WINE
Santa Barbara Vvaner). Late Har.e'l Zmlandel. E.s,.,nce. La Fond Vill<!yard, 2000
1-ac~lm

BE'ST DESSERT WI!'<E
\me\ anh. Pvn. \1Jdera, Cahlornta
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STUDY FINDS MANY CFOs, TREASURERS AND RISK MANAGERS NEED
TO Do MORE TO PREPARE FOR PROPERTY-RELATED HAZARDS
A new stud} of Fortune I 000
chtef financtal officers (CFOs).
treasurers and risk managers across
a broad range of mdustnes, reveals
more than 50 percent say thetr compames are not well-prepared to
recover from a ''maJor disruption to
their top earnings driver," and less
than 25 percent of respondents
believe their current contingency
plannmg efforts are adequate.
More than 75 percent of the
nearly 200 respondents md1cated
such a disruption either would
cause sustained impact to their
firm'\ earmngs or threaten their
busmess conunult) The 'Protecting
Value Study' was conducted by
commercial and mdustnal property
insurer FM Global. the National
Assoc1auon of Corporate Treasurer
and management consultmg firm
Sherbrooke Partners, to better
understand the role and value of
nsk management in major corpora-

tions.
Most re pondents md1cated that
property-related hazards encompa sed the majority of threats that
cou ld tmpact thetr firm 's earnings.
Such hazards reported mcluded:
natural disasters; fire/explosiOn; terrorism/sabotage/theft;
mechamcaVelectrical breakdown or
ervtce dtsruption, rather than casualty-related or other hazards such as
product tampering or political nsk.
Moreover. the study found significant differences tn how CFOs.
treasurers and ri k managers see the
risks threatening their firms. compared With their supenors' vtews.
More than one-third of CFO • treasurers and risk managers beheve
their company's senior management
team lacks a complete understandmg of the impact a maJOr dtsruptlon
would have on the1r firm's earnings
and shareholder value; thetr level of
preparation for uch nsks; and what

is covered by insurance in such an
event.
Addttlonally, the study dtscovered a clear difference of opinion
between risk managers and
CFOs/trea urers regarding contingency planning efforts, underscoring the need for better communication between these groups. CFOs
and treasurers say they are less confident in their company's contingency planning efforts and consistently understated the scope of uch
planning completed, compared with
what their risk management counterparts state.
The results also indicated significant challenges have yet to be
addressed, mcluding cenario planning and Identifying production
bottlenech - even though contingency planning is a core process
now instituted across most of the
participants' businesses.
On the msurance front, 50 per-

cent of respondents from companies
with less than U.S. $1 billion in
sales report they have " fully transferred'' to others the overall risk
associated with their top earnings
driver, including damage, liability
and business interruption .
In sharp contrast, only 26 percent of respondents from companies
with more than U.S. $1 billion in
sales ("Fortune I 000") cited full
nsk transfer, while the remainder of
respondents chose to retain some
risk on thc1r balance sheets.
The comments of more than 80
percent of respondents indicated
they constder the events of Sept. II,
200 I , largely an msurance event,
underscoring the need for adequate
coverage and thorough disasterrecovery plans.

To download a free execlltive summary of the study results, visit
I>II'W.protectingvalue.com.

PALM SPRINGS MFG. BROADENS INTERNATIONAL SALES WITH
APPOINTMENT OF EXPORT SALES MANAGER
"Mark is an
important part of our
export operations.
He just retumedfrom
a successful trip to
Saudi Arabia,
Northern Ireland,
Kuwait, the UK, and
the Arab Emirates"

M1croCooltE. a 20-year-old
Palm Springs firm that manufactures
and market high-tech fogging systems for commercial and industrial
applications, has announced that it is
boosting its export market by
appointing Mark Stanley as export
sales manager.
Stanley, formerly a sale manager with MicroCoo!JE, has been associated with the company in the
United States and overseas since its
inception in 1983, with a few career

interruptions. His extensive experience in export sales programs serves
to bridge the export functions worldwide with the manufacturing done
in the Coachella Valley.
"Mark is an important part of
our export operations.
He just
returned from a successful trip to
Saudi Arabia, Northern Ireland,
Kuwait, the UK, and the Arab
Emirates,"
commented
Mike
Lemche, general manager of
MicroCoolt£ since the Nortec

Industries Inc. purchase one year
ago.
MicroCoolt£ is a division of
Nortec lndu tries Incorporated, N.Y.,
a world- leading manufacturer of
humidification products.
Stanley presently holds the distinction of YP of The Inland Empire
District Export Council where he
serves to advise the Coachella Valley
business population. He resides in
Palm Desert, with his wife, Jennifer,
and son, Justin.

THIRD QUARTER FINANCIAL RESULTS
continued from page 28
sentative organizations were eliminated because they were primarily
tnvolved m selhng Cook Bates
products. We further reduced the
sales representative force by eight,
because of unacceptable perfonnance and then added 17 new organizations, so tbat today, we have 31
sales representative organizations
with a total of 186 sales personnel.
All of the current sales representative organizations have recently
signed new comprehensive con-

tracts with us and a Pacer product
line training program for their sales
personnel has been implemented."
Kay added, "Internally, we conllnue to restructure our overhead as
we install new computer software
packages to improve the efficiency
of our operauons. We have, however, incurred delays in the consolidation of our distribution facilities
because of regulatory permitting
issues. Thts consolidation and the
processing of the last Cook Bates
hohday gtft set returns should be

accomplished by June 30, the end of
the current fiscal year. In the meantime, our balance sheet continues to
improve significantly. During the
third quarter, receivables continued
to decrease Significantly as we collected the outstanding Cook Bates
balances due. As of March 31, Pacer
had no bank debt and a cash balance
of $1.2 million."
Kay concluded his comments
by adding, "We began this tumaround just over a year ago and now
expect most of what we set out to

accomplish to be completed by June
30. We clearly understand the need
to grow sales and have designed a
new compensation system to focus
on sales. as well as earnings
growth."

Pacer Technology (Nasdaq: PTCH)
is a monufacturing, pac/UJging and
distribution company engaged in
marketing advanced technology
adhesives, sealams, and other related products for consumer morkets
on a worldwide basis.
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:1-IIG-II T E C I I
THE GIZMOS AND GADGETS: THE TRUTH ABOUT TECHNOLOGY
bv Brian J. Nichelson, Ph.D
Technology ad\ ice and a~sls
tance bombard us dally. The p~y
chologtsts and therapists recommend we tum off the pager. cell
phone, and PDA when we want
quality time. Job su pervisors contiOually try to convince us that stay10g
"connected" 24n will make U'> more
producll\ e. And the eng meers tell us
they're working to make technology
more ··user-friendly" and that
progress is just around the corner.
Regardless of your profe'>ston,
technology certainly play'> a part in
everyone's life these days. From the
"stmple" computerized cash regtster
program to the networJ... interface
card that connects remote offices. we
all encounter technology daily.
Unfonunately. few people act ually

know how the technology wort...'>.
and even fewer know how to e ffecti\ely use 11 100 percent of the lime
Perhaps that 's why we're so anxtOU'>
for someone to design a technology
product that \ easy to use and even
easter to understand.
Unttl wch products come to
market, are we doomed to \uffer 10
silence? Must we con11nue to face
today's technology with fru strallon,
confusion, and anger? No, yet a
wealth of bad experiences has conditioned us to expect such negative
emotions. (Th10k of all the commercial you \ee where someone is
throwing a computer out the window.) The following truths about
technology will help put these gizmos and gadgets in better perspective.

Truth #I: Technology is simpler
than you think.
The ba'>tcs of technology are
actually quite stmple, and anybody
can learn them with JUSt a little
effon. Ju<,t a'> you keep up w1th the
news to learn about poli11cs and
finance; J...eep up wtth technology
informatton to stay abreast of the
newest products and de>tces. Thts
doesn' t mean you need to become an
IT expert: however. you should
know enough so you can ask the
right questions and make the right
decisions.
The best place to start is with the
product's mstrucllon manual ('>o rne
manufacturers may call it a user's
guide). Most manuals contain a lot
of good information :j_nd even have
diagrams and explanations of every

knob. button, and dtsplay. Whtle thts
may sound tmphsttc, n·s amaz10g
how man y people tos 10struc11on
manuals astde 10 thetr rush to start
U'>IOg their new acqu tsllton.
Another good source of mformation is one of the many well-Illustrated technology boot...'>. Also, check
out the technology 10formation that
appears every day 10 most major
newspapers. These columns and features contain useful lips and news
Items geared for consumers.
The Internet will help educate
you. too. One excellent Web site ts
ww\\ .howstu ffwork s.com.
Most
tmportant -talk to fnends and famtly who ha\e expertise they can
share with you. One-on-one conversation i sometimes the best teacher.

comin11ed on page 47

CREATION OF TINY MAGNETS MAY LEAD TO BIG CHANGES
Magnets are commonly found
holding up photographs on home
refrigerators and are perhap'> best
known as northward-pointing needles 10 compasses. But they are far
more common; indeed, thetr use is
ubtqullou'> in 10dustry and consumer
products. Today a car uses not less
than 300 parts that use the phenomenon of magnetism. Sctentists are
engaged in a earch for new materi als featuring magnetic properties and
to understand the basic fundamentals
of magnetism.
Now, researchers Guy Bertrand
and David Scheschkewitz of the
University of California, Riverside,
and colleagues are opening new
doors to understanding magnetic
properties. On the other side of these

doors lie'> the potential for developing new medical imaging devices
and implant~. efficient electri cal conductors and non-metallic magnets.
Put simply. all substances are
fonned by bonding atoms together
using the atoms' valence electrons
(valence electrons are electrons that
are actively involved in chemical
change). When one of these electrons is not used to fonn a bond, it
results in a non-bonding electron,
also called a radical. Magnetism
results from the presence of many of
these radicals coming close to one
another.
Several research groups worldwide have shown that materials
based on "diradicals" will be even
more magnetically active. In a

diradical, two atoms which are close
to each other. have electrons ready to
fom1 a bond. And indeed, the difficulty is that usually the bond is
formed, resulting in no magnetism .
The UC Riverside chemists and
their colleagues report in the March
8. 2002 issue of Science that they
have prepared a "singlet diradical,"
where two non-bonding electrons do
not combine to form a bond. "The
sub tance still remains a diradical,"
ays Bertrand. "We have been able
to obtain this dtradtcal using the specific propenies of two non-metallic
elements - boron and phosphorus."
Until now. the most stable singlet diradical, which can be used as a
basic building block for making
materials. had a lifetime in the order

of micro seconds at room temperature. The new singlet diradical, on
the other hand, ts stable at room temperature, both in solution and in the
solid state.
"This should pave the way for
the availability of many table inglet and triplet diradtcah in the near
future,'' says Bertrand. "Our new
diradical can be handled under standard laboratory conditions, which is
very beneficial. The next challenge
will be to prepare the materials by
replication of the diradicals. We can
hope to get matenals that would have
the mechanical properties, the transparence and the low density required
for a new generation of magnets,
magneto-optical and electrical
devices."

TRAVELOCITY.COM RANKS AS TOP TRAVEL PLANNING SITE FOR BUSINESS TRAVELERS
Travelocity.com Inc., the most
popular travel site on the Web, ranks
as the No. I site for busine s travelers book10g travel. as well as the best
internet resource for booking hotels
and flights for the thtrd time in four
years, according to a survey of
Business Trm•eler magazine readers.
Travelocity.com provides members
with instant acce s to the Stte\ powerful business travel features. in
addillon to tools tailored to make

planning and booking business travel easier.
" In today's environment, small
to mtd-sized businesses view
Travelocity.com as an ideal travel
solution for booking unmanaged
travel, giving them both convenience and control while helping them
stretch their travel budgets," said
Terrell B. Jones, president and cha1r
executive officer ofTravelocity.com.
''Traveloclty.com 's business travel

features offer easy, one-stop access
to a variety of useful features geared
to the needs of today's on-the-go
business traveler."
A partner since 2000. extel
Commumcauons
Inc.
offers
Travelocity.com acce s to millions
of potential bus10es~ travelers, as the
wireless provider'>' customer base ts
primarily business focused .
"Features on Traveloctty.com 's
wireless Internet site. such as Otght

status, booking hotel • and rental
cars, have made Travelocity.com a
valuable. easy-to-use travel re ource
to many of Nextel's business customers," satd Tim Dunne, vice prestdent of bus10es development for
extel, the country's number o ne
wireless data service provider,
according to a recent report by
Cahner's In-Stat Group.
In addition to the induslr) lead-

cominued on page 47
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Foirplex

• 235,000 sq. ft. of column-free exhibit space

Put the whole
world
in your hands

• 487 acres of indoor and outdoor space
• Parking for over

30,000 cars

• Located near the

10, 210 and 57 freeways

Sheraton Suites Foirplex
• 247 two -room suites w ith deluxe amenities

• 11,000 sq. ft. of elegant meeting space
• Professional catering and convention staff

Airport

----~

\e11 I\ e\panded Ontario
International -\1rport onl1
I 0 mmutes a11J\ .

Quality of Life

21 college, and
unl\er'>ltle' 11 1th1r
a JO-m1nute dm(

One or the sarest Cttle' 1n
Cal11orn1a e\cellent 'chools.
150 miles ot trails. D1d '' e
ment1on the golt?

We know great eyents

_A_v_
a-:-:
ila-::b-:
/eS
~i::tes
-._

Space a\ailabilih I2.6°o in
sites rang1ng rrom 5,000 to
I 00,000+ s.l at an average
oi 32cls.i.

inside and out.

63°o ol \\Orkers
ha1e some college With 21°o
having bachelors or
graduate
aegrees.
This skilled
workforce 1s
available at wage
rates
7-9% below
Los Angeles and

W

hen you hold an event at Fa1rplex, the sky's the l1m1t -

literally! Because Fairplex gives you the flexibility of havmg
your event indoors, outdoors or both And, os home to the
LA. County Fair and NHRA Pomono Raceway, we know a
thing or two about award-winning customer service, too
In fact, Fa1rplex 1s host to more than 3 millron sat1sfled
customers each year. So for a great event, think outside
the box-li te rally! Call our event spec1al1sts tod a y.

®

F61RPLEX.
fo irplex .com 909-623-31 1I
1101 W M cKin ley Ave., Pomon o, CA 91768

Sheraton Suites
F~lex
POlli O 'lA

sheroton.com/fo irplex
90 9- 622-2220
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The Flawed Solution ...
continued from page 36
local government \hould dt-.courage
growth. Of coun.e, tf all go~emment;, discourage gro"''lh. then there "'on 't be any
newta' doll='
Local offictab .Jlould be free to create
senstblc econorruc Je, elopmem ~trategte:.
that "til help prepare thetr commurutie:.
for mevllable gro"'lh. and the ta>. dollars
needed to suppon tL Local government;,
must encourage busme;,.<, to gro" to pro~1de JObs. plan for nearb) hou\tng and
-.choob. and be able to collect the re'enue
10 '>Uppon the 11CCe"<;a!) tnfra.\tructure and
seiVlces, uch as fire protecllon.
Commuruues that dt..courage growth
will be re"'arded under AB 680. A commuruty that dectdes to mamlaiil open
spaces. "'ilhout e:.tablishmg plans to
encourage business IIl\ e:.t111ent and jobs,
will beneftL Local go~emments that
come up with sound growth policies to
address mfluxes of populaoon will see
their hard earned tax dollars bemg spent
elsewhere.
AB 680 proposes that State mandates
will be more successful than the unique
economic growth plans created by local
officials. 1'here is no basis for such a
claim Given Califorrua's diversity, there
is no universal formula that achieves balanced growth; what works in San Diego
may not benefit San Francisco.
For example. to address pressing
land-use challenges. Riverside County
leaders, property owners, builders, environmentalists and local residents worked
together for two years to develop a growth

bluepnnl known as the Rlverstde County
Integrated ProjecL Thts blueprint today
<,enes as a gutdehne to presene the county\ natural re\OUI'CC'>, wlule ~tmullane
ow,Jy planning for much-needed ne\\
lughways and housing. It h~ "on national ra-ogmuon ~ a re!.pon.\lble and ereall\ e approach to tratlic conge.,uon rehef,
em IJ'OI1111Cntal pro!ection and economiC
expan.<,tOn, and PfO'C:. that local commumues can woO. together \UC~fully to
addre'' regtonal concern\.
ln orthem Caltforrua. local go,emment, bustllt..'SS, envt.ronn1Cntal and commumty leaders created Placer LcgaC). a
county-led effort to pre;.ene agt1cultural
re\OUI'Ces and open space. The plan erea~ buffer\ bef\\een ctucs so they do not
become a vast urban spmwl. Moreover.
the Placer County general plan \talC\ that
development ts to occur m the ciues.
wluch are berter eqwpped to deal wtlh
urban tmpacts. such as uaffic and the need
for such services as police and fii'C pro!CCuon.
More than 170 cities throughout
California officially oppose the bill.
Add!tionally, the Califorrua Olamber of
Commerce,
Califomta
Business
Roundtable, Howard Jarvis Taxpayers
Associauon and many other statewide
and local business and community organinltions are all on record opposing the
measure.
AB 680 is not the best solution to the
growth challenges that California faces.
Communities tluooghout the state should
continue to have the discretion and authority to manage their own tax revenues and
create their own growth strategies.

PORTER'S
REsERVATIONS

cw

OOUBLETREE
HOTEL0NTAU0

(909) 418-4808

Porter's is proud to feature
USDA Prime Midwestern Beef,
the lughest quality and most flavorful steaks available along
w1th exceptional Fresh Seafood
and Chops. Experience Porter's
spec1alty martinis and extensive
wme list. After dinner enjoy
your favorite cognac, port or a
selection from our tantalizing
dessert menu. Semi-private dining room available. Re ervations required. Serving lunch
Tuesday through Friday. Sunday brunch, and dinner seven
nights a week.
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RESTAURANT REVIEVV

ll
New York Grilln.
950 Ontario Mills Drive, Ontario
Mon / Thur I I!}O a.m. -9:30p.m.
Fri I I : 3 o a.m. - ro:3o p.m. • Sat 4:30 p.m. - IO!}O p.m.
un 4 :00 p.m. - 9:30 p.m. • Reservations Recommended

It'~ New York wtthout the attttude! Thi

award-winning

re taurant is where famou fare ts finely defined. Our menu
feature pnme steaks, Au tralian lobster tail, garlic roasted
ch 1cken, rack of lamb, pnme rib and fresh seafood specialtie . Join u for Jazz m our Manhattan Room where
acclaimed artists have made us the Inland Empire's most
mttmate jazz experience! We take care of every detail with
innovative menu items, specialty dishes, dramatic desserts,
outstanding wine se lection and entertainment to complement your dining experience - and discover our magnificent
banquet rooms, perfect for hosting your next event.

ESPN-Zone: Not Just Another Sports Bar
by Joe Lyons

There is nothmg wrong wnh
the average spon bar. I have wasted
many a good hour in some. A few
good TV monitors. A decent cheeseburger. And, of course, lots of cold,
long neck beers. This i what Sister
Mary Elizabeth meant when she
described heaven to me.
And the Inland Empire 1
blessed with several such locations,
some of which I have told you about.
But if Dante's inferno came
in everallevel , o too must heaven,
ESPN-Zone
in
becau e
the
Downtown Disney is several levels
above anyth mg else I have been to.
I have told you before about
the fine dining to be enjoyed, just to
the east of the "Happiest Place on

Eanh ... Here, at ESP -Zone, I have
found the happtesL For one thmg,
thts tS more than just a restaurant. It
is a radio and TV studio as well. ot
to mention a sports gtft shop and a
full bar. At any given ttme you may
see into the radio booth to watch
some celebrity interview or find
yourself expenencing a live spons
commentary show right there in
front of your table.
But the real excitement for
me came when we went into the
restaurant 10 eat. I had thought I
would be gomg mto the lunchroom
with momtors and a burger menu.
Instead, I found myself in a dark
sports Holy-of- Holies. Much like a
sports book room in Las Vega\, the
ESPN-Zone dining room has, not a
big screen, but a giant screen TV that

Dockside Grill in West Covina...
the Place to Go for Freshness
by Bill Anthony

Like -fish? Like real fresh
fish?
Well, you should love
"Dockside Grill." Very conveniently
located off the I0 freeway at the
Garvey exit along Restaurant Row tn
West Covina, it is as easy to find as
home. Open for lunch and dinner, the
menu is Btg .... Big .... Big - with
more than 80 items to choose from.
Many, 1f not most, of the dmner Items
also
appear on
the
lunch
menu .... same size .... same pnce.
The name "Dockside Grill" may be a
little misleading .... you may think
steak and beef house and they do
have prime rib, New York steak and
top sirloin, but this is most definitely
a seafood place. I never go to a steakhouse to order fish or a seafood
restaurant for.beef.
Let's share the "must have"
menu items and then we will mention
the few "forget about it" Items.
Must haves:
Btsque .... three
Lobster
sizes, $3.95 to $8.95; Smoked
Albacore Caesar, $1 0.95; Seafood
Cobb (crab meat, bay shrimp, al'ocado, tomato, egg and blue chee1e
cmmbles on bed of cri.1p iceberg)
$10.95; Smoked Albacore, $7.95;

Ahi Sashimi, $8.95; Maryland Style
Crab Cakes, $9.25; Fried Calamari,
$7.25;
Hama Hama Oysters
(Wa,hmgton}-112 doz., $8.95; Blue
Pomt Oysters (Maryland) - 112 doz ..
$8.95; Fried Pacific Oyste~. $8.25;
Combo Steamers (dams and mussels), $1 1.25; Mardt Gras (Penne
pasta with lobster. rhrimp, scallops,
roasted peppers and oniontos.1ed 111 a
spicv Cajun cream sauce), $13.95;
Paella, $17 95 .. Great! ,
Pactfic
Clambake (s hrimp, clam.\, mu.1 sels
andouille sausage, red powtoes and
com on the cob), $17.95 (per person);
the "Today\ Fre~h Seafood," if fresh,
Fresh Thresher Shark. $15.95; Fresh
Yellowtail, $15.95; Fresh Hawatian
Ono, $16.25; Fresh Z Blue Nose
Sea Bass, $18.95, and Fresh Mahi
Mahi, $16.25; these are the five best!
After five trip\ to the
"Dockside Gnll," I decided to forget
about the\e few . .Lobster Rav10h.
$ 14.95; Salmon Treasure, $16.95;
Ch1cken Romano, $13 25, Seafest,
$23.95 (per person). and Shellfish
Catch, $29.95 (per person).
On a scale of I to I0, the
Dockstde Gnll ts a pos1ttve 9
Docks1de Gnll 1s located at 3057
Garvey Ave, West Co~ ina, phone
(626) 915-3474

takes up mo\1 of one wall Around It
are a dozen \maller monitors, stx on
each stde, wtth vanous sportmg
events on each one. Ecumenical as
they are, it does not matter tf the
games are on ESPN, Fox, ABC or
NBC. If it's a game ... it's on.
Even better, each booth has
its own monitor, so of the several
events in from of you, you can
choo e the one you want to watch
with dinner. Of course, with such
technology available it would be
easy to pass some mediocre food
past you and hope that the gan1e and
the drinks covered up any culinary
shortcommgs.
Not \O.
The appetizers included a
very good ~pi nach dip. The French
fries were great, almost like potato
skins. They even came with cheese
and sour cream.
I have written here before

that a baked potato \hould be a \tmple thmg but many re\taurant;, manage to go wrong. ot here. It IS qune
decem. Of course, I tned the cheeseburger. It was great! Someone put
some soul into it. Even the salad was
spicy and yet not all wet and saturated.
Then we got down to the
real food, and yes, the ESPN-Zone
features real food. We had a lemon
chicken that was actually 'lemony.'
(If that 's a word.)
The New York strip was the
best I have had in quite a while. I am
choosy about my idea of what
"medium" should be and this was
just right.
As for dessen, be advised
that any one order could serve two
people, maybe more. The rum carrot
cake was so good that 1 am still running it off. The strawbeme and orcominued on page 47

Las C'ampanas, R<'slaurant & C'an
( "on1r f"XJ>t~rif"nt·r our authf"nilc nu":-c:it·an cuisint" nJatJ,.. with onl~·

tht• frrshrsl ingrrrltrnts ancl srrvt•d in an outJoor r.artlt•n sf'l t mg!
Oprn i\lontlay through Satut·rlay for lmu·h

& clinnrr.

for information call 909.3-H.6767

354g M,ss1on Inn Ave R1vers1de CA 92501 • ,gog, 784 0300 • •BOO· 344 4225
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INJECTING HOPE INTO

A TROUBLED .INDUSTRY

continued from page 13
"I saw people in this industry
going from $70,000-a-year jobs as
skilled mold makers to $25,000-ayear jobs at In-and-Out burger
shops, or leaving the industry entirely to go farm in the mid-west. l
decided I had to try and do something about it."
What Diaz did was to get himself elected to the board of directors
of the Mold Making and Mold
Design Division of the Society of
Plastics Engineers. It's a very long
title that essentially means he will
soon be taking his concerns and
complaints to Congress and the
administration - hoping for relief.
It's a huge challenge, because
the plastics injection molding industry is facing huge competition.
The plastics industry is the
fourth largest manufacturing industry in the U.S., employing more than
1.3 million people. The injection
molding portion of that industry is
critical for producing many of the
products we take for granted in our
daily lives.
Everything from computer and
medical components to sporting
equipment comes from injection
molding.
What is going on now in the
plastics industry, Diaz says, is a lot
like what the auto industry went
through in the 1980s and the garment

industry has been going through in
the 1990s and into this decade.
"We were getting beat in the
auto industry because it had become
complacent; it wasn' t creative and it
had lost its edge to the Europeans
and Japanese," he says. "Foreign car
companies started dominating the
market and so American car makers
had to get smarter and start doing
things better. They had to care about
quality and cu tomer service.
"Well this industry, the injection
molding industry, has always had the
quality issue knocked. You simply
cannot find a better product than
what we in the U.S. tum out. We' ve
also got the edge in technology whether you' re talking hardware or
software.
''The problem is cost," he continued. "We make the best computer
box on the market and charge a certain amount for each item. Apple, HP
or someone else, however, sees similar boxes coming out of China. Now
the quality may not be as good as
ours, but because the Chinese government is subsidizing the company
that makes it, the cost of the box is
less than ours. The computer makers
buy the Chinese box and we in the
U.S. lose the sale, the income and the
jobs.
" Here's another way to look at it.
You go to the local hardware store
and see what appears to be two iden-

continued from page 24
an exhilarating tower ride.
Something's got the old magician in
a real tizzy! Put yourself under his
spell and hold on! Merlin's Revenge
is the newest family roller coaster.
Like the sorcerer himself, it's filled
with unexpected twists and breathtaking surprises. So much fun, it' ll
leave you gasping for more.

topped with your choice of hot toppings, whipped cream, nuts and a
cherry! By the way, this is a perfect
place to celebrate birthdays or plan a
group party. On Friday, Saturday
and Sunday evenings, The Big Top
Restaurant offers ''The Magic of
ANTHONY Revue."
Golf and arcade opens daily at
10 a.m . and closes at 10 p.m. ( II
p.m., Friday and Saturday). The ride
park's new spring hours: Monday Thursday, closed; Friday, 5 to I 0
p.m.; Saturday, 10 to 10 p.m., and
Sunday, I 0 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Big Top restaurant hours are the
same as the ride park, but closes one
hour early. Castle Park is located at
3500 Polk Street, Riverside, between
La Sierra Ave. and Tyler St. exits on
the 9I Freeway (Riverside), 909785-3000, www.castlepark.com.

The Big Top Restaurant
Open to the public daily for
lunch and dinner. Hours of operation are the same as our Ride Park.
In a circus decor of magic, dine on
an unforgettable meal of chicken
fingers, burgers, fresh fruit and vegetable/salad bar, and the best pizza
in Southern California. And, to satisfy your sweet tooth, indulge in a
mountain of creamy soft ice cream

tical wrenches. One is made in the
U.S. and costs $10. The other is
made in China and costs only $5.
Deep down, you know the cheaper
one probably won' t last as long as
the more expensive one - but you
buy the cheaper one anyway right?
"That's the mentality we have to
get Congress and the administration
to change," says Diaz. ''I'll be going
to Washington to try and get some
protection for the industry· here in
Southern California. That may come
in the form of tariffs on foreign
imports or it may be something we
haven' t even thought of yet." The
problem, however, says Diaz, is that
Congress is more interested in dealing with other foreign import issues
than those facing his industry. In
recent months, the administrative
and legislative branches have been
focused on Canadian soft-lumber,
steel, semi-conductors, autos and
even clothing. Adding another problem to the list, while both are also
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lVIANAG-ER'S BC>C>.KSI-IELF

occupied on the issues of home front
security in the post 9/ 11 era is not
going to be easy.
Whatever the approach the
industry takes, Diaz sees his role in
the upcoming fight as protecting the
home front.
"My job is to look out for the
Inland Empire, to keep an eye out for
things that affect the jobs and businesses here," he says. "When we
start losing those jobs, when those
businesses fold ; we lose the money
to pay for the things we expect.
Losing jobs and companies impacts
our communities, our schools everything!"
As we said, Thomas Diaz isn' t a
man to run from a challenge.
If you're interested in learning mere
about the plastics injection molding
industry, tum to the Society of
Plastics Engineers Web page at
www.4spe.org. Inland Technologies,
Inc is also on the Web at
www. inlandtechnologies.com

.-.hello?
========

Your company may not leave callers 'on-hold' this long ......
But iD.Y ~'on-hold' can seem lilce an eternity. unless you
provide them with valuable jnfo·rmatjoo that can help them
malce informed decisions about doing bus~ness w1th your
company.

Little Bear Enterprises
1-714-899-9310
Contact Teddy
,
"Helping people create a better future

MANAGEMENT IN PRINT
"The Agenda: What Ever y
Business Must Do to Dominate the
Decade," by Michael Hammer;
Crown Business; New York, New
York; 2001 ; 269 pages; $27.50.
Early in his book, Dr. Hammer
refers to a story told about Albert
Einstein.
Einstein's secretary
reminds him that the exam he has
prepared for his students is the same
one he gave the previous year, and
the students would recognize the
questions. Einstein replied that,
"even though the questions were all
the same, the answers had changed."
True or not. the story foreshadows the remainder of the book. As
Hammer points out: "What is true of
physics is true of business. Today's
business world is not that of Peter
Drucker or of Tom Peters and Bob
Waterman, and it calls for a new edition of the management agenda. The
mission of this book is to set it
forth."
The entire point of "The
Agenda" is to set out where business
management should be going during
the first 10 years of the new millennium. Managing a business while
industry is changing on a global
scale isn't easy, but as the author
notes, managing a business at any
time has always been difficult and
risky. lnnovati ve factors such as
inexpensive computerization and
international competition may have
fueled the high ti mes of the 1990s,
but there is nothing new about surplus capacity and the search for
lower overhead. Hammer states:
"This then is the real ' new economy.' It did not begin in 1995; it has
little to do with the Internet, and it

certainly does not require pretentious capitalization. It is the customer economy, which has been
growing and gatheri ng steam for the
last 25 years. The circumstances that
have driven the customer economy
are not yet played out; indeed, they
are accelerating. There is no foreseeable end to increases in global competition, over capacity, commoditization, or customer knowledge, or to
the customer power that flows from
them."
He goes on to note that it was a
revolution in business management
that fueled the boom times that
began in the late 1980s, not the
Internet or policies of the U.S.
Federal Reserve. He correctly notes
that a "Rip Van Winkle who had
fallen asleep in the 1970s and awoke
today, would not recognize the busi/

ness world." Certainly the biggest
single change has been the customer-driven marketplace, regardless of whether the customer is part
of the general consumer group or
one of Fortune's 500.
Most of "The Agenda" takes a
closer look at the management methods of operating which impact business results. Two of these he notes
as acronyms, ETDBW and MVA.
The first stands for making your
business Easy To Do Busines With
and the latter is translated as More
Value Added. Hammer defines the
difference:
"ETDBW means that you continue to give the customer what you
always have, but in a more convenient way. MVA means that you give
the customer more, perhaps far more
than you ever have before. It goes

beyond simplifying your customers'
interactions with you, to delivering
solutions to your customers' problems, of which your products and
services in their native forms are but
small pieces."
At the heart of the book dealing
with the customer-driven markets is
a very basic concept, one that was
used with great effectiveness during
It's best
the 1950s by IBM .
expressed by the maxim that,
" People don't buy products or services-they buy solutions to their
problems."
"The Agenda" should be
required reading for senior and midlevel managers who aspire to executive offices. It's not a step-by-step
blueprint, but a way of analyzing
business issues in the 21st century.
- Henry Holtzman

Best-selling Business Books

Here are the current top 10 best-selling books for business.
The list is compiled based on information received from retail bookstores throughout tbe U.S.A.
I. "Who Moved My Cheese?" by Spencer Johnson (Putnam ...$! 9.95)***(2)* A_way to deal witb change at work
and away from it.

2. "Rich Dad, Poor Dad: What the Rich Teach Their Kids About Money That the Poor and Middle Class Do
Not," by Robert T. Kiyosak:i and Sharon L. Lechter (Warner Books ...$15.95)***(3) rt takes know-bow about using
money to become rich.
3. "Jack: Straight From the Gut," by Jack Welch and John A. Byrne
(Warner Bros ....$29.95) (1)* A kinder Jack Welch reveals why he was so driven as GE's CEO.
4. ''The Agenda," by Michael Hammer (Crown Publishing... $27.50) (5)
What all business must do to survive the current decade.
5. ''Fish! A Remarkable Way to Boost Morale and Improve Results," by S. Lundin, J. Christiansen & H. Paul
(Hyperion ... $19.95) (4) Putting fun and games back into daily work.
6. ''Good to Great," by Jim Collins (HarperCollins...$27.50) (6) Climbing the steps from being good to being
great.
7. "First, Break AU the Rules," by Marcus Buckingham and Curt Coffman (Simon & Scbuster...$25.00) (7)***
Great managers break the conventional management rules.

Complaints ...
Praise! Suggestions?
E-Mail us@

8. ''The Myth of Excellence," by Fred Crawford & Ryan Matthews
(Crown Publishing... $27.50) (9) Why focus is the reason great companies excel.
9. ''Getting Things Done: The Art of Stress-Free Productivity," by David Allen (Viking Penguin...$24.95) ( I0)
Why productivity depends on relaxation, not hyperactivity.
10. "Character Counts," by John Bogle (McGraw-Hill...$24.95)** Founder of Vanguard tells why principles rrtatter in business.
*(1}- Indicates a book's previous position on the list.
** - Indicates a book's ftrst appearance on the list.
*** -Indicates a book previously on the list is back on it.
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M AKING YOUR NEXT P RESENTATION FREE OF L EGAL RISKS
conrmued from page 32
Copynght protecllon generally
extends to two elements in a sound
recording: the performer's contribution and the producer's contribution
(the person respons1ble for capturing, editing, and processing the
sounds to make the final recording).
The producer usually receive a fee
to provide a "work for hire," thereby
relinquishing the copyright ownership. When you hire professionals to
record your speech, protect yourself
with a clear understanding of the
producer's role through a work-forhire arrangement. Otherw1se, you
should obtain written permission to
use the recordmg agam or to incorporate it into other new products.
Protect your own work product
and proprietary interests. As a presenter, you invest Significant time
and resources developmg proprietary
presentations and products. Yet
many speakers don't take the time to
protect the1r own work product from

mfnngement. If you don't address
the is ue when you learn that someone has used one of your signature
stories or unique exercises in their
own pre entation, you may not be
positioned to enforce your ownership nghts at a later date. Therefore.
you must take all appropriate step to
reserve and enforce copyright protection for your work. This includes
placing
appropriate
copyright
notices on all written materials and
audio/visual aids you will reproduce,
distribute, display, or publicly present.
Register with the U.S. Copyright
Office products and materials that, if
used by others, would impair your
business. Be prepared to respond
when someone asks for pennission
to use, display, or perform your
copyrighted work. If you don ' t
respond or your record keeping is
haphazard, an mfringer may be able
to assert that his or her subsequent
use was not willful. Consider in

advance how you will define the Limits of authorization you are willing to
provide. This will streamline negotiations and reduce the risk that your
initial pleasure at a colleague's interest in your work will interfere with
your thorough analysis of the
arrangement's final'lcial dimensions.
Recognize and avoid unlawful
content during a presentation.
Employer meetings, conferences, or
other bus iness settings pose the
greatest risk for presenters. In these
settings, panicipants enjoy rights to
equal employment opportunities,
which include freedom from harassment or other discrimination.
Employees have a legal right not to
be forced to hear unwelcome language or to view graphics that are
offensive due to sexual, ethnic, religious, or other inappropriate content.
The company is legally responsible for all activities that occur in its
workplace or at a company-sponsored event. and as the presenter, you

may be personally at risk of being
sued for discriminatory content. By
law, an employer must take "immediate and appropriate corrective
action" if employee harassment
occurs, even if from a retained
speaker. At a minimum, this may
mean excluding the speaker from
future opportunities.
Reported verbal hostile environment harassment cases include jokes,
insults, comments of a sexual nature,
and innuendo. Visual harassment liabilities arise through display of cartoons, props, or other graphics that
are demeaning, insulting, patronizing, or otherwise strip an individual
or a group of dignity. Although personal liability for a single speech
gone awry is rare, don't succumb to
the "it could never happen to me"
syndrome. You may be proud of the
laughs you do get, but a videotape of
your performance may be Exhibit A
in a discrimination lawsuit, and the
jury may not be as amused.

agencies with small businesses, have
resulted in more than $I 6.4 billion
in foregone regulatory compliance
cost savings. The result is that
American small businesses could
have hired an additional 96,000
employees, or provided more than
1.6 million workers with annual
employer-sponsored health insurance.
Sullivan also praised a
recent report by the Office of
Management and Budget (OMB)
that he said "demonstrates clearly
the overwhelming burden placed on
the nation's economy and the
employers who drive the economy."
However. he noted that of the 71
regulations reviewed, many would
not be considered "high priority"
had the federal agencies involved
complied with the Regulatory
Flexibility Act (RFA) and consid-

ered the negative effects on small
business early in the regulatory
process.
Sullivan completed his testimony by vowing to continue to work
closely with OMS and the Office of
Information and Regulatory Affairs
(OIRA) so that as a team they could
"create innovative solutions" to the
regulatory problems facing small
business.
Created by Congress in 1976, the
Office of Advocacy of the U.S. Small
Business Administration (SBA) is an
independent voice for small business
within the federal government. The
chief counsel for advocacy, who is
appointed by the president and confirmed by the U.S. Senate, directs the
office. For more information call
(202) 205-6533.

OFFICES OF ADVOCACY
continued from page 36
announced a change allowing up to
500,000 small businesses to use the
less costly and less complicated cash
method of accounting.
However. "a number of agencies
consistently ignore the requirements
of the RFA. Two regular offenders
are the Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) and the Centers
for Medicare and Medicaid Services
(CMS)," Sullivan said. He also
found it "embarrassing that government agencies must be forced to
publish guides to help small business to comply with their rules."

Federal Agency Culture Shift
Nets Astounding Resu lts&rl] Alklllio11 to Ntglllivt Comtqutllcts
S4Hr s-11 Builltss $16.4 Billiot~ in
Rtp/Diory Coltrplitutct Costs.
Changing the regulatory culture in
Washington, D.C. ts not easy, but

when it happens, the results can be
astounding. That is the message that
Tom Sullivan recently delivered to
the U.S. House of Representatives,
Subcommittee on Energy Policy,
Natural Resources, and Regulatory
Affairs.
"Regulators are beginning to
think about the effects of their proposals before they act, and our experience has shown that this makes for
better rules," said Sullivan. These
rules are not only "equally effective"
in meeting the objectives of a cleaner environment, safer transportation,
financial security and improving
working families' health and safety,
but they also are less costly to the
small businesses they regulate.
Sullivan reported that from fiscal year I 998 through 200 I, modifications to federal regulatory proposals, based on early consultations by

Construction, Riverside; local
artists, Don Lewinsky and Joy
Kesler, and Riverside and Moreno
Valley chamber members and credit union board members.
Additionally, tours of the facility were provided to guests by

Riverside County's Credit Union
employees. The building is located
at
2847 Campus Parkway,
R iverside, next to the State
Compensation Insurance Fund
building.
Riverside County's Credit

Union is open to anyone who lives,
works, attends school or worships
in Riverside County. For more
information or to join Riverside
County's Credit Union, please call

1-888-883-7228.
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GIZMOS AND GADGETS
continued from page 39
Truth #2: Technology equals people.
The excuse used to be "the dog
ate my homework." Now It's "the
computer lost the file." Sound
familiar? Who among us hasn't
complained about the mysterious
"computer" that messed something
up (say, your paycheck) at one time
or anothe r? Yet 10 the m1dst of our
complaining, we often lose sight of
the fact that human created that
mistake and, even more Important,
that humans may be available to
help correct it.
All you need to do is find
those people. You will inevitably
need help as you select, purchase,
install, use, and maintain your technology. Increasingly, though, the
companies that provide that help
want to do so with as little (expensive) human interaction as possible.
They instruct us to stan with a Web
site, e-mail, or an automated phone
system. Some of these system work
quite well for the more common
problems and questions. However,
when your problem or question is off
the script. the going gets tougher. Be
persistent. Go to the store or stay on
the line to seek out those people who
have the answers.
If you don't know something
about the technology, admit it. A
statement like, " It's that round
'thingie' on the side," at least gives a
customer service representative a
place to stan helping you. That kind
of statement also appeals to the
innate desire in each of us to help
others. On the other hand, if the customer service rep stans talking techno-babble, tell him or her to slow
down and explain it in everyday language.
Being human, customer service

ESPN-Zone ...
continued from page 43

RIVERSIDE COUNTY CREDIT UNION
continued from page 27
many of the guests who made the
celebration possible, including:
architect, Manual Urquiza of
Urquiza Group, Inc., Pasadena;
Bruce lbomas of Inland Pacific
Advisors, Riverside; Diffenbaugh
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bet could only be described as decadent.
I have to say a word as well
for the service. It would be easy to
excuse a waiter who got so involved
in a game that he forgot to bring your
order in a timely manner or dido 't get
the change back to you. Not so here
The help is nght there wht:n

reps can also make mistakes. If you
don't thinJ... you're gettmg the right
adv1ce, a<,k for a second opiniOn.
Truth # 3: Technology is interconnected.
No technology works in a vacuum. For example. suppose you're
buying a new copier. That machine
needs electricity, a toner cartndge,
and the right paper. It needs to be
cleaned every now and then. and it
needs to be fixed when broken.
Thus. a copier requires the support
of both technological and human
systems. To deal successfully with
any technology, you must recog nize
it as pan of a larger system or system.
As you buy, use, and maintain
various technology items, keep the
big picture in mind. Is the new
device compatible with other
machines that you'll connect it to?
Do you have all the software you
need? Is the new component more
advanced than some of the pieces
you already have, thus limiting the
usefulness of the new one? What are
the costs of supplies and maintenance? These are the implications of
the interconnectedness of technology.
Technology and You: A Peaceful
Co-Existence
Armed with this new knowledge, you can finally make all those
gizmos and gadgets an enjoyable
pan of your life and a definite positive contribution to your workday
productivity.

Brian Nichelson, Ph.D. is. the
author of the forthcoming book
"Surviving Technology." He is a
performance consultant and speaker. He can be reached at 28/-9978553 or through his Web site at:
www.survivetech.com.
you need them and conscious of how
things are going for the particular
game you are watching. They support you. I cannot imagine one of
them walking up to you to tell you
how much they hate the Yankees. If
they do, they keep it to themselves.
If you need a napkin, they are there
with it. If you spill your beer when
your team scores, they are ready to
clean things up and get you a fresh
one
I would have to imagine that

Travelocity.com
cominued from page 39
mg features and services found on
the main site, Travelocity.com's
business travel tools include:
My Messaging - Ava1lable for
free with any Traveloc1ty.com booking, My Messagmg enables travelers, and individuals they designate,
to rece1ve instant informa11on on VIrtually any communication device,
from phones to wireless e-mail.
Fare Watcher E-mail - Th1s
unique e-mail fare notification service monitors up to five different
flights. Fare Watcher e-mail alerts
members when fares change significantly.
Seat Locator - Travelocity.com
Seat Locator looks for and changes
seat assignments using a w1de range
of seating preferences. down to a
specific seat.
Travel Manager Account Members can designate one person
in a company to make reservations
for several travelers using a Travel

Manager Account
Repeat A Trip - Busmess travelers can save air. car. and hotel travel options for frequently-taken business trips usmg Repeat A Tnp. Thts
new feature enables quick and easy
booking at a later date.
Currency
Converter
Business travelers can view converSIOn rates for all major foreign currencies usmg the Travelocity.com
currency converter. In addition, business travelers can have currency
delivered right to their door and print
out a currency "cheat sheet" to help
them during their trip.
"Online travel sites such as
Travelocity.com serve as a great tool
for small bus messes to plan and control their own travel," said Katherine
Murray of the National Federation of
Independent Business. ''Booking
online also helps control costs and
allows the unmanaged traveler to
have more tleltibility while on the
road."

Strong Interviewing Skills
colllinued from 34
work what they know about the
company.
It never hurts to ask family,
friends and acquaintances if they're
familiar with the organization.
Perhaps they have personal knowledge of the company or can give you
an introduction to someone who
works there.
• Don't be afraid to call the company.
It is perfectly acceptable to call
the receptionist in order to ask about
such matters as the company's culture and dress code.
Once the job seeker has gathered intelligence, Kuehn says. the
challenge is to apply that grasp of
the company as he or she interacts
with such food, such service and
such hi-tech, if you are planning dinner for some event like the All-Star
Game or the NBA playoffs. you had
bener plan far in advance, but for
any other game, sports heaven
awaits you at the Downtown Disney
ESPN-Zone.
(By the way. on your way
through the front door, be sure to

with the interviewer. "Going into
the interview, you should have some
idea of what you want to communicate, but be comfortable enough
with the company philosophy to
handle questions you didn't anticipate. Rely on your knowledge of the
company to formulate thoughtful
answers to the questions posed."
Kuehn adds that job eekers
should bear in mmd that. bonomline. the interview is not about them
but about the hiring company and its
business. 'The focus should not be
on what you have done in other
companies but what the hiring
organization needs to have done.
The important message to convey is
that you really understand the organization and would be a natural fit."
catch sight of the wooden, John
Wooden bust atop his pyramid of
success.)

ESPN-Zone is in Downtown Disney
at 1545 S. Disneyland Drive in
Anaheim. Call (714) 300-3776. My
thanks to Jennifer Guran and the
entire staff for a wonderful
el'enmg.
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STEPS To MAKING A SUCCESSFUL CAREER TRANSITION

BUSINESS INFORMATION RESOURCES

'

WEB SITES
Aviastar Communications, Inc............. www.aviastar.net
Agricultural Export Program {AEP), Calif. Dept. or Food and Agriculture
www.atinet.org/aep

omtn oon

continued from page 34
sale, you will be unhappy and will
look for another posnion very soon.
4) Create a career or life objective
that you can write and say in a entence or two. Your self-asse sment
of your skills and passions, as well
as the ideal situation, will help you
become clearer about what you really want.
5) Expand your network of friends
and colleagues. It has been esumated that appro~imately 85 percent of
new career opportunities come
through fnends and associates. not
through exec uu ve search consultants. You never know where the
next offer may come from, so it is
important to go to professiOnal
as ociation meeungs, business seminars, networking groups. volunteer
organizauons, or wherever e lse you
have a circle of fnends and colleagues.
6) Update your resume and have it
critiqued before you send it to any
hiring manager or search professional. Ideally your resume should
be two pages, and never more than
three pages. Begin with your career

st;Si".iieiS. ~r·rh·i-~gs.lo ·ii~:~;;~·········· ·····

................................................................ searlstatler.com
Business Bank or California
................................................................www.businessbank.com
Calirornia State Government Home Page
.......................................................... www.ca.gov
Center ror International Trade Development
...............................................................www.resources4u.com/citd/
City Busine Guide CITIVU Rancho Cucamonga
............................................................... www.cjtivu.com
Col umbia Chino Valley Medical Center
................................................................hwww.cvmc.com
First Federal avings or San Gabriel Valley
................................................................www.firstfederalsgv.com
PFF Bank & Trust ................................w\1-w.pffbank.com
I.E. Small Bu iness Dev. Ctr ................www.iesbdc.org
Marriage & Family Therapist .............. www.claremontcounseling.com
Small Business Developm. Center ........ www.iesbdc.org
U.S. President ........................................ www.wh1tehouse.gov

••• Sneak Preview •••
Coming in the July Issue
EDITORIAL FOCUS
MANUFACTURING
LIGHT INDUSTRY

E-MAIL ADDRESSES
Bill Leonard ..........................................senator.leonard@sen.ca.gov
California Center ror Health Improvement
....... ...... .. . ..................................cchimaJI@aol.com
Inland Empire International Business Association
........... .. .
..................................... Ielbatrade@aol.com
U.S. Government Printing Office, GPO Access
.. .. ..... . ... ..... ..... .. ................. gpoaccess@gpo.gov
U.S. President ..................................... president @whnehouse.gov

DISTRIBUTION/ FULFILLMENT
FREIGHT FORWARDERS
WAREHOUSE SPACE

SUPPLEMENTS
MEXICAN BUSINESS NORTH & SOUTH

CASUAL DINING

THE LISTS for JULY
CPA FIRMS
COMMERCIAL PRINTERS
PUBLIC RELATIONS FIRMS
LARGEST INSURANCE BROKERS
(PROPERTY/CASUALTY)

BULLETIN BOARD SERVICES {BBS)

continued from page 30

Infonnal10n " \UbJCCI 10 ch3nge "1lhoul nollce and some operaiors may charge fee~
AUce's \\onderland: Amaleur rad1o. P\IOO and Renegade ~uppon. CD-ROM. No Raoos. On-hoe
g3me;, ocu'e me,.,..ge b~l. (909) 597-1469
Apple Elile II: Nell'or~ed me 'agmg, on-lme games,1ran1fm for Apple II and Mac, 14.4 baud; (909)
359-5338.
The 8kJeprint Placf BBS: CAD·plolllng semce: drop '"DWG'" Au1o-CAD files, llpped and lex! file 10
CAD library. I-I 4 b3ud. (310) 595-5088.
Mine and \'ou11; BBS: WWIV e1work.s. Large File. MSG Base. Games. lnlemel e-m:ul and Local
Echo . Fees fm:: (760) 244-0826.
Ebix - Business: BU>Ine;s managemeni. labor la"'s. CPA issues. human resourteS, employee bene·
filS , 14 4 b3ud, 24 hours; (714) 239-6864.
!nltstorLink: Stock. commoduy pnce;, real es1a1e, daily news, personal finance, muiUal funds, 28.8
b3ud. (818) 331-4611
Mommadillo's BBS & Breakfast: W"'1vNel, E-mail, TradeWards. Lord Scrabble On-hoe, 14.4 baud;
(310) 432-2423
PC-Windowmaktr BBS - A.U.G.LE.: Computer user group club BBS. supponmg IBM, Alan and
Mac do"'nloads. on-line games, RIP menus, 28.8 b3ud. (909) 637-1274

based Arrowhead Credit Union.
"We are expanding the base upon
which we can build."
Founded in Redlands in 1924,
Sawyer, Cook & Co. has 20 employees, offices in Redlands and Lake
Arrowhead, and more than 2,000
commercial accounts. It was the
ninth largest msurance agency in the
Inland Emp1re prior to its acqui it ion
by Arrowhead Financial Group.
While Sawyer. Cook & Co. provided
both personal and commercml insurance, its strength ISm business msurance, Estes said.
As a resul<, he said, Arrowhead
Financial Group's insurance services
will be divided into two divisions.
The commercial lines, including
those obtained through the CaiSon
acquisition last year, will be market-
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objective so that the reader's attention i focused o n what you desire.
Use reverse date chronology and
make su re that your most recent
work experience is near the top of
the first page.
7 ) Expand your know ledge of JOb
search skills. Bro wse through the
career section of your favorite
bookstore and buy those books you
find most helpful. Learn when to
u~e consultants, especially executi ve ~earch con~ultant\ and executive coaches. and know what they
can and cannot do for you. Know
the difference between a retamed
search con\ultant and a contingency
earch consultant.
8) Rehearse for your JOb mterviews
before you go to your meeting.
Remember that mtcrv1ewer\ will
ask more than JUSt facts about your
background (where you have
worked and what you have done).
They will most likel y also ask
behavioral que tions to find out
how you have handled certain situations in the past. Question may
range from how you have handled
an under-performing staff member

or team of mdividual - to what
lessons you have teamed from dealing unsuccessfully with a d1fficult
situation.
9) From your read1ng or from a
consultant get advice about contract
negotiating issues. Learn how to ask
for money; when to ask for money;
how much money to a~k for, and
what benefits package is the norm.
Compensation ~urveys can help you
determ ine if your salary requirements are m the cu\tomary range
for the posmon you arc pursumg.
Trade and profess1onal assoc1at1ons
are good sources for these surveys.
10) Manage your stress dunng th1s
time. It IS 1mportant to take good
care of yourself even though you
may feel very anx10us. Eat a healthy
diet, exercise regularly, and get a
good night's rest. You will reach
your goal sooner if you are tending
to your own health and well-being.
Making a s uccessful career
transition requires hard work and
commitment. Too many people rush
into a new beginmng without recovering from their loss. Others experience o much fear during the void

between jobs that they do not take
time to create and reah7e their
dreams. Instead they hasten mto an
unfulfilling new posnion, only to
face another transition before lo ng.
It i wiser to experience both
the loss and the void if you are to
make the most successful and fulfilling career transformation possible. Under optimal conditions. you
will experience a sense of adventure, as well as joy and happiness as
you embark upon your new career.

Dr Susan Reynolds is managmg
partner of Susan Reynolds and
Associates, headquartered 111 Los
Angeles. She helps her clrents
build senior managemelll teams by
completing search assignments and
management assessments. Susan
Reynolds and Associates' consultants are available to provide professional one-on-one executive
coaching and leadership training
and development for new- or
under-performing managers. She
can be reached at (310) 454-4933
or on-line at sfreynolds@earthlink.net.

ARROWHEAD FINANCIAL GROUP

MEDIA ADVERTISING
ENTREPRENEUR OF THE YEAR
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Empire Business ...

ed using the Sawyer. Cook & Co.
name, given the company's eightdecade history. market penetration
and brand recognition.
Glenn
Goodwin, former president of
Sawyer, Cook and Co., will become
senior vice pre •dent at Arrowhead
Financial Group and oversee the
new expanded commercial msurance
div ision.
Arrowhead Financial Group's
personal lines of insurance, meanwhile, will continue to be marketed
through CU Insurance Services, the
AFG insurance div1sion that has provided personal in urance coverage
since 1985. Arrowhead Financial
Group Senior Vice President Sharon
Pinkerton, a certified insurance
counselor with more than 20 years of
experience in the insurance industry,
will manage the personal insurance

division. Pinkerton has directed the
insurance division since 1997, taking
the division from $200,000 in commissions to more than $1,600,000.
Estes
said
he
believes
Arrowhead Financial Group's acquisition of Sawyer, Cook & Co. will
intensify the growing consolidation
of insurance agencies in the Inland
Empire, making it increasingly difficult for smaller agencies to compete.
Arrowhead Financ1al Group's customers. mean\1-hile. \\ill benefit
from a larger selectiOn of msurance
choice and prices than they could
otherwise obtain.
Goodwin added that Arrowhead
Financial Group's acquisition of
Sawyer, Cook & Co. not only
strengthens its position in the Inland
Empire market, but it provides several thou and new customers with

direct access to Arrowhead Credit
Union's one-stop shop for business
and personal banking, tax preparation, financial planning and trust
services.
"We are bringing a whole new
set of clients," Goodwin said. 'The
synergy between the d1fferent diVIsions is what makes ll exciting for
us."

The insurance is avarlable in offices
in San Bemardino. Corona, Loke
Arroll'head and Redlands. Web sites
for Arrowhead Credit Union and
Sawyer, Cook & Co. will be modified
in the coming weeks. Estes ad1•ises
consumers to check www.arrowheadcu.org for infomuuion on personal lines of insurance and
www.sawyercook.com for the latest
infomwtion on commercial lines of
iruurance.
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NEVV BUSINESS
DIAMO D VALLEY POOLS,
38110 CLEAR CREEK ST.
DOUGLAS S BROUWER.
MURRIETA. CA. 92562-9352

EL SOL FUR ITURE, 827 I 9
MILES AVE, ELSA Y
NAVARO. INDIO, CA.
92201-4229

AVENIDA MICHAELINDA.
HENRY FLORES. RIVERSIDE. CA 92509-7217

2 C'S 2 CLEA , 18029
ENCHANTING \\-000 , 17650
HOLDEN DR.. TIMOTHY J
HARGUS. PERRIS. CA.
92570-8099
INVESTIGATIVE RESEARCH
RECOVERY SVCS, 19691
SEATON AVE. RENEE M
RUIZ. PERRIS. CA. 925709270
AMERICA MULTISER\ E,
398 GREENVILLE RD •
STEPHEN T BENDS HADLER. SAN JACINTO.
CA. 92582-6900
VETERA S VIEW, 31566
RAILROAD CANYON RD. N
I 14. ORIN T ALLEN JR.
CANYON LAKE. CA. 92587-

9446
ADVA 'CE SCHOOL OF DRIVING NORTH COUJI<TY.
PO BOX 892082. C.
ADVANCE CUSTOM
COACHES INC , TEMECULA. CA. 92589-2082
RUSTY ENTERPRISES, 42970
CORTEABANILLA. JOHN
F FERGUSON, TEMECULA.
CA. 92592-3623
BRIAR ROSE ~INEYARDS,
41720 CALLE CABRILLO,
DORIAN S LINKOGLE.
TEMECULA, CA. 925929201
BLUE TOP DIRT EXCHANGE,
PO BOX 1788. THOMAS R
STANKO, TEMECULA. CA.
92593-1788
MOON GLOW JEWELRY
ACCESSORIES & GIFI'S,
12762 BROOKHURST ST
11560, DIANA ADAMS, GARDEN GROVE, CA. 928404847
ACCESS REALITY, 2680 GARRETSON AVE.. MATTHEW
A WOLFSON. CORONA,
CA. 92881 -3506
TITAN LOGISTICS, 1655 W
6TH ST.• DIVERSIFIED
PRODUCTS INTL . CORONA. CA. 92882-2953
ETERNAL SOUL MINISTRIES, 791 W ONTARIO
AVE.• GABRIEL E. AMAYA.
CORONA, CA. 92882-5262
COMPUTRON COMPliTER
SVCS, 2538 GLENBUSH
CIR, JONATHAN P DE LA
CRUZ. CORONA, CA.
92882-8600
AMERICAN NATIONAL UNI·
VERSITY MARTIAL ART,
3232 FOOTHILL BLVD ,
JAMES OH. LA CRESCENTA. CA. 91214-2635
JULIANS AUTO REPAIR,
82375 MARKET ST STE 4,
JOSE J REYES JIMENEZ.
INDIO, CA, 92201-2211
CURIEL FASHJONS, 81723
TECOMA AVE, JUAN A
CURIEL. INDIO, CA. 92201-

3081

PLAClD MIND I CENSE CO.,
1548 E JACINTO VIEW RD.
JOH W DAVIS.BANNING.
CA. 92220-5837.909-8493794
WEST COAST RE T A CAR,
69200 E PALM CANYON
DR., PALM PRINGS
MOTORS I C. CATHEDRAL CITY, CA, 92234-1419
THE PARKI G CO., 33635
CATHEDRAL CA YON
DR . ROBERT J
MCWHIRTER, CATHEDRAL CITY. CA. 92234-4522
SUMMIT SALES, PO BOX
719. THOMAS G HILL. LA
QUINTA. CA. 92253-0719
INSIGHT IN LRA'IICE SVCS,
78820 SA ITA DR . SU NIE
S HOPPE. LA QUINTA. CA,
92253-3888
LOUISE HAIR STUDIO, 116
LA PLZ.. RAFI ENTERPRISES LNC .. PALM SPRINGS.
CA. 92262-6180

BROOMALAVE.. Nl A
COBLENZ. LAKE ELSINORE. CA 92530-6005
TO 0\ E FOR, IS DEL BRIE
ZA, ROXIE DEROSIER.
LAKE ELSINORE. CA
92532-0221
CUSTOM TILE BY MIKE, PO
BOX 2923.MICHAEL
VILARDI. HEMET. CA
925462923
PO. BOX 778. JULIE
MCHAM . IDYLLWILD. CA
92549-0778
OHP, 25948 PARSLEY AVE..
ATHAN LOPEZ. MORENO
VALLEY. CA 92553-5041
THE BEHAVIORAL HEALTH
CORP., 23025 ATLANTIC
CIR . STE. F. MORENO
VALLEY. CA 92553-5909
HANCOCKS DESSERT CO.,
23726 BALLESTROS RD .
TAMMY HANCOCK. MURRIETA. CA 92562-2138
GROOM E GINEERING,
24720 SHOSHONE DR .
BRIAN GROOM. MURRIETA. CA 92562-5880

DESIGNER DECK, 5300 E.
WAVERLY DR. NEALJ.
BRATT. PALM SPRINGS,
CA. 92264-6121

ALMOND GROVE REALTY.
42772 ALMOND GROVE
CIR .. JULI JOHNSON . MURRIETA. CA 92562-8208

ARLI GTON FAMILY CHIROPRACTIC CNTR., 8151
ARLI GTON AVE.. 8 N.
TRII'GALI PORTNIER, CHIROPRACTIC ll'OC. RIVERSIDE. CA. 92503-0436

TEMECULA ACOUSTICS,
38261 IRIS WAY. JEFFREY
SECHLER.MURRIETA. CA
92563-6361

ALS FLOORJ G . 10162 INDIANA AVE., ABDULLAH
MOZAINI. RIVERSIDE, CA
92503-5302
CARTRIDGE EXPRESS, 14197
FOUR WINDS DR •
RONALD POWE. RIVERSIDE, CA 92503-9500
VINCENT FIN EY CONSULTING, 8185 MAGNOLIA AVE.
1328. MALIA VINCENTFINNEY. RIVERSIDE. CA
92504-3409
CHUQUIMIAS ADULT FAMILY HOME, 16465 PICK PL.,
LIDIA CHUQUIMLA.
RIVERSIDE. CA 92504-5641
SENIOR LAW & ESTATE
PLANNING CNTR., 6529
RIVERSIDE AVE . STE. 155,
JOSEPH MOYNIHA RIVERSIDE. CA.92506-3118
T H MARJE PHAN, 19320
TOTEM CT THU HONG,
PHAN. RIVERSIDE. CA
92508-6249
ADVANCED SPECTRUM
PHOTOGRAPHY, 6531

0

CPR. 23051 TElL GLEN
RD • MO I QUE FRANZ.
WILDOMAR. CA 92595-

7904
ICY CO., 1894 PAll DR.
RICHARD SAGER DAHL.
NORCO. CA 92860-1246
EJS A TO "ALES, 2841 HAMER AVE.. EDMUNDO
CABRERA. 'ORCO. CA
92860-1931

10 LLTHUME CREATION ,

SOLAR ENERGY CENTER,
2508 S CALLE PALO FIERRO. DON G MCFALL.
PALM SPRI GS. CA. 922644012

VAN HEALING CENTER, 3700
VAN BUREN BLVD, N3107.
YAN LIU, RIVERSIDE. CA
92503-4250

SEXY SA DIEGO PROOUCTIO • 31539 CALLE LOS
PADRES. JAMES
STOOKINS Ill . TEMECULA.CA 92592-5818

JODEES BAKERY, 27464
COMMERCE CENTER DR
STE. A. MALINDA BURTON. TEMECULA, CA
92590-2523
VARIETY BOX, 28837 PUJOL
ST.. APT 83. SANDRA
GREAVES, TEMECULA. CA
92590-2833
EZ REACH TOOL CO., 27488
ENTERPRISE CIR. ACE
SINGER. TEMECULA. CA
92590-4823
GOMEZ TIRES, 28093 JEFFERSON AVE.• JOSE
ADAME. TEMECULA. CA
92590-6610
QUAUTY CUSTODIAL
CARE, 29610 VAIL BROOK
DR ., TERI SAFE. TEMECULA, CA 92591-1856

VIP FU DING, 903 FULLERTON AVE.MAURICE
JONES. CORONA. CA
92879-2516
D & R GIFTS, 1240 E.
ONTARIO AVE.. STE. 102.
DEN IS MOTT JR . CORONA.CA928818671
SPEEDY TURTLE CA R
WASH, 2311 SAINT JOSEPH
AVE., ERIC SACKRISON.
LONG BEACH. CA 908151832
RICARDOS U VISION, 2533
S MALCOLM AVE, RICARDO ARIAS. ONTARIO. CA
91761-6068
SECTION SEVEN SIXTY,
81106 US HIGHWAY Ill
N4H- 169. ADAM SANTIAGO, INDIO. CA 92201-6600
SHELTERING WI GS
THRIFT STORE, PO BOX
1095. BONNIE MULLEN,
BLYTHE. CA 92226-1095

NEVV BUSINESS
MTB PRODUCTION CO., 962
E MURRAY CANYON DR.
KAREN MARMOR. PALM
SPRINGS. CA.92264 4014
BEDRO K RESORT BU GALOWS & PA , 68950 US
HWY Ill #250. JEFFREY
GOOLST, RA CHO
MIRAGE. CA 92270
MEDI MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS, PO . BOX 186.
KELLY BRUNER. RANCHO
MIRAGE. CA 92270-0186
CLASSIC MONKEY.COM., 117
BAY MEADOWS ST..
JOSEPH VARCO. RANCHO
MIRAGE, CA 92270-2858
ARCADE BUlLDI G PARTNERSHIP. 3602 UNIVERSITY AVE.. #201. ROBERT
KRIEG ER. RIVERSIDE. CA
92501 3331
MAIN 'TREET BUILDING
PART ERSHIP, PO. BOX
570, IAN DAVIDSON,
RIVERSIDE. CA 92502-0570
YC C LOTHING, 5700 VAN
BUREN BLVD. YON CONDEN. RIVERSIDE. CA
92503-2087
ALL AMERICAN AOVA CEO
SECURITY I C., 9400
GARFIELD ST. APT 26.
RIVERSIDE. CA 92503-3715
MARISCOS ESPfNOZA
RIVERSIDE, 10330
ARLINGTON AVE.. STE. I.
RENE ESPINOZA. RIVERSIDE. CA 92505-1166
JONES TRADING POST, 3250
RONALD ST.. JON JONES.
RIVERSIDE. CA .92506-4244

22124 DROVER WAY
.CANYON LA KE. CA 92587 ·
7608
RODE HARD, 41860 SKYWOOD
DR. JOHN Ll DSEY.
TEMECULA. CA 92591-1861
E PERCEPTION, 27555 YNEZ
RD . STE 203. PERCEPTION
TECHNOLOGIES INC.,
TEMECULA. CA 92591-4677
TIM ELl E DESIGN, 20621
CASHEW ST.. KRISTI HECKMAN. WILDOMAR. CA
92595-8981
HOME ACHIEVERS REALTY,
2879 LA VISTA AVE.
RONALD INOUYE. CORONA. CA 92879-5883
STREET MAN UN DERGRO NO, 907 S SMITH
AVE.. APT 102. JUAN RUIZ.
CORONA. CA 92882-7836
COUNTRY C LUB AUTO COLLISIO & REFINISHING,
61761 OLEANDER AVE..
INDIO. CA .92201
MAYTORENA GARDEN
CLEAN UP SVC., 81110
DURANGO DR . MANUEL
MAYTORENA.INDIO. CA
92201-5369
DANIELAS BRIDAL FASHIONS, 82227 U.S. HIGHWAY
Ill , STE. BIO. IRMA
CHAVARRJA. INDIO. CA
92201 -5667
MOA CONSULTING, 43376
COOK ST, APT. 149.
MICHELE ARMSTRONG.
PALM DESERT. CA 9221 I3119

CHJARLE, 2775 E LA CADENA
DR . MACFAM INC. RIVERSIDE, CA 92507-2625

K & B ENTERPRISES, 5060
SPRING VIEW DR , KKE
CORP . BANNING. CA 922203364

FARLEVS WEB DESIGN, 9551
SANTA CRUZ RD., SUSAN
ORTIZ. DESERT HOT
SPRINGS. CA 92240-1735

CRAFTY BUGS, 8364
ORCHARD PARK DR.
THERESA NIEHOFF,
RIVERSIDE, CA 92508-2976

HAMMONDS SVCS., 67179 SAN
GABRIEL CIR • RICHARD
HAMMOND. CATHEDRAL
CITY. CA 92234-5025

PASQUALE MOTORS
DESERT UOT SPRINGS,
65090 112 SAN JAC INTO
)..N.. SERGIO VALDEZ,
DESERT HOT SPRINGS, CA
92240-5011

DRIVE YOU CRAZY, 805
LANGHOLM WAY KATHLEEN PHILLIPS, RIVERSIDE, CA 92508-6075

OGS AUTO ACCESSORIES,
36770 CATHEDRAL
CANYON DR., STE. 14B.
ALVARO VILLA. CATHEDRAL CITY. CA 92234-7280

VINCENT G RUIZ SUPPLY,
85216 CAIRO ST. VINCENT
RULZ. COACHELLA. CA
92236-25 10

ACME MOVING, 13875 KAY
RD , WILLIAM VINSON.
DESERT HOT SPRINGS. CA
92240-5361
DR GOLF USA, PO BOX 13490,
C. DR .. GOLF USA INC..
PALM DESERT. CA 922553490

KEKTECH COMPliTER SVC.,
27528 ROSEBAY CT.,
MICHAEL KNOWLES,
TEMECULA. CA 92591-6115

LA SPIGA RISTORANTE
ITALIANA, 73405 EL
PAS EO. N330, CV FOOD
SVCS . INC.. PALM
DESERT, CA,92260-4214

EXTREME SIGNS & GRAPH·
ICS, 44879 MARGE PL..
JAMES LARSEN, TEMECULA. CA 92592-1405

AMCO JAX PLUS, 1572 N.
PALM CANYON DR ., JAX
PLUS LLC. PALM SPRINGS.
CA 92262-441 0

WEDOINGSPARKLE.COM.,
29673 AVENIDA DE
CALAZADA, CAREN HANSON, TEMECULA. CA
92592-2259

E Z STORAGE OF PALM
SPRINGS LLC, 160 S SATURMINO DR, 15, PALM
SPRINGS. CA 92262-7170
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ACO INTERIORS, 4980 POINSETTIA PL.. CAROLYN
RUELAS. RIVERSIDE. CA
92509-3533
ORION STUDIOS, 210 SILVER
ST. ,MARK BEVINS, LAKE
ELSINORE. CA 92530-3325

EVENT ARCHITECTS, 53755
AVENIDA RUBIO. LONNIE
VANDER VORSTE. LA
QUINTA, CA 92253-5517
KC DEVELOPMENT INC.,
47750 ADAMS ST, 11311 LA
QUINTA. CA 92253-7100

B GRAPHICS & FrNE ARTS
INC., 22620 GOLDEN·
CREST DR., STE. 117.
MORENO VALLEY. CA
92553-9033

TOTAL PROPERTY MANAGEMENT, PO. BOX 2247.
CAROL A BRANDEL. PALM
DESERT. CA 92261-2247

OM I TECH & MEDIA SVCS.,
39520 BONAIRE WAY,
MURRIETA. CA 92563-2549

THE HENRY FOSTER HOME,
1370 E VIA ESCUELA•.ADA
HENRY. PALM SPRINGS.
CA.92262-3366

OASIS POOL & SPA SVC., PO
BOX 717. DAVID DEMARCO, NUEVO. CA 92567-0717
CTR TRANSPORT, PO. BOX
220. ROBERT, BLAJR. PERRIS, CA 92572-0220
SO CAL CONTRACTING INC..

TIMESHARE RESALE
ALLIANCE, 2700 S. PALM
CANYON DR.. TECHNICAL
FINANCIAl- CORP, PALM
SPRINGS. CA 92264-9335
ALPHA PACKAGING CONSULTANTS, 70100 MIRAGE

DR . #60, WILLIAM
PHILLIPS. RA CliO
MIRAGE. CA 92270
JR OSO CO ' TRUCTIO ,
14600 SCENIC RD. JUAN
RODRIGUEZ. WHITE
WATER. CA 92282-2816
COASTAL IMPACT, PO BOX
222, DANIEL .SCHELLENGER. RIVERSIDE. CA
92502-0222
PM COMMUNICATIO , 4350
SAINT GEORGE PL.. DAVID
SANTOS. RIVERSIDE, CA
92504-2433
ABRACADABRA . 14212
CAMINO DEL ORO. VANDY
LAVELLE. RIVERSIDE, CA
92508-2428
PREMIER COl S & JEWELRY. 231 E. FLORIDA AVE.
ALITA HENRY. HEMET. CA
92543-4205
C & C KIDS KJMPANY I C.,
24735 MORNING MIST DR •
MORENO VALLEY. CA
92557-3203
THE AFFORDABLE BRIDE,
12125 DAY ST. DEBORAH
LEWIS. MORENO VALLEY.
CA 92557-6702
CAPITAL REAL ESTATE, 40960
CALIFORNIA OAKS RD ..
NIOJ. DAVID DUDEK. MURRIETA. CA 92562-5747
JONES REPORTING SVC.,
25050 CORTE ANCHA. KRISTINE JONES. MURRIETA,
CA 92563-5250
SE D ME GOSPEL PRODUCTION, 26214 MANZANITA
ST. CHARLES JOHNSON.
MURRIETA. CA 92563-6321
RECONDrTIONING ARTISTS,
P.O. BOX 194. RYAN BENNETT. MURRIETA . CA
92564-0194
OLAGO TAX SVC., 165
RAMONA EXPRESSWAY.
FRANCISCA RIVAS . PERRIS.
CA 92571-7458
FINNEY TECHNOLOGIES,
25890 ROLLING HILLS DR ..
JUSTIN FINNEY. MENIFEE.
CA 92584-9052
BE FORDS HAIR GALLERY,
42167 ROANOAKE ST.
CHERYL BENFORD.
TEMECULA. CA 92591-3828
SMOKE 4 LESS, 27536 YNEZ
RD .. STE. F25. DIAB
BARAKAT. TEMECULA, CA
92591-4665
RANCHO DONUTS, 29588
RANCHO CALIFORNIA RD.
STE. KJ. VUTHA EAR.
TEMECULA. CA 92591-5296
KAHALA KATERING, 39566
SARAH DR • CHERYL MARTIN. TEMECULA. CA 92591 7330
TYLERS AMUSEMENTS, 39220
GRAY SQUIRREL RD.
THOMAS DAVIES. TEMECULA. CA 92592-8462

COVERALL OF TEMECULA,
32390 SHRIMP LN . JOSEPH
BUBBICO. WINCHESTER.
CA 92596-9790
RAMO ' CASTILLOS LA 0SCAPE, 82367 MOUNTAIN
VIEW AVE.. RAMON
CASTILLO. INDIO. CA
92201-2185
REAL ESTATE LOAN NETWORK, 41665 BOARDWALK
#210. JAMES OCONNOR.
PALM DESERT. CA 92211
ELITE TIRE & AUTOMOTIVE,
68759 H ST. Nil I. MARIA
QUEVEDO. CATHEDRAL
C ITY. CA 92234-2023
TAKE EUROPEA CAR£,
31200 LANDAU BLVD.. APT
401. KATARZYNA
PROSTAK.CATHEDRAL
CITY. CA 92234-5165
LUNAS GARDENING, 67425
TAMARA RD. GILBERT
LUNA. CATHEDRAL CITY.
CA 92234-3499
MICHAELS HOT DOGS, 31210
AYEN IDA MARAVILLA.
NORMA MARQUEZ. CATHEDRAL CITY CA 92234-2790
VILLAGE DONUT. 13900 PALM
DESERT NA. SARADY PENG.
DESERT HOT SPRINGS. CA
92240
FLEMINGS PRIME STEAKHOUSE, 71800 HIGHWAY
Ill. NCIOI . FLEMINGS
WESTCOAST LLP. RANCHO
MIRAGE. CA 92270-4425
FOXY AILS, 74260 RAMON
RD. Nil I, OANH TRAN.
THSND PALMS. CA 92276
HUSBANDS 4 RENT, P.O BOX
236. LLOYD KOTAB, CREST
PARK. CA 92326-0236
LOS ROBLES CARRJER SVCS.,
6560 VAN BUREN BLVD .
STE. E. MARISELA DE ROBLES. RIVERSIDE. CA 925031542
RIVERSIDE DETECTIVE
AGENCY, 4344 BAGGETT
DR • BAR IN COOKE. RIVERSIDE. CA 92505-1505

WHITE. RIVERSIDE. CA
92509-5067
TORRES TRUCKING, 6604
30TH ST. ISRAEL TORRES.
RIVERSIDE. CA 92509-1469

EDEN SALON, 7366 BARNSTABLE PL. . KHANH NGUYEN,
RIVERSIDE. CA 92506-6175

PARAGON SECURITY SVC.,
29313 MARITIME CIR .
JAMES HALL. LAKE ELSINORE. CA 92530-7311

CUSTOM COMMERCIAL
CONSTRUCTION, 6494
56TH ST. JAMES PENNER.
RIVERSIDE. CA 92509

WAY OF ADVENTURE, PO.
BOX 918. JEFFREY SALZ.
IDYLLWILD. CA 92549-0918

SUBWAY 4124399,6509 30TH ST.,
GERARDO BARBOZA JR .
RIVERSIDE. CA 92509-1426

MJP CORP., 25177 DANA LN .
MJYP CORP . MORENO VALLEY. CA 92551 -4661

SPEEDY XPRES TRUCKING,
451 0 FELSPAR ST. ANA
URRUTIA. RIVERSIDE. CA
92509-3017

J B PROPERTIES MANAGEMENT, 371 WILKERSON
AVE., #H. YJJ CORP. PERRIS. CA 92570-2241

THE EDWARD THEATRES,
6032 LIMONITE AVE.,
RIVERSIDE. CA 92509-6571

NOMAD ENTERPRISES, P 0
BOX 690605. DENNIS
MCNALL. TEMECULA. CA
92589

THE STRATEGIST, 44450 TULE
FIRE RD. #B. ROBERT
HOLDER. ANZA. CA 925399552

BILLI G OPTIO S, 31652
CERCLE CHAM BERTIN.
SHEILA DEANDA , TEMECULA. CA 92591

CREATIVE INDULGENCE, 824
POLK CT. GAIL PAUL,
HEMET. CA 92543-1739

MYRROR EMAGES, PO BOX
6121. KRISTINE RAMIREZ.
CORONA. CA 92878-6121
PREMIER PUBLISHING , 1020
LA TERRAZA CIR.. APT 102.
SMITH. CORONA. CA 928797943
TIFFANY COACH, 13445
ESTELLE ST. LIMOS BY
T IFFANY LLC. CORONA. CA
92879-1877
FAMILY SOCKS, 20022 SOMMERVILLE CIR . ROSA
KWON. YORBA LINDA. CA
92886-6045
GOOD HEALTH THERAPY
CO., 12295 MAGNOLIA
AVE., RANDOLPH CLYMER,
RIVERSIDE. CA 92503-4820
CA YON COVE MANAGEMENT, 4772 AMBERWOOD
AVE. RAY FLANDERS. LA
PALMA. CA 90623-1909
MLC EQUIPMENT REPAIR
INC., 6320 SMITH AVE ..
MIRA LOMA. CA 91752-2438

TKO ADVERTISING, 2086
LONGMONT ST. JERRY BISSEGGER, RIVERSIDE. CA
92506-3544

BEAUMO T TIRE, 655 E. 5TH
ST, #B. DONALD KIKER JR ..
BEAUMONT. CA 92223-2209

HELP U SELL MISSION REALTY. 7047 OROZCO DR ..
WILLIAM KOLLMYER.
RIVERSIDE. CA 92506-5561

YARD HOUSE, 71800 HIGHWAY
Ill . YARD HOUSE RANCHO
MIRAGE LLC. RANCHO
MIRAGE. CA 92270-4425

LEGAL PREPARATIONS ETC.,
3230 MAUDE ST., VIRGINIA.
CORONA, RIVERSIDE. CA
92506-4400

9TH STREET EATERY, 3530
9TH ST. . YOUNG KWON.
RIVERSIDE. CA 92501-3602

GODOY CABINETS, 3598
CHICAGO AVE., OSVALDO,
GODOY, RIVERSIDE. CA
92507-4408
CUSTOM CURVES, 20465
AVENIDA HACIENDA, JUAN
ACEVES, RIVERSIDE. CA
92508-2415
ONE STOP MAILBOX, 8920
LIMONITE AVE., JANET

REES ST. TRACI LIGHT,
RJVERSIDE. CA 92504-3017

DISCOUNT GLASS & MIR·
ROR, 7207 ARLINGTON
AVE.• STE. E. RUBEN. VICTORIO, RIVERSIDE. CA
92503-1550
EXTREME EXHIBITS &
LIGISTICS, 12155 MAGNOLIA AVE., 41110E, CL!FI'ON
SHANEYFELT, RIVERSIDE.
CA 92503-4967
UNITED PRESS WORKS, 4076

CORAL LOGIC, 24364 HERON
LN . WILLIAM HElM Hl.
MURRIETA. CA 92562-4055
RBB ENTERPRISES, 26475
SAINT MICHEL LN., RUBEN
BRIDNES JR., MURRIETA,
CA 92563-6092
DIAMOND UPHOLSTERY
SVCS., PO. BOX 1116.
RICHARD DLX, MURRIETA,
CA 92564- 1116
XTREME PERFORMANCE &
FABRICATION, 1231 S.
BUENA VISTA ST., STE. K.
ROBERT KENYON, SAN
JACINTO. CA 92583-4663

TM CO., 27654 VIA REAL,
TERESA MENOCHKO, SUN
CITY. CA 92585-3611
PROTEK, 26310 HOHOKAM
CT . CHRISTOPHER TAYLOR. SUN CITY. CA 925863425
MBC TECHNOLOGY, 40067
HOLDEN CIR • WALTER
MOSEMEDER. TEMECULA.
CA 92591-1612
DIRT SHIRTS INTL., 27475
YNEZ RD. 41339. KURT HENRICKSEN, TEMECULA. CA
92591-4612
THE EDWARDS THEATRES,
40750 WINCHESTER RD ..
TEMECULA, CA 92591-5524
IMAGINE GRAPHICS, 42976
EL DOMINO PL.. BRYAN
SCHNEIDEWIND. TEMECULA. CA 92592-2117
RWE ENTERPRISES, 31821
CORTE MONTECITO.
RICHARD EBBINK. TEMEC·
ULA. CA 92592-6488
CASILLAS ROLL OFF SVC.,
219 S VICTORIA AVE..
CORONA. CA 92879-1428
WARLOCK PERFORMANCE,
392 ELIZABETH LN.•
THOMAS STOLARZ. CORO-
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NEW BUSINESS
A, CA 92880-2528
SAMSEN & ASSOC., 6743
PASO FTNO ST. SAMUEL
ESSJEN, CORONA. CA
92880-9271
CROWN INSPECTION VCS.,
I 538 J T EISLEY DR .
ARMANDO GORI. CORONA. CA 92881-40301
NEW AGE ACCOUNTA TS,
13586 DALTON DR. MELINA FRONHEISER. CORONA, CA 92883-8905
SURABIAN AG LABORATORY & CONSULTA TS,
79607 COUNTRY CLUB
DR, STE. 7. JAMES SURASIAN SOIL & PLANT,
INDIO. CA 92201-1207
LIPSHIN PAINTING, 82207
LUCE CT.. JACK LIPSH!N,
INDIO. CA 92201-3124
UPSCO, 45630 CITRUS AVE IIC,
UTILITY PRODUCTS SUPPLY LLC, INDIO, CA 922013449
PRIDE LANDSCAPE & IRRIGATION, 79301 AVENUE
-10, CJ THOMPSON ENTERPRISES INC. INDIO. CA
92203-9417
ADVANCED ENTERTAl MENT, 40751 FLYING SEA
RD , JEANNA TAPIA, PALM
DESERT, CA 92211-7283
MELTDOWN MUSIC, 42775
WISCONSIN AVE.• LARRY
PEDERSEN. PALM DESERT.
CA 92211-7846
KERRJGAN FAMILY MEDICAL GROUP, 42575
WASHINGTON ST. FRANK
KERRIGAN. PALM
DESERT. CA 92211-8850
CANYON FLOOR, 29160
AVENIDA LA VISTA, TIM
NEWTON, CATHEDRAL
CITY, CA 92234-38501
CLC ENTERPRISES, 51277
EISENHOWER DR.
PATRICK LEWIS, LA QUINTA. CA 92253-3044
VALLEY VIEW RANCHOS
HOMEOWNERS ASSOC.,
PO BOX 580044. STEVEN
ENBODY. PALM SPRINGS.
CA 92258

S PALM CANYON DR.,
RON KLEIN. PALM
SPRINGS. CA,92264-9329
CD FARM , 82266AVE UE 58.
SC MANAGEMENT LLC.
THERMAL. CA 92274
J H OCKS, 5700 VA BURE
BLVD . JEONG LEE NAM.
RIVERSIDE. CA 92503-2087

B & F REPAIR SVCS., 26166
ELDER AVE.. JUAN CRUZ.
MORENO VALLEY, CA
92555 1817
FAMILY KJioOTS EXPRESS
I C.. 12190 PERRIS BLVD.
11107. MORENO VALLEY.
CA 92557 7421

ULTIMATE GLASS PROTECTION, 3751 MERCED DR.
RIVERSIDE. CA 92503-4957

THE F RNITURE DOCTOR,
40714 MOUNTAIN PRIDE
DR. CHRISTINA LAVER E, MURRIETA. CA
92562-2024

AZIZI ENTERPRISES, 16790
ALITA DR , MUHOMMAD.
AZIZI. RIVERSIDE. CA
92504-6206

DAVID JONEZ. 41149 OAK
CREEK RD. DERRICK
WRIGHT. MURRIETA. CA
.92562-6025

UNAMATRIXSY TEMS, 3692
LARCHWOOD PL. CURTIS
CROCKETT, RIVERSIDE.
CA 92506-1240

TECH SERVICE I TL. INC.,
41655 REAGAN WAY, #E.
MURRIETA. CA 92562-6935

BAILLIE APPRAISAL, 3538
CENTRAL AVE.. STE. 2C,
RAIN CROSS REAL
ESTATE SVCS • RIVERSIDE, CA 92506-2700
RICKY P SAMBRANO FLOOD
SVC., 9251 MIDDLEFIELD
DR. RICKY SAMBRANO,
RIVERSIDE. CA 92508-6259
ESMERALDAS BEAUTY
SHOP, 8036 MISSION
BLVD. GUADALUPE ROSALES. RIVERSIDE. CA
92509-2968
BIG BURRITO, 4955 FELSPAR
ST. STE. H. CARLOS
LOZANO. RIVERSIDE. CA
92509-3020
EAGLE REALTY CO., PO
BOX 8013. ATANACIO
FAJARDO. RIVERSIDE. CA
92515-8013
SUNRISE Ml ISTRIES, PO
BOX 2039. GEORGE WINKLEMAN. RIVERSIDE. CA
92516-2039
LEDEZMA MUFFLER Ill,
29350 HUNCO WAY.IIA.
MARIO LEDEZMA. LAKE
ELSINORE. CA 92530
INDEPENDENT CLEANING
SVCS., 266 PARK VIEW DR.
WILLIAM STUDEBAKER.
LAKE ELSINORE. CA
92530-7024

WHITES CO SULTI 'G SVC.,
18220 VIA VENTOSO. SAN·
ORA WHITE. MURRIETA,
CA 92563
BETTER HEARING CONSULTANTS LLC, 43460 RIDGE
PARK DR·II245, TEMECULA.CA92590
ADVANTAGE AUTOMOTIVE,
2 696 VIA MONTEZUMA.
STE. 104.. MARIO MORAN.
TEMECLLA. CA 9259025020
KATHYS CLUB, 30520 RANCHO CALIFORNIA RD .
11107-173. KATHLEEN
THOMASON, TEMECULA.
CA .92591-3282
WESTERN TELCOM, 40335
WI CHESTER RD . #EI56.
WESTON SYVERSON SR .
TEMECULA. CA 92591-5518
OCCA SIONAL SIGNS, 32964
CASALA CT. ERIC TAILAKSE . TEMECULA. CA
92592-9281
SAGE PRINGS VI EYARD,
44535 BEDFORD CT., 116,
CA GOLF ACADEMY INC.,
WILDOMAR. CA 92595
AL TERA COMPUTERS, 32395
CLINTON KEITH RD.. #87280, MICHAEL CULLEN.
WILDOMAR. CA 925958508

lNG & MFG., 4631 BAIN
ST. RUDOLPH PICO. MIRA
LOMA. CA 917521911
TRUCTURE OF SUCCESS.
79301 COUNTRY CLUB
DR. STE 101. JOHN
MUELLER. I 010. CA
92201-1250
SIGHTS CONSUMER
EXCHA GE, 83134 STONE
CANYON AVE, IGNACIO,
ESTRELLA. INDIO. CA
92201-6051
CW COLLECTIBLES, 42335
WASHINGTON T., IIF242,
CHRISTOPHER MUTH.
PALM DESERT. CA 922118031
CHAMPION CONCRETE
CONSTRUCTION, 1695
VAS ILl LN . MARK
ERLENDSON, BEAUMONT.
CA 92223-4773
AS SEEN ON TV MARKET
PLACE, 40601 ORMAN
RD . STEPHEN KEMP.
BEAUMONT. CA 922235563
MOM DE T I C., 68555
RAMO RD. 11202. CATHEDRAL CITY. CA 92234-3310
BARTENDER BOBS CREATIO S. 80 ZACHARIA
DR . ROBERT GREEN,
CATHEDRAL CITY. CA
92234-6638
E RIGHT. 15575 VIA MONTANA. ELIZABETH
ENRIGHT. DESERT HOT
SPRINGS. CA 92240-69251
FJRESTARS, 79327 HORIZON
PALMS CIR . ROBERT
SCHAUS. LA QUINTA. CA
92253-3934
MAGNOLIA MARKETING &
MNGM T., 22640 STERLING AVE.,II92. TRACEY
MCGESHICK. PALM
SPRINGS. CA 92262-1091
AMERICA MORTGAGE
CO.. 3600 LIME ST. STE.
311. ROBERT MCLELLAN.
RIVERSIDE. CA 925012974
MULTISERVE AMERJCA.
10205 HOLE AVE. STE. D.
BARBARA OLIVAREZ.
RIVERSIDE. CA 92503-3435

VALLEY AUTO, PO BOX
391430. JAMES THRONE.
ANZA. CA 92539-1430

INFOBASE TECHNOLOGIES,
4102 MOUNT VERDE OR.
MICHAEL ACKLING.
NORCO, CA 92860-1745

CRAZY KEVINS, 24845 SUPERIOR AVE., ROBERT RJCE,
MORENO VALLEY. CA
92551-7446

S G SVCS., 779 SAN JUAN ST.
APT G205, MILAGROS
VARA LA MADRJZ. CORONA. CA 92879-1679

JlM PAINTING, 23193
BROOKHAVEN DR.
CHONG YIM. MORENO
VALLEY. CA 92553-5987

BE I, 420 N MCKJNLEY ST.
11111-426. ROBERT
SAPINKSKJ. CORONA. CA
92879-6504

DESERT DOGS MOBILE DOG
GROOMING,I2745
WOODRIDGE AVE..
MARLYN£ ALDEANNE,
PALM SPRINGS, CA 92262

J & J JANITORIAL SVCS.,
24230 DRESS IN DR , JUAN
CAMPOS. MORENO VALLEY, CA 92553-7607

ARMADA MAGNETICS, 1816
RAJLROAD ST. 1101.
THUY TRAN, CORONA. CA
92880-2512

AVN ART, 435 W VISTA
CHINO. DIXIE DURHAM,
PALM SPRINGS, CA 922622903

HERITAGE CARE HOME,
13560 CASPER CT.,
ENOBONG INYANG,
MORENO VALLEY. CA
92553-8670

K L 0 MARKETING, 2327
ORCHARD LN.. STEPHEN
ORR, CORONA. CA 928825782

KALEIDOSCOPE GRAPHI C
DESIGN, 8435 CHESTERFIELD RD.. CAROL
BRAUN, RIVERSIDE. CA
92508-2535

PACIFIC WEST ENGINEER-

JEFFS PRIZES, P.O BOX 8896.

PALM SPRINGS COFFEE
ROASTING CO., 40666 VIA
FONDA, KEVIN WINTER,
PALM DESERT. CA 922602306
GREAT WEST ANALYTICAL
LLP, 1680 HAMNER AVE.•
120, PALM DESERT, CA
92260-2932

BRENTWOOD CAPITAL, 2458

WB PROPERTIES, 5947 JASMINE ST. GREGORY
WEINGART, RIVERSIDE,
CA 92504-1124
TOBACCO OUTLET, 4748 LA
SIERRA AVE.. MOHAMMAD A JAWAD, RIVERSIDE, CA 92505-2726
BBSI SYSTEMS INTEGRATION, 5635 VIA CEREZO.
WILLIAM VIOLETTE,
RIVERSIDE, CA 92506-3627

JEFFREY SICKLESTEEL.
RIVERSIDE. CA 92515-8896
SPO 'TANEOLS EDUCTION , PO BOX 20654.
JAMIE CLOUTIER. RJVERSIDE. CA 92516-0654
A & Y LEATHER TRE OS,
17600 COLLIER AVE.. STE.
Gl64. SAMIRAZAR, LAKE
ELSI ORE. CA 92530-2637,
PACIFIC MOU TAIN
RANCH, 44565 TERWILLIGER RD . HOMAN
HADAWI ANZA. CA 925399408
HIFAOH E TERTAI MENT,
PO BOX lOllS, IVAN COTTON, MORENO VALLEY.
CA 92552-0118
A J MARKETING, 41419 PEAR
ST. STE. 5. CONVENIENCE
SALES NETWORK INC..
MURRIETA, CA 92562-7016
SRS ENGINEERING CORP.,
41567 CHERRY ST. MURRIETA . CA 92562-9193
ACES R WE COMPUTERS,
23510 ELLIS AVE. ARTURO
GUTIERREZ. PERRIS, CA
92570-7308
LIA LITTLE PEOPLE, 2138
STAR THISTLE LN .
MOORE PERRIS.CA 925713450
ALLIED MOBILE SVCS..
26901 PLACENTIAAVE ..
SINE MASTERS. PERRIS.
CA92571-7719
SPAULDING CONSTRUCTION, 32120 LINDENBERGER RD. WALTER
SPAULDING, ME !FEE. CA
92584-9250
RUMBE ENTERTAINMENT,
32420 RICKS DR . EVELIO.
FUENTES. WLLDOMAR, CA
92595-9203
RAF ENTERPRISES, 35815
LOURDES DR., ROBERT
FRIEND, WINCHESTER, CA
92596-9147
ELITE PACKAGING, 4225
PRADO RD .. STE. 106, JEFFREY CORDERO, CORONA. CA 92880-7443
COMMUNITY HOUSING
REDEVELOPMENT, 18635
QUAIL HILL RD . RANDAL
DURHAM. CORONA. CA
92881 -3448
LOMELI SVCS., 125 N.
BUENA VISTA AVE., APT.
D. YVETTE LOMELI,
CORONA. CA 92882-1987
LION FARM CO., 1700 VIA
SANTIAGO. LUIS ARGUELLO. CORONA. CA 92882-2967
HANSEN COMPUTER SVCS.,
2891 AMBER DR.• DAVID
HANSEN.CORONA,CA
92882-3646
1ST CHOICE SITTERS, 2435
PEACOCK LN .. JENNIFER
TAYLOR. CORONA. CA
92882-5645
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CALENDARo2
The
Center
for
International
Trade
Development
and
Californta-Mexico Trade Assistance
Center of Ciuus College presents,
"How to Organize Your Own
Trading Company" - a workshop
to help people in business get organized, learn the different types of trading companies and how to differentiate the types of buyer-seller relationships. The work hop will be held
from 12-3:30 _p.m. at 300 W. Second
St., Ste. 203, in Pomona. Fee: $35.
For more information, contact the
Citrus College for International
Trade Development at (909) 6292247.

12

13

Small
Business
Development
&
International
Trade
Center presents A Web Site for Your
Business, from 4-6 p.m., 7422 E.
Garvey in Rosemead. No charge;
reservations required. Call (800)
450-7232.

SBDC presents a twohour
workshop
on
Business
Plan
Development, from 10 a.m. to noon,
300 W. Second, Ste. 203 in Pomona.
Fee: $15, call (800) 450-7232.
Reservations required.

15

PWR:
Professional
Women's
Roundtable
presents Spa Day at the
Glen Ivy Hot Springs Spa, 25000
Glen Ivy Road in Corona.
Admission is $25; food service is
available or pack a picnic. RSVP:
Fran Boytos at (909) 981-5734 or
Audrey Brown at (909) 620-6448.

17

2O

Right
Management
Open
Consultants
House, featuring organizational consulting and career transition services from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Buffet luncheon from II :30 a.m.1:30 p.m., 650 E. Hospitality Lane,
Ste. 350 in San Bernardino. RSVP
by June 14 at (909) 386-1000.

21

Arts Council for San
Bernardino County will
celebrate the opening of

Arts on 5th, a new cultural center
and gallery, 468 W. 5th St. in San
Bernardino, with its Fifth Annual
Members Exhibition, from 5-7 p.m.
Please RSVP by June 18, (909) 3884126. Anson 5th is a collaboration
of the Art~ Council, Cal State San
Bernardino's Coyote Conservatory
for the Arts, and the city of San
Bernardino
Cultural
and
International Affairs Department.
Members Exhibition V runs through
July 31.

22

" Viva
America,"
Sinfonia Mexicana's last
concert of its 16th season - featuring Daniel Rodriguez
and Maestro Stewart Robertson,
guest conducting the San Bernardino
Symphony Orchestra. The concert is
scheduled for 7 p.m. at the historic
California Theatre of Performing
Arts, 562 West 4th Street in San
Bernardino. Ticket prices for "Viva
America" are $25, $30 and $35 and
may be purchased at the Sinfonia
Mexicana office located in the Arts
on Fifth Building, 468 West 5th
Street, San Bernardino, or
by calling (909) 884-3228
or toll free (866) 687-4284.

28

Understa nding
and
Mouvatmg Employees,
Riverstde,
UCR
Extension Center, 1200 University
Ave., from 8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m. Fee:
$150. For information, call (909)
787-4105 or (800) 442-4990.

28

The San Bernardino
ConventiOn and Visitor's
Bureau 's Youth Sports
Alliance is holding the 2nd Annual
Kermit Alexander & Friends
Celebrity Golf Tournament, "Come
Play for the Kids." The tournament
will be held at the PGA of Southern
California Golf Club at Oak Valley.
Proceeds from the event will go to
the Youth Sports Alliance and
Charlie Seymour's 9th Street Youth
Golf Academy. For more information, contact the San Bernardino
Convention and Visitors Bureau at
(909) 889-3980 or visit them online
at www.san-bernardino.org.
"Antiques in the Attic,"
a free Antique Show and
Boutique to benefit

Chtldhelp USA Village, from 10
a.m. to 5 p.m. at the National Orange
Show Citrus Butlding tn San
Bernardino. A $25 Lax. deductible
donation will enlllle attendees to
have two items valuated by an experienced antiques dealer. Vendor
booths are available at $35; call
Mary Ann Hartline at (909) 8290661. For more general information,
call Mary Ellis at (909) 882-4064 or
JoAnn Von Wald at (909) 882-4531.
July 10 The Palm Desert Chamber
of Commerce presents " Putt Putt on
El Paseo," an all new event on El
Paseo where participants get to
"putt" their way down El Paseo,
stopping at all the businesses hosting
tee positions and enjoying refreshments along the way. Registration
and the awards ceremony at the end
of the competition, will take place at
The Gardens on El Paseo. For more
information, or to make early reservations, contact the Palm Desert
Chamber of Commerce at (760) 3466111.

29
p••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••..

SBDC presents
Achieving Sales
Excellence from
6-8 p.m., 300 W. Second,
Ste. 203 in Pomona. For
information and registration, call the Mt. San
Antonio College Small
Business
Development
Center at (800) 450-7232.
Fee: $15.

27
28

Montclair Chamber of Commerce
13th Annual Golf Tournament
A u g u st 2 8, 2002
S ierra Lakes Golf C lub
16600 C lubhouse Drive
Fontana, CA

~uacanmco:g~

Chamber
of
Commerce
Annual
Installation Dinner at 6
p.m., the Doubletree Hotel,
222 N. Vineyard Ave. in
Ontario.
Reservations
required. Pre-pay at chamber office, $35 per person
and reserved tables of eight
with sponsorship - $400.

Call and Reserve your spot
now or for more information

(909) 624-4569
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RESC>URCE DIREC'"I-...C>RY

~Go-t

Reduce Your Energy Costs!

Th e leader in On-Site Service, Repair & Supplies For
All Color & Laser Printers, Personal Copiers, and FAX

VALLEY Foam Roofing Inc

~'(

A divtsron of Valley Painting & Urethane Roof Coatina lnc.

_'r

State Lie . #67161 0

~'f

Hewlett Packard
A uthorized!

Announces

Reflective Aluminum Coating (RAC)
"A Brilliant Silver Shield Process to Reflect the Sun's Rays"

(h~

Recommended Especially for
•

On-S ue Sen ICC & Rcpmr
Pre\ Cntl'c Mamtcnancc
Annual Scrv1cc Agreement~

-.c~

Free Deli very on all Products

'Cr Buy & Sell New & Used Pnntcrs
'Cr Toner Supphes
LA. & Inland Empire
2125 Wnght Ave .. Sune C-8
La \'erne CA 91750
(909) 392-4707
FAX (909) 192-4712
877 95-AMERI

Commercial & Li&Jit IndU8trial Buildings
• Hotels I Motels

Also Specializing in Eoam Roqfing & Be...Coating

For a Complimentary Consultation

Call Toll Free

1.800.500.0830

Or email us at

valleyfoam@aol com

RC Photography and Associates

"Since 1983"@
35688 Cathedral Canyon Dr

Cathedral City CA 92234
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EXECUTIVE TIIVIE C>UT

YOSEMITE -A GIFT OF INSPIRATIONAL BEAUTY

AmeriComp·
©

J UNE 2002

Professional .-\\\ard Winning J»hotoga·aphy
'

Full Service Photographic Studw & Beauty Salon!

Studio Services
Corporate Events, Commercial Work, Weddings, Award Banquets,
Company Parties, Reunions, Special Occasions, Family Portrails,
Ph01ographic Restorations, Porlraits

Salon Services
Complete Makeovers, Hair Styling, Bridal Packages, Nails/Pedicures,
Complete Facials
9607 Business Center Dr., Ste. E
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730

(909) 989-1165 Fax (909) 989-2391
Nationwide: l-888-477-7127
Web site: www.rophotography.com
Call for information--By appointment only!

by Camille Bounds, Travel &liror
It 1> recorded in the great book
that God made the world m ~1>. days.
What wasn't recorded was that dunng
one of tho e days God m1ght have
wondered where he was going to rest
on the seventh day. It was then that he
must have decided to create Yosemite.
S urrounded by inspira tio na l
beauty
Inspirational beauty surround'> the
visitor with giant trees, spectacular
waterfalls. wildflowers and lofty
precipices with names that ring
throughout the world. beckoning rock
and mountain climben. with the greatest of challenges.
El Capitan, Half Dome. Royal
Arches, Cathedral Rock, Clouds Re>t
and Three Brothers draw climbers to
test their expe n ise and nerve.
More than 30 waterfalls. each
with a per'>onahty of its own, cascade
O\ er h1gh >heer c liffs c reaun g a
changmg mao,terp1ece of power and
unmatched beauty. Yosemne Fall'>. at
2.425 feet up. was compared by John
Muir, (author and preservationist) to a
throng of comets. (Cons1der iagara
Falls 1., only 164 feet high.) R1bbon
Falls 1s 1.612 feet, and Bndah e1l Falls
drops 620 feet into an aJcove from a
hangmg valley. The wmd often blows
the tumbling water into a flim'>y mist
that gives it the appearance of it'.
name.
A man of vision
One of the first recorded travel
agents was a man named James
Mason Hutchings. Hi claim to fame,
around 1885, was to organize the first
tourist group to see the wonderful
sights of Yosemite, (the lndian name
for grizzly bear). As they say, "the rest
is history!" More than 4 ,000.000 people a year drive; u e trains; tram or
buses; backpack; use 'mules or horses,
or walk all over this amazingly glorious gift of nature.
S pectacular Views
Yo emite cover 1.200 acres with
360 miles of primary roads and 750
miles of trails. Its landscape ranges
from 2,000 feet to more than 13,000
feet above sea level and features an
alpine wilderness, groves of gtant
sequOias, and the spectacular
Yosemite Valley. The Yosemite
Valley. wh1ch accounts for only seven

of the park's 1,189 square miles, I '>the
world's best known glac1er-carved
canyon and IS best known for lis thundenng waterfalls. towenng cliffs,
rounded domes and massive monoliths rismg to heights of 3.500 feet,
that create an arena of wonder and
amazement.
W here to stay
If you do not choose to use the
campgrounds. there IS a wide range of
lodg1ng available that goes from high
end of the price spectrum to the low,
economy e nd.
Yosemite--Historic grandeur
The h1stonc Ahwahnee Hotel

concentratmg on relaxauon and comfon that mclude., an elegant dinmg
room w1th a >uperb menu, wme hst
and first-class serv1ce to match.
There is also a celebrated mnehole golf course and a swimming
pool. A recent $400,000 renovation
did not change the enchanting flavor
and ambtance. but resto red and
improved what was already there.
Horseback ndmg, tennis, hikmg and
fishing, skimg. snow shoeing and
snow boarding are j ust a few of the
seasonaJ activities offered.
The Wawona Hotel IS located at
the south fork of the Me rced Rl\er, 30

H ikin g along Chilnualna Falls
- Ph oto by Camille Bounds
offers luxury. elegance and comfort.
with rooms done in an Indian motif.
The lodge i built of rocks and sugar
pine logs. with exposed timbers. sensational view~ and a fantastic dining
room (expensive).
Southe rn Yosemite--A registe red
historical gem
The Wawona Hotel is one of
Cahfomta 's oldest mountam re-.on
hoteb. It offer'> European-styled hotel
rooms with and without private bath\.
Wawona Hotel offer' a ht\toncal
experience. Having started around
1850 a\ a place to rest for weary travelers. the Wawona ha..s smce de,eloped mto a charmmg. rustle hotel.

miles from Yosemite Valley, just
inside the south entrance to Yosemite
National Park. For reservations and
information on oplion on how to get
there. call (559) 252-4848.
Conte m porary comfort
The Tenaya Lodge is for the more
contemporary-minded. Built in 1990
and renovated 111 1998, it is updated
and cornfonable wtth an indoor and
outdoor pool and an underwater
\Ound system: a full- servtce spa;
cable TV: telephones and a bu~mess
center. a..s well a..s fine and casual dmmg and room \ervtce.
Surrounded by the beauty of
Yosemne. meettng planners and hon-

eymooners who don't want to rough it
Will find an inv1ung haven, with large,
comfonable. well-appointed rooms
and all the offenngs of glorious
Yosemite at the1r doorstep. It is located two miles from the south entrance
to Yosemite National Park on
Highway 412. For reservations and
mformation call (877) 322-5492.
Early advance reservations are suggested. The earher the better. CaJI
park serv1ces at (209) 372-0265 for
information.
When to go
June. July, August and September
are the mo t crowded months, espeCially m the vaJiey area. If you can go
off peak. (before MemoriaJ Day and
after the first of October), you may
find it cooler and the rates a little
lower. but all the grandeur is still there
~1thout the crowds. Something to
thmk about.
How to get there
Yosemne auonal Park is open
year-round and may be reached by air,
car or AMTRACK. (The Auto Club
can suppl y accurate maps and aJtemauve transponation information). It ts
approxtmately a six-hour ride from
Los Angeles. CaJI park serv1ces at
(209) 372-0265 for general park informauon or call (209) 372-0200 for a
24-hour recorded menu for all information--from weather to accommodation availability-to road condition and direcuons.
If you are driving, tire chains are
mandatory in the winter months.
Check the park Web site at
www.np .gov/yose for more detailed
information.
An easie r way to get around
Recently. the Yosemite Area
Regional Transportation System
(YARTS) began running regional
tran it buses. Through this service,
YARTS offers a choice to those traveling in the region who would rather
ride a bu from outlying communitie
mto Yosemite VaJiey and park. Call
the YARTS information line at 1-877989-2787.

Camille Bounds is the travel editor for
the Westem Di1•ision of Sunrise
Publications. the lnland Emptre
Busmeso; Journal and the San Gabriel
Busmess Journal.
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Is your
Investment Manager
providing your
organization the
REAL' service it
deserves?

1

Real World Investment
Management Prov;des
Direct access to your Portfolio Manager
Tailored investment strategies
Competitive institutional pricing
Online account access avai lable 24 hours
a day, 7 days a week
Comprehensive reporting

At Payden & Rygel
'Real' is a one on one relationship with your ded-

icated portfolio manager - not a computer;
'Real' is an investment plan, custom designed for

your organization;
'Real' is great service - the kind you used to get.

It's people you trust, who get to know what you
and your organization need, and then get it done.

At Payden & Rygel, we provide these ' Real'
services to each and every one of our clients.

Payden & Rygel, headquartered in Los Angeles,
is one of the largest independent investment
counselors in the country with nearly $40
billion in assets. We manage individual and
institutional portfolios worldwide ranging in
size from $1 million to over $500 million.

That's Real World Investing, that's Payden & Rygel

Economic Outlook ca ll: 1-800-644-9328

Pa,,;den&D,rgel
J
~J

or visit us at www.payden.com.

Los Angeles • London • Dublin • Frankfurt

For more information and a free copy of our

·

1

